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Role of Intermediaries in Insurance Industry

A peculiar feature of insurance has been that it needs

to be marketed aggressively in order for the general

public to buy. This is more so in ‘not so financially

literate markets’ like India. Insurers conceptualise,

design, obtain approvals and offer their products. But

in order that the product reaches the intended

beneficiary and the beneficiary is convinced to buy,

an effective intermediary – who acts as a bridge

T.S. Vijayan

From the Publisher

Always at your Service

between the seller and the buyer – is utmost essential. That is where the industry gives scope for Agents,

Brokers, Banks, Insurance Marketing Firms etc to play an important role.

With time, the Regulator has allowed innovation in the intermediary space whereby Insurance Marketing

Firms, Common Service Centres, restructured corporate agency system for banks, Web Aggregators,

Point of Sale persons etc have come into existence to expand the reach of insurance delivery mechanisms.

Further innovations are also underway like the Insurance Service Centres, whereby, post-sale services of

multiple insurance companies are proposed to be made available at a single window.

There is a discussion underway for past many years regarding the commissions and expenses payable to

such Intermediaries and whether they can be curtailed in order to reduce the overall expense ratio of

insurers. While the arguments on both sides of the coin (to maintain commission levels or to decrease)

have their own merits and de-merits, it is better for the industry in the long-run to match such commissions

and expenses to the quality of service (both pre-sale and post-sale) that is being rendered.  While the

Regulator would strive to maintain parity amongst various insurers on such payments keeping the

policyholders’ interests in mind, it is essential that, in a highly competitive market, rewards or commissions

need to be earned rather than demanded for. With technological advancements like online sale and

service of insurance products becoming a reality, the service quality of the intermediary (both pre-sale

and post-sale) would only be the deciding factor on the amount of remuneration or commission to be

paid. This point needs to be kept in mind and utmost care and efforts must be devoted to further

improve the service quality leaving little scope for complaint from policyholder against any intermediaries.

I hope that the articles being published in the current issue will be found interesting. Keeping in view

the importance of Risk Management in natural and man-made calamities, the focus of next issue will be

“Role of Insurance in Disaster Management”.
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A take off from Curtain Raiser

Intermediaries in Insurance Industry

For a lasting friendship & life-long relationship with the Policyholders, the crucial role of

Intermediaries in general & that of Insurance Agent in particular cannot be overemphasized.

Like a Doctor is to the Family ( Family Doctor) for its physical well-being, similar is the position

of our Intermediaries for economic well-being, provided he or she discharges his or her assigned

duties sincerely & diligently. Availability of Modern Technology is both a Challenge & an

Opportunity for Insurance Agents to redefine their traditional roles to benefit both the

policyholders as well as Insurance Industry. In fact an intermediary can be a Change Agent in

the society arresting the menace of Mis-sellings and Fraudulent Practices while increasing

insurance penetration to uninsured population of the country.

All these call for a high level of Professionalism on the part of Intermediaries & rightly so ,

insistence of the Regulator on Proper training & Qualification etc could be called a means to

Good Governance.  Let me close  this Take off on the importance of Intermediaries through the

famous words of Mahatma Gandhi- Father of the Nation:

“A customer is the most important visitor on our premises. He is not dependent on us. We are

dependent on him. He is not an interruption of our work. He is the purpose of it. He is not an

outsider to our business. He is part of it. We are not doing him a favour by serving him. He is

doing us a favour by giving us the opportunity to do so“

B.K. Sahu

Consultant, Communication
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ISSUE FOCUS

Insurance Intermediaries-
Roles and Responsibilities

Dr Karanam Nagaraja Rao, CA Sindhuja Bhaskara

Introduction

M
an has been inventing and

innovating over the

mysteries of financial

products ever since his appearance

on the globe. ‘Insurance’ perhaps is

the master stroke in his quest to

solve varied problems associated

with uncertainty. The whole lot of

industries, the agriculture and the

tertiary sectors cannot be thought

of running smoothly without the risk

being covered by an instrument

called, ‘Insurance’. The men behind

the wheels of industry also need

insurance. Thus we have both

general insurance and life

insurance. But the irony is that this

most sought after service is still

being sold and not bought. When

any invention is monetized for

commercial purpose, it acquires the

name of innovation. By that

definition insurance is still in

invention phase and not properly

innovated. The potential available

with insurance is largely untapped

and more than two-thirds of Indian

population is not covered by any

insurance. The role of

intermediaries gains prominence in

the background of untapped

potential and due to the prevalence

of large chunks of financial illiteracy

prevailing in the country.

Who are the intermediaries?

In popular parlance, the agents or

the advisors and the brokers come

under the banner of intermediaries.

However, in strict definitional

purpose, the IRDAI lists out agents,

corporate agents, brokers,

surveyors, TPA services, web

aggregators, insurance repositories,

and insurance marketing firms as

the intermediaries. As the term

suggests, they are the mediators

between the insurer and the

insured. They are the interpreters

of insurance and their role is

communicating the otherwise

jargon-riddled insurance termin-

ology in decipherable language.

Given the inadequate financial

literacy and inclusive growth, time

has come for the mediators to don

the role of social entrepreneurs for

spreading the gospel of insurance in

the public and ‘infuse the spirit of

calm confidence which insurance

alone can give’.

Responsibilities of the insurance

intermediaries

“He was a friend of mine, and I

never asked him to buy life

insurance because I did not want

him to think I was the kind of person

who would use friendship for

personal gain.

He was a friend of mine, and when

he married, I was glad! Because I

knew his wife too, and I knew they

were the kind of people who

deserved all good things in life that

a happy marriage brings.

He was a friend of mine, and when

I attended the house-warming in his

new home six months ago, I thought

about mentioning mortgage

insurance. But I decided to wait

until he had a chance to catch up

with all his new expenses.

He was a friend of mine, and when

his car missed the curve in the storm

last night, I was the first one his

widow called. Day after tomorrow I

will be standing beside my friend’s
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grave and I still be trying to

rationalize my failure to even talk

to him about life insurance. I’ll be

thinking too, even more bitterly

than I am now, about the staggering

price his family paid for my false

pride and foolish sensitivity.

But most of all, I will be wondering

when the time comes to pay my last

respects, whether, if he could

speak, he would say of me, as I do

of him: He was a friend of mine”.

This story is quite popular story in

insurance industry and talks

profoundly about the role of

intermediaries. Insurance is not a

target driven profession. It is a value

based social vocation. It is calling

from society and it goads upon the

intermediary to plunge in to action

for a social cause. An agent is

committing a sin of omission if he

fails to educate his neighborhood

about the need of insurance. A

doctor proclaims boastfully that he

is giving health to society. A lawyer

proclaims boldly that he is creating

a litigation free society. A teacher

declares that he is educating the

society. Why does not an agent

proclaim to the world that he is

insuring the society and infusing

confidence in the society? If

insurance penetration is less than

4%, and percentage of people

covered under insurance is less than

one third of the insurable

population, it tells that there is lot

to be done by the intermediaries.

An agent/ broker is a social

entrepreneur. The model he has to

design is ‘merging money with

motive’; in other words, do social

good and earn profit also. There is

no person in the world who has no

needs. Each need- product/ service

is interwoven with the risk; and as

long as there is risk, there can be

insurance. For example, the farmers

are depending on loans from banks

and government institutions for

undertaking agricultural activities.

From 2010 to 2014, the quantum of

loans sanctioned to the farmers in

India has gone up from 17,835 crore

rupees to 47,430 crore rupees. The

number of farmers who have taken

loans also have gone up from 958

lakhs to 3854 lakhs in the same

period. The incidence of

indebtedness can be had from the

following figure 1.

It is an acknowledged fact that the

premature death of the borrower

will be a liability both to banks and

the dependents of the borrower. If

an agent develops a system to cover

all the borrowers of loans, he is

doing yeoman services to the

society. It is a social calling and a

social responsibility. Thus

identifying the individual needs of

the customers and providing

insurance solutions is the major role

of an insurance intermediary.

The insurance agent, we say, is a

primary underwriter. He is the

person who has seen the customer

and none else, especially for non-

medical policies. When non-medical

business is on a growth trajectory,

it is the responsibility of an agent

to highlight all material information

necessary to assess the risk in the

moral hazard report. The interest

of the organization is more

important over achieving individual

business targets.

Selling and servicing are two sides

of the same coin and anyone

ignoring this aspect is doing this at

his own peril. Insurance is not a

product or commodity; it is an idea

or a dream. It is a promise that is

payable at a future date. Again,

especially with life insurance, it is

a long term contract. Pushing the

sale and pulling out from the

preview of the customer is not what

is expected by the intermediary. He

has to identify the needs of the

customer and sell what is needed

by the customer. It is his onerous

responsibility to explain the Human

Life Value and try to sell neither less

nor more than what is necessitated

and be with the customer until the

Source: Government of India Statistical Reports from 2010 to 2014

Figures1: The farmers' reliance on the banking system
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final payment is done by the

insurance company. He has to assist

the customer in revival, loan,

alteration, modification and other

related activities and display the

image of friend, philosopher and

guide to the customer. ‘Selling gives

the agent a living but servicing

makes it a life’. The image makes

him an unproclaimed brand

ambassador for the company for

which he works and his duty is to

leverage his good will in recycling

all maturity claims in to new

business. After all this is a social

objective and the intention is to

cover all family members of the

policy holders.

Financial literacy is abysmally low

in India and this is more pronounced

with insurance. Inclusive growth

becomes a mirage unless all sections

of the society are drawn to the fold

of insurance. The individual life

insurance companies and the IRDAI

are playing their part in spreading

the gospel of insurance in each and

every nook and corner of rural India.

Their efforts get strengthened if

there is a proactive force of

intermediaries ready to take up the

challenges. The number of people

covered in a given period of time

and not necessarily the premium

income brought in the same period

decides the success canvas of an

intermediary. The role of the

intermediary is to form, inform and

reform the public opinion and be a

brand ambassador for the

organization.

The other obligations of the

intermediaries include maintaining

right rapport with the customers

(which include reminders for

premium default, birth day

greetings, wedding anniversary

greetings, survival benefit

settlement assistance etc) and

maintaining public contacts and

networking skills. An insurance agent

is an entrepreneur (or can we call

him as insupreneur?)  in the sense

that he introduces innovation in the

servicing and sales techniques and

always search for new markets for

greater business advantage. Like an

entrepreneur, his duty is to develop

passion for his area of activity and

look upon society as his field

laboratory. The Gospel of Sri Rama

Krishna records a story of an ardent

devotee insisting on Rama Krishna

to show him the God. The Swamy

took him to a river and plunged him

by neck, deep in to the waters. The

devotee struggled to gasp a breath

and pushed away the Swamy to

come out of waters. The gap

between the gasp of breath and the

life is thin. The passion to live made

all the difference and then the

Swamy explained the need to have

the same passion to see the God. If

the agent has the same passion to

do social good, is his goal far behind

from being achieved? This is the real

role of an insurance intermediary.

For playing the role dexterously one

should be scholarly too. An agency

is not a profession for social and

academic misfits. It is a conscious

decision of an informed scholar bent

upon to bring social change in

society. To qualify this test, the

intermediary has to get updates in

his field and understand nuances of

different financial products. He

should know the products not only

of his company but of other

competitive companies. He should

be transparent in his marketing

communications and never indulge

in deceptive mis selling practices.

Uniting an insured with an insurer

is akin to conducting a happy

marriage and the role of the

mediator is bringing the ambience

for the success of the marriage only.

His commission for broking the

marriage is incidental and

secondary to his primary activity.

Conclusion

An insurance intermediary is a

change agent in a society. He is an

active participant to bring about a

social change without losing site of

his ambition of ‘merging money with

mission’. No single role fits his

profile since his role is multi-

dimensional and multi-tasked. He is

a brand ambassador for the

company; a friend, philosopher and

guide to customer, and a social

entrepreneur bent upon covering all

the needs and services of the

populace at large. Risk reduction

and infusing a sense of confidence

in the society is the beacon towards

which he sails his ship of insurance

throughout his life.

Dr Karanam Nagaraja Rao,
Assistant Professor, School of

Business, Alliance University,

Bangalore

CA Sindhuja Bhaskara, Chartered

Accountant, Bangalore
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ISSUE FOCUS

Role and Relevance of Intermediaries in
Health Insurance Industry

- Pooja Kansra, Dr. Harinder Singh Gill

H
ealth insurance is used to

describe a form of

insurance that pays for

medical expenses. It is sometimes

used to include insurance covering

disability or long term nursing or

custodial care needs. According to

Registration of Indian Insurance

Companies Regulations (2000),

health insurance is defined “as the

effecting of contracts which provide

sickness benefits or medical,

surgical or hospital expense

benefits, whether in patient, or out

patient, on an indemnity,

reimbursement, services, prepaid

hospital or other plan basis including

assured benefits and long term

care” (Sahoo & Das, 2011). The

International Labour Organization

defined “Health insurance as the

reduction or elimination of

uncertain risk of loss for the

individual or household by

combining a larger number of

similarly exposed individuals or

households who are included in a

common fund that makes good the

loss caused to any one member”

Thus, from a purely economic

perspective, health insurance can

be seen as one side of the coin of

human capital investment. Health

insurance prevents the

deterioration of human capital in

the face of adverse health shocks

that individuals or families have not

been able to avoid (Mexican

Commission on Macroeconomics and

Health, 2004).

I.  Basic Framework of Health

Insurance in India

Figure 1, shows the basic framework

of health insurance in India. There

are five main stakeholders in the

health insurance and these

stakeholders are insurance

companies, healthcare providers,

customers, third party

administrators (TPAs) and

regulators. Health insurance

business involves more stakeholders

than others forms of insurance

which makes the whole process

more complex and difficult to

control. To make any health

insurance business successful, it is

important to understand the inter-

Figure 1: Basic Framework of Health Insurance

Source: Bhat and Jain (2006)

Always at your Service
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linkages between the stakeholders.

The key challenge in the health

insurance framework is that among

the stakeholders, the provider

network is least regulated.

Healthcare service delivery at the

provider end of the chain is a very

important part of the health

insurance process. It affects the

insurers in terms of pricing of the

health insurance policies,

sustainability of schemes and their

profitability (Devadasan & Nandraj,

2006).

II. Insurance Intermediaries

An insurance intermediary means

individual agents, corporate agents

including banks and brokers as they

intermediate between the customer

and the insurance company.

Insurance intermediary also includes

surveyors and third party

administrators but these

intermediaries are not involved in

procurement of business. Surveyors

assess losses on behalf of the

insurance companies. Third party

administrators provide services

related to health insurance for

insurance companies (Handbook on

Insurance Intermediaries).

III. Why intermediaries are needed

in health insurance industry?

Health insurance is very well

established in many countries, but

in India it still remains an untapped

market. Presently, health insurance

in India is confronted with the

following challenges and call

effective participation of various

intermediaries to solve these

challenges.

(1) Lack of Awareness: Low

awareness of health insurance

in India is the most important

factor which inhibits its

enrolment. There also exists a

lack of understanding of

product features and exclusions

related to pre-existing

conditions/diseases.

(2) High Premium: Presently,

health insurance premium are

high and do not differentiate

between people living in urban

and rural areas where the cost

of medical care are different.

Thus, health insurance policies

are less attractive to the poor

and rural masses.

(3) Lack of Reliable Data: Lack of

accurate data on morbidity

profile of Indian population

hinders the growth of health

insurance. Without reliable

database, premium lack valid

foundation and likely to be set

too high or too low.

(4) Financial Tool for Medical

Emergencies: Most of the

financial services ensure

definite return on one’s

investment but health

insurance is all about risk

coverage. Therefore, it is very

difficult to convince the

policyholders that payment of

a claim depends upon the

happening of the event. People

are yet to accept that health

insurance is financial tool for

medical emergencies only.

(5) High Medical Cost: The rising

premium from adverse

selection could be a vicious

cycle as those with less risk will

begin to leave and those with

certainty of claims will stay

with the insurance companies

making the health insurance

even more unviable (James,

2004).

(6) Mis-Selling of Health Insurance

Policies: Mis-selling is a

common practice in insurance

sector which involves selling of

insurance products either by

hiding facts or giving false

information to the buyers.

(7) Pricing of Health Insurance

Policies:  A major challenge for

the health insurance industry is

the pricing of the insurance

products. Whereas, most of the

times the insurance companies

do under-pricing of their

products to gain competition

advantage. Although, health

insurance is one of the

promising sectors of the non-

life industry, but needs to be

strengthened in areas of

standardization, accreditation

of healthcare providers and

Always at your Service
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information exchange

(Aggarwal et al., 2013).

(8) Fraudulent Practices:

Excessive claims often

compounded by fraudulent

practices are threatening the

sustainability of the health

insurance companies (FICCI,

2013).

(9) Traditional Channels of

Distribution: The traditional

channels of distribution were

mostly associated with the

agents as the chief distribution

channels and need is to find

new methods of delivering the

products and services to

customers.

Health insurance is more complex

than other forms of insurance due

to serious conflicts arising out of

moral hazard, cream skimming and

information gap. Therefore, health

sector policy formulation,

assessment and implementation are

extremely complex in changing

epidemiological, institutional,

technological and political scenario.

Health insurance, if properly

developed by the insurance

intermediaries, can act as a bridge

between patients and providers

balancing quality care at reasonable

costs with an effective and

accountable healthcare.

IV. The Role of Insurance

Intermediaries

The importance of health insurance

is unquestioned and highly

recognized across the globe.

Insurance intermediaries serve as

the critical link between insurance

companies and consumers seeking to

procure insurance coverage. The

importance of intermediaries has

been realized due to the following

factors:

(1) Marketing of Insurance

Products

Insurance intermediaries carry

innovative marketing strategies

to market health insurance

products among the masses and

to widen the outreach of the

health insurance products.

Marketing strategies need to be

drawn and re-drawn from time

to time keeping in mind the

customer preferences.

(2) Help to Create Solid Insurance

Portfolio

Intermediaries maintain broad

range of information pertaining

to different aspects of

insurance business. This kind of

information helps the insurance

companies to determine the

premiums to be charged for

different types of insurance and

helps to set appropriate pricing

for their products.

(3) Lower Search Cost

Insurance companies need not

find the customers as the

intermediaries (specialists)

were working for them. By

reducing insurance costs across

the markets, intermediaries

make an important contribution

to improve the economic

conditions.

(4) Spreading of Information to

Consumers

Intermediaries help to increase

the consumer awareness and

understanding towards various

products and services. An

intermediary identifies the

consumer needs and also helps

the consumer to find right

insurers, policies and prices.

Thus, helps the customers to

make educated purchases/

informed decisions.

(5) Risk Management

Some insurance intermediaries

give financial advisory services

and help the companies to

understand their risk profile.

This helps insurance

intermediaries to manage their

risks and to improve risk

profiles.

(6) Prevent Adverse Selection

Intermediaries help to prevent

adverse selection by ensuring

that each customer pays

appropriate premium. They

protect the insurer's ability to

cover losses while protecting

the customers against

overpayments.

(7) Helps to Improve Economic

Growth

Intermediary activity not only

benefits the insurers and the

insured but the overall

economy by making insurance

products widely available,

thereby increasing the positive

effects of insurance generally

Always at your Service
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risk-taking, investment,

provision of basic societal

needs and economic growth.

(8) Dissemination of Information

to the Marketplace

Intermediaries collect

information on the premiums

and claim experience.

Dissemination of knowledge

and expansion of markets

within a country and

international market helps to

attract more direct investment

for the insurance sector.

V. Conclusion

The importance of insurance in

present scenario is unquestioned

and recognized across the globe. A

financially sound insurance sector

contributes to the economic growth

by managing risk, allocation of

resources and mobilization of

savings. With the rising demand of

the insurance products, the

insurance companies have to take

the help of the intermediaries in

order to strengthen the sector and

insurance companies which

integrate  the  right  mix  of

distribution channels  can  build

sustainability. An insurance

intermediary brings innovative

marketing practice, creates

awareness, builds confidence

among the buyers, helps to

minimize the risk, lowers search

cost of the insurers, prevents

adverse selection and helps to

improve economic growth. This

helps to deepen the insurance

markets by increasing consumers

awareness of the protections

offered by insurance, their

awareness of the multitude of

insurance options and their

understanding as to how to purchase

the insurance they need.
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ISSUE FOCUS

Leveraging distribution for
Mainstreaming Insurance

- P.C.James

Insurance is a product which is sold.

The Malhotra Committee Report

which initiated the insurance

reforms debate in the country in

1994 began its report by looking at

Insurance Intermediaries (Chapter

III). It acknowledged that insurance

is needed by everybody, but stated

that “left to themselves economic

agents –whether individual or groups

– would rather carry their risks than

buy insurance.” The intangibility of

insurance, the asymmetry of

information that both parties carry

and the need to put as compelling

the probabilityof risks that may not

probably happen in a lifetime, the

credence or trust aspect that

underlies insurance contracts etc.

create difficulties for the customer

to understand and buy insurance on

their own. So insurers have an

onerous duty to sell, where they

need to convince the customer to

buy a product they badly need to

buy but are shying away from

buying.As insurers faced an uphill

task to sell directly and also to take

the insurance relationship one

richer layer forward, the industry

worldwide has utilised

intermediaries to sell insurance and

in particular to inform, advice and

service customers that seek

insurance.

Based on consumer requirements as

markets evolved, insurers, with

Regulators approving or Regulators

themselves taking initiatives in

creating intermediaries, many kinds

of intermediaries have come to the

fore in the insurance sector. In India,

the recognised distribution channels

currently include:

1) Individual agents

2) Corporate agents

3) Bancassurance (banks as

corporate agents)

4) Insurance Brokers

5) Direct channel

6) Micro insurance agents

7) Distance marketing channels

8) Web aggregators

9) Insurance Marketing Firms

Despite the proliferation of so many

streams of intermediaries, there is

a flow of reports and statistics that

bemoans the poor and incomplete

penetration of insurance in the

country. These are in three

dimensions – the vast majority of

the populace is still uninsured,

majority of the rest who are insured

are most often ill-insured or

underinsured, and only a small part

of the population/ organisations are

properly insured.

Lloyd’s Global Underinsurance

Report (October 2012) found that

India’s uninsured loss (% of total loss

against average uninsured loss per

natural catastrophe 2004-2011)

would be in excess of 80%. Business

Line on April 30th 2015 reported a

statement from the Chief of IIB

stating that 55% of vehicles plying

in the country do not have the

mandatory third party motor

insurance. This is also echoed by the

General Insurance Council. Despite

this motor premium constitutes
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more than 40% of the total premium

in India. A study on cattle insurance

made by NIA recently noted that

even though India has 300 million

cows and buffaloes, only about 6%

of them are insured.Taking this

forward, cattle insurance premium

alone can be Re.30, 000 crores in

size. Motor premium in India can

double; disaster relief insurance can

go up phenomenally and so on.

Despite the opening of the insurance

sector in the year 2000 and the

entry of a large number of players

including intermediaries in the

insurance sector, the penetration in

the country is low and flat for

general insurance, and currently

declining for life insurance as may

be seen in the chart below.

This brings to the fore the need to

examine carefully what stumps the

widening and deepening of

insurance penetration in the

country. Disasters such as the recent

Chennai floods (December 2015)

have devastated virtually every

ground floor in the city, whether

residential or business, disabled

many motor vehicles and created

serious havoc in the lives of many

people. The country needs an

insurance solution to respond to the

distress of repeated disasters and

this has to be done by pushing

penetration in transformative ways.

Insurance companies and their

agencies as also brokers and banks

(who can both lend money and sell

insurance) need to introspect on the

real triggers that motivate the

customer to insure. Traditionally the

Indian consumer has been

‘compelled’ to insure by the many

financing agencies that help to

create assets for the economy. Now

that all financing agencies can be

bonafide intermediaries and many

more intermediary options are

available in the market, the

insurance industry must make a

serious attempt to upgrade from

compulsion selling to conviction

selling. This is well in sync with

today’s regulatory focus on

consumer ‘rights’:

CONSUMER RIGHTS IN THE

INSURANCE SECTOR

1 Right to information and

advice

2 Right to suitability of

products

3 Right to fair terms in

contracts

4 Right to fair treatment

5 Right to redressal of

grievances

6 Right to privacy of personal

information

Customer rights should be made

paramount and demonstrable by all

in the sector. Mis-selling of any kind,

other unethical selling/servicing

practices, non-transparency of

information, non-compliance to

protection of policyholder interests

and grievance redressal must give

way to providing the customer

visible cues that they are treated

fairly and the relationship gives

protection certitude. The culture of

bad practices must be systemically

cleaned up. The three curses  of the

insurance sector, namely denial of

cover, denial of claim payment and

delay in service must be addressed

through necessary changes in the

structures, processes and cultural

practices of the industry.

Best practice insurance should be

the key to future selling. Codes of

best practices are available and can

be further finetuned. Customer

needs are to rediscovered. For

instance, in general insurance it is

customary to focus on fire insurance
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as the first protection for property

losses. It may be interesting to note

that a study in Australia found that

an individual is likley to lose his/

her home 50 times more due to a

health or disability disaster than due

to a fire disaster. Entrenched

obsolete ‘prudential’ mindsets must

give way to offer real indemnities.

Thus, if an insurer offers a low

personal accident sum insured of say

Rs. 2 lakhs, in the event of death,

the claim payout may scarcely pay

for the funeral expenses of the

victim leaving nothing for the

dependents. Therefore there is a

real need to reset insurance

perspectives across the value chain

– policy design, rating, sum insured,

policy language and so on.

Underinsurance should be allowed

only at the written request of the

insured.

Intermediaries now need to be

empowered to get related to

customers without being apologetic

about the perceptions that the

sector creates everyday by way of

denial of cover, claim or delay in

service in many direct and indirect

ways. The intermediary needs to be

empowered by the capability of the

industy with assured contract

certainty, a robust culture of

treating customers fairly and

immediate rectification of  failure

in service.The Insurance play rests

on risk that may or may not happen

in future, and hence must place

highest value on trust or credence

where conduct failures erase all

selling efforts. Right conduct while

selling, underwriting, renewing,

settling claims and servicing should

be nurtured by proper corporate

governance policies,self-regulatory

approaches and regulatory

provisions. Unless the foundational

approaches of insurance is properly

re-set and the certainty of it working

without conduct hassles is ensured,

the efforts of all to push penetration

will only result in failure.

Once the conduct issues are firmly

in place, numbers look very alluring.

Retail insurance in the general

insurance sector looks highly

promising. An average family of six

members owning a middle level car

and having to take health insurance

cover for Rs. 3 lakhs for six – parents,

both spouses and their two children,

the premium would come upto Rs.

50,000 per year. If an agent can get

to insure 200 such  families, the

premium would be Rs. one crore and

the payment to the agent would be

in the range of Rs. 10 to 15 lakhs.

Crores of premium lie in wait in

many such segments. Visible wealth

is growing in the country but the

insurance convictions of the

population needing insurance is

clearly lacking. The industry has to

rise to the challenge by

demonstrating  coverage of risks in

real terms and payment in real time

when a claim comes up.

Today’s world is moving to the digital

age and insurers need to become e-

insurers.An Insurer has to have

strong presence in all

communication channels including

social media. A customer must be

able to get information from insurer

or intermediary websites, blogs and

similar media. Interested customers

should be able to get personalised

advice online. Software can be used

to illustrate risk scenarios and

insurance options to inform and

advice customers. Customers must

have online options to compare, fill

and upload proposal forms, pay

online and receive all documents

online. Online touch points can be

created wherever required – in

petrol pumps for motor insurance,

airports and travel points for travel

insurance, and other touch points

for all needs where the customer

will get prompted and adviced to

meet their insurance needs.

In insurances such as health

insurance, the insurer and TPA

should be available to advice, assist,

and prompt wellness approaches

and be ready to meet and pay for

medical emergencies round the

clock. Such services are also in

demand for motor accident injury

victims having serious injuries,

where cashless hospitalisation can

be offered once the coverage terms

are verified using online policy and

hospital verification help. Advising

insureds to take a high sum insured

for health cover is a necessary

benefit for all concerned to take

care of inflation and receive claims

in full. Making information and

advice available to insureds round

the clock throug phone, chat, email,

social media ties them to the

insurance habit.  Claims should be

cashless, hassleless and

electronically transacted to the

extent possible. In property
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insurances the insured should be

given the damage assessments and

reports and explained why certain

amounts/items are not payable.

Once the industry templates of

contract and service certainty are

in place, there is an enormous

opportunity to employ millions of

persons in insurance as

intermediaries and scale up

insurance penetration. Insurers

need to ensure that skilling of

intermediaries is an essential

ingredient of creating trust, and the

thrust on continuous training and

upskilling of intermediaries must go

on and on. Creating insurance

awareness of products, processes,

services, claims and their

ramifications gives intermediaries

the necessary micro-knowledge

essential to give confidence to

customers.

A SMAPLE CHECK LIST OF VALUES THAT INTERMEDIARIES CAN OFFER

NO VALUE CUSTOMER INSURER

1 Create a win-win in insurance Give the best insurance fit Give a insurable (good) customer
to the customer to the insurer

2 Give the needed motivational Customers may not enjoy buying Be the first line underwriter to insurer.
push to the customer/insurer insurance – give the consumer Make the customer desirable to

the motivational push to buy the insurer
3 Reducing costs for insured Lower the search costs of the Reduce the ‘total’ risk cost for

and insurer customer the insurer
4 Offer the best buy for the Understand customer need and Help to price risk more accurately

customer/ help the insurer to fit the product as best buy in the true spirit of risk based
right price the risk for the customer. insurance

5 Reduce the uncertainty costs Reduce the complexity of Reduce the frictional costs of
for the customer and insurer products. Hand-hold the cust- insurance, provide comfort to

omer across the product cycle. both parties

6 Smoothen procedural hassles, Help customer to cross all Disclose the behavioural aspects
reduce risks procedural hassles when of the insured’s risk,

taking insurance.

7 Provide additional services as Facilitate all services across the Match the needs of both
required. Create lifetime value chain parties optimally
relationship

8 Exemplary claim handling Handhold the customer to speed Help insurer to speed settlement,
assessment and settlement. adhering to proper indemnity

principles

9 Cross-sell and upsell products Widen and deepen relationships Improve the ‘book’ of the insurer
to the customer and benefits of insuring

10 Make the product ‘live’ Provide transparency and use Help to carry out feedback &
for the customer for the products purchased. research inputs for the insurer

11 Add relational value to Shield the customer against the Help the  competitiveness of the
customer actuarial  and bureaucratic insurer by life-time tie

mind-set of the insurer with the customer

12 Take the customer up the Help the customer to evolve with Ensure the life time revenue
protection value chain the changes  regarding better and profits from the relationship

products and prices

There is a need to make

intermediaries visible and tangible

before policyholders and be held

accountable for services for which

policyholders pay commissions

through insurers. The realisation

that policyholders actually pay the

commission, should empower

policyholders and insurers to hold

intermediaries responsible for much

greater responsibilities in the life-

cycle value of insurance especially
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to the retail policyholder. The

regulator may therefore consider

having the name and licence

number as well as the photograph,

mobile number and email id of the

agent to be given prominently in the

policy document. Thereafter

insurers may make available a

checklist for the performance of the

intermediary using which the

intermediary may be appraised by

the policyholder. This is in line with

policyholder rights and the

responsibilities of the industry as to

the suitability of products and other

services to be rendered.

Insurance is necessary for the

millions in India. Disasters need to

be risk-proofed by ex-ante insurance

solutions. Otherwise disaster relief

(ex-post) falls to the account of the

tax payer. Ex-ante insurance

solutions provide contractual

certainty and dignity to the person

at risk. Ex-post relief does not

provide the necessary dignity or

certitude of relief. Hence insurance

needs an urgent surge towards

insuring all, and only a mighty

distribution force properly equipped

with customer empowering

insurance solutions, which are

backed by equally dynamic

insurance providers. The country

awaits accelerated economic

development which cannot happen

without robust risk management

and insurance support.

P.C.James recently retired as Chair

professor NIA and prior to that

worked as GM in United India and

Agriculture Insurance Company, as

well as was ED, IRDA.

We welcome readers'
experiences. Tell us about the
good and the bad you have
gone through and your
suggestions.

Your insights are valuable to
the industry.

Help us see where we are
going.

Send your articles to:
IRDAI of India Journal,
Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority of India,
Parishram Bhavan, 3rd Floor, Basheer Bagh,
Hyderabad-500 004.
or e-mail us at IRDAIjournal@IRDAI.gov.in
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ISSUE FOCUS

Intermediaries in health insurance:
A view of the current and future landscape

- Thomas KT

Overview of health insurance in

India

I
ndia began its health insurance

journey almost 70 years back,

with employer health insurance

programmes such as the Employees’

State Insurance (ESI) and Central

Government Health Scheme (CGHS).

Subsequently, retail commercial

health insurance was introduced in

India by the government owned

general insurers as a standardized

annual indemnity product in mid

1980s, with a view to providing

alternate financing options to

members and helping them access

better quality health care.

Currently, with the increased

liberalization of the insurance

industry, many private players have

entered the health insurance

market resulting in significant

growth of health insurance

premium, as shown in Figure 1.

Stakeholders in health insurance

Health insurance is more complex

than other forms of insurance and

the rapid growth in the industry

revenues would not have been

possible without the effective

interplay of transactions between

the various discrete stakeholders.

It is hence necessary to understand

this stakeholder eco-system and a

brief overview of the same is given

below.

Sponsor (or employer group). The

sponsor is the entity that brings

together a segment of the

population under a common risk

pool. The risk pool ensures there is

a sharing of risks between the high-

risk and the low-risk members. The

sponsor could be a government body

or private entity or in some cases

even a community organization and

in the case of individual insurance

there is no sponsor and each

member directly enrolls with the

insurer.  The main role of the

sponsor is to facilitate the matching

of the insurance demand with the

supply and provide oversight and

Figure 1. Health insurance premium growth in India (INR Crores).

Source: IRDA Annual Reports [IRDA 2015]
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administrative support to the

members.

Member.An individual enrolled in

and covered by a health plan is

known as a member.Typically, the

member is either part of the sponsor

group or is an individual retail

consumer and is covered for health

benefits under a health insurance

plan. A member could be a primary

member or an eligible dependent

(such as a family member).

Hospital (or provider network). As

part of their service, the insurer

arranges with hospitals to provide

treatment to the members in the

event of sickness or illness. Based

on the type of insurer, the insurer

may either own the hospital or tie

up with government and private

hospitals to provide care to the

members.  For example in India, ESI

operates its own hospitals to deliver

care for its members. On the other

hand, most of the private

commercial health insurance

schemes empanel private hospitals.

As part of empanelment, the insurer

validates the hospital infrastructure

and medical standards and ensures

it meets the expected standards of

operational and clinical efficiency

and efficacy.

Health insurer. The insurer is the

entity that manages the premium

received from the sponsor (or

individual) and carries the medical

risk. The primary function of the

insurer is to manage the population

risk and conservatively manage the

premium funds.The insurer’s role

begins with submission of the quote.

Once the quote is submitted to the

sponsor and approved by the

sponsor, the insurer has to enroll all

members and their dependents.

Enrolment includes providing

members with administrative

support such as coverage

certificates and welcome kits. The

insurer also has to process the claims

from the hospitals and reimburse the

hospitals for their services. The

insurer also negotiates with

hospitals for beneficial rates for

treatment. In addition to these core

functions, the insurer has to report

data to the regulators periodically.

Regulator.Regulation plays a major

role in the health care industry.

Health care regulations and

standards are necessary to ensure

compliance and to provide safe

health care to every individual who

accesses the system. The health care

regulatory agencies in turn monitor

the industry players, provide

information about industry changes,

promote safety and ensure legal

compliance and quality services. In

India, the Insurance Regulatory and

Development Authority of India

(IRDAI) is the autonomous apex

statutory government body which

regulates commercial health

insurance industry in India. In

addition to IRDAI, the government-

run health insurance schemes are

also regulated by the different

ministries, which fund or operate

these social health plans.

Intermediaries in health insurance

In addition to the stakeholders,

health insurance has key

intermediaries who perform several

value adding functions and enable

the seamless transactions between

the stakeholders.Especially with the

level of information asymmetries

between consumers and insurance

companies, intermediaries are

necessary to mediate between the

stakeholders. Their services range

from information provision to risk

screening to providing after-sale

service [Goel 2006;Eckardt and

Rathke-Doppner 2010].The two

traditional intermediaries in Indian

health insurance are the sales

channel intermediaries such as

agents and brokers and the

administrative intermediaries,

known as Third-Party Administrators

(TPA).

Channel intermediaries (Agent/

Broker).As in other insurance

segments, health insurance also

uses sales intermediary such as an

insurance agent or broker, between

the buyer and the insurer. The role

of this intermediary is to scan the

market, match buyers with insurers

who have the skill, capacity, risk

appetite, and financial strength to

underwrite the risk, and then help

the client select and choose the

right plan. In the social segment,

NGOs and micro finance institutions

have provided channel support

functions, in reaching out to

underserved members. Also , in

recent times, private health insurers

have tied up with banking partners

and leverage the bank’s branch

network for selling their health

policies and collecting the premium.
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Administrative intermediaries

(TPA). The core service of a TPA is

to ensure better services to

policyholders. Their basic function

is to act as an intermediary between

the various stakeholders and

facilitate the entire insurance life

cycle process.In the Indian health

insurance context, the TPAs provide

administrative services such as

helping enroll members, setting up

a hospital network, negotiating

hospital contracts and settling the

claims. TPAs also provide customer

service and help customers with

cashless services, in some cases.For

example, once the policy has been

issued by the insurer all the records

are passed on to the TPA and all the

subsequent correspondence is

handled by the TPA. TPA issues

identity cards to policy holders and

handles all issues related to their

claim settlements. They also have

full-time medical practitioners

under their employment who take

decision whether the ailment is

covered under the policy or

not.Overall, TPAs help health

insurers by providing better

customer service, administering the

claims processing and standardizing

treatment cost.

Future trends in health insurance

intermediaries

As India’s health insurance segment

evolves and matures, there will be

demand for next generation of

intermediaries, who provide

specific niche skill and expertise and

help insurers and stakeholders meet

industry challenges. As shown in the

Figure 2, the future landscape of

intermediaries will be significantly

different and diverse, and with

intermediaries who provide

specialized services to the

stakeholders.

In the Figure 2, the traditional

intermediaries are shown as I-1 and

I-2 and represent the TPAs and

channel intermediaries respectively.

These traditional intermediaries

and the next generation of

intermediaries, represented as I-3,

I-4, I-5 and I-6, are placed in the

interplay between the respective

stakeholders. These next generation

and potential intermediaries and

their roles are explained below.

Information intermediaries

(indicated as I-3).  As more and

more data is gathered by insurers

and regulatory bodies, specialist

information intermediaries will

evolve and support insurers and

regulators in improving operational

efficiency, through data analytics.

The role of these intermediaries will

be to act as the information experts

by collecting data from the

stakeholders, analyzing the data

and providing industry-level

perspectives (retrospective and

prospective) to the stakeholders by

using large databases (big data) and

advanced analytics. For example,

these intermediaries would

manifest themselves as actuarial

intermediaries, providing the latest

actuarial tables and data to help

insurance industry streamline

actuarial and underwriting

accuracy. Another example would be

the growth of specialized analytics

intermediaries, who will providing

the stakeholders, real-time data

view of industry parameters

(enrolment, member churn, claims

ratios, provider performance etc.)

and also projection view of industry

trends and indicators, based on

their data sets.

Figure 2. Health insurance intermediaries – the future landscape.
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Risk-bearing intermediaries

(indicated as I-4).  As the TPAs (or

other health entities) become more

mature and develop risk-bearing

capabilities (and if supported by

regulations), there will be demand

for ‘carve-outs’. As a carve-out, the

intermediary takes up the risk and

responsibility for managing the

needs, for a particular carve-out of

the population segment. For

example, if a health insurer

introduces a specialized cancer

coverage plan, it will need access

to the best oncologists, the latest

technology and the most advanced

medical procedures, at the lowest

possible cost. This present a

challenge, as each insurer cannot

develop expertise in multiple cancer

specialties. In such a case, the

health insurer can contract with a

carve-out intermediary(specializing

in cancer care), who accepts the

risk,and provides the entire

spectrum of services to the health

insurer.Typically, carve out

intermediaries will not address

sales, quoting, premium billing or

enrolment, which are handled by

the health insurer and once

enrolled, the member’s care needs

are managed by the intermediary.

The goal of such intermediaries is

to provide unique, best-of-breed

services so that the health insurer

need not build the capability itself.

Care advisory intermediaries

(indicated as I-5). As insurance

penetration increases along with

increase in cost of care, insurers will

need to keenly focus on the two

scenarios that drive medical cost

inflation. First of these is adverse

selection, which refers to the

scenario where insurance is more

likely to be bought by sicker people,

thus increasing utilization. The

second scenario is the moral hazard

scenario where, once insured,

individuals consume more care than

needed [Pauly 1974]. In India, this

is also driven by providers who push

for unnecessary procedures, which

pushes up overall medical costs

[Sinha 2012]. To address these

inflationary / over utilization

scenarios, care advisory

intermediaries will emerge as a

complementary solution to

traditional hospitalization services.

For example,Stanford Health Care in

the US, provides a second medical

opinion service and several health

plans now require and will pay for

patients to obtain this second

opinion [Stanford 2016]. Apart from

such specialized advisory, full

spectrum care and disease

management intermediaries will

also emerge, who will work with

insurers and hospitals to provide

preventive care and disease

alleviation programs. Such care

advisories will benefit the hospitals

by reducing some of the demand on

its services and benefit the insurers

by providing a check on utilization

of tertiary medical care.

Clearing-house intermediaries

(indicated as I-6). There are two

evolving phenomena which will

trigger need for clearing house

intermediaries. One, as health

insurance penetration expands in

India, the volume of health

transactions (enrolment, eligibility

enquiries, referral & approval,

claims submissions etc.) will rise

exponentially. There will be

pressure on the current ecosystem

to address this volume of disparate

transaction between various

individual stakeholders and hence

a need to ensure efficient

processing of the health insurance

transactions. Secondly, as more of

the health insurance data gets

standardized and encoded digitally,

it sets the stage for a clearing house

intermediary who can intervene and

manage the transactions on behalf

of the stakeholders. The clearing

house intermediary can simplify the

claims process by providing

electronic submission and coding

validation services between doctor

offices and insurance companies.

Moreover, clearing houses can also

manage the eligibility enquiries

from hospitals and also support

referral and approval process,

between hospital and insurer.

Overall, the clearing house will

simplify the data exchange process

and remove substantial

administrative overheads from the

hospitals and insurers.

Summary

As the health insurance segment

evolves in India, there will be an

emergence of several

intermediaries, who will play key

roles across the health insurance

service value chain. While some of

these intermediaries and their roles

have been discussed above, the list

is not exhaustive. As Indian
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entrepreneurs and government

incentives continue to promote

health innovation, several more

categories of intermediaries are

likely to emerge, to serve the Indian

health insurance segment. These

intermediaries have the potential to

positively impact the health

insurance experience and improve

the delivery of the health insurance

services to the members and other

stakeholders. The health insurance

industry and the regulators,on their

part,also have to welcome the

emergence of these intermediaries

and provide these entities with

adequate support to help fulfil

industry goals.
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ISSUE FOCUS

Future of Insurance Agents  - A survival game
How can agents thrive in the changing landscape

Srivathsan K.M; Subasree S; Niranjan V.N

Introduction

U
nforeseen changes in

regulations, technology,

micro and macro economy,

along-with the great generational

shift is sweeping across the global

financial sector. The traditionally

inert insurance industry is now going

through many paramount changes

and challenges such as: major

regulatory initiatives, sustained low

interest rates, rapidly emerging new

technologies with a shorter hype-

cycle, new generation of customers

insisting on continuous engagement

models, and new products driving

new operating models.

Changes and the response to them

by the industry, is seen to heavily

impact the penultimate stakeholder

in the traditional insurance product

distribution - the intermediary,

more than any other. There are

several variants of an intermediary

like broker, aggregator, corporate

agent, bancassurer, tied agent,

independent advisor etc., and any

one or few of these could be

prominent in a given geography.

Our focus in this paper is on the

agent class (tied and independent),

how they may need to respond to

the risk of becoming irrelevant in

the market place and continue to

thrive in the changing landscape.

Challenges Affecting Interme-

diaries

The global insurance industry is

focusing on providing superior

customer experience and staying

profitable in the current

competitive environment. As new

digital channels and stakeholders

emerge, the core organizational

philosophies are re-written,

strategies get re-defined, and new

products get developed leading to

newer business models.

These changes unfold a surprising

world for the intermediaries and

have profound consequential impact

in the way they operate. Few of the

changes even border around

questioning the very basic purpose

of their need in the insurance

industry.

While the regulations on the

intermediaries is of a different

origin, other changes like

generational shift, initiatives by

insurers and new technology

paradigm changes are closely

intertwined and it is difficult to

discern, as to which causes the

other.

Regulatory Changes

While regulators across the world

are bent on de-risking the systemic

risks in the insurance sector, they

are also inclined to protect the

interests of the customers and

regulating the intermediaries. For

regulating the insurance

intermediaries, various initiatives

are being taken up in different

geographies such as,

• United Kingdom and South

Africa - Retail Distribution

Review (RDR)

• Australia - Future of Financial

Advice (FoFA)

• Europe - Insurance Intermediary

Directive (IID), Packaged Retail
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Investment and Insurance-based

Investment Products (PRIIPs)

and The Directive on Markets in

Financial Instruments in (MiFID)

• Singapore - Financial Advisory

Industry Review (FAIR)

The essence of these regulations are

predominantly to raise the advisory

standards, by establishing a

transparent advice mechanism,

regulating and disclosure of

remuneration, and setting-up

minimum qualification standards for

advisors, including continuous

professional development.

Though the intermediary

regulations aim towards achieving

a holistic positive framework and

advisor professionalism in insurance

distribution, they have

unintentionally resulted in advisor

paranoia, high attrition rates, re-

alignment of agencies and advice

gap, where low ticket (lesser

premium) customers are orphaned

due to the unviability of providing

advice.

Great Generational Shift

A generation shift is happening now,

leading towards demographic and

cultural imbalance in every sphere

of activity such as society, industry,

and economy. For elucidation, we

consider the people born between

1943-60, 1961-81 and 1982-2001as

baby boomers, Gen-X and Gen-Y

respectively. The boomers are

moving towards a retired life, Gen-

X is stepping into middle-life, and

Gen-Y, also known as millennials and

digital natives, which is a massive

demographic cohort in every

country is entering into employment

and wealth accumulation phase in

life.

Gen-Y is known to be mobile, social

and digitally connected. They are

highly educated, diversified, carry

a heightened sense of control and

prefer high levels of self-service.

They do their own independent

research and trust the view of their

social connects.

They are not just tech-savvy, but

tech-dependent. For them,

technology is not just a service

enabler, but an experience provider.

Their limited attention span

propounds the need for products

and services to be personal and

immediately provided.

Google mentions about Zero

Moment of Truth (ZMoT), a

revolution in the way Gen-Y

consumers search for information

online and make decisions. It

describes that, they search regularly

for information across many micro-

moments in life such as “want to

know”, “want to go”, “want to do”,

and “want to buy”. These distinct

characteristics differentiate them

from other generations.

The future for the insurers lies with

the millennials. Hence, they are

going all-out with personalized

products and digital initiatives to

cater to their ever-connected

requirements, thus questioning the

need for a physical intermediary.

The insurance advisors today are in

an unenviable situation of catering

to the diverse requirements and

behavioral expectations of all the

three generations. As per the social

norm, the older generations in due

course try to emulate the new.

Boomers and Gen-X have already

absorbed few of the technological

innovations and personality traits of

Gen-Y. With the commoditization of

the products and self-service

becoming contagious,

intermediaries may need to fight for

their survival.

Initiatives by Insurers

Insurers have adopted different

approaches to cater to the

requirements of various

generations. They followed a

product centric approach for the

boomer generation and a single-

channel intermediation worked well

for it. As Gen-X emerged, insurers

started adopting an intermediary

centric approach by extending

service through other physical

multi-channels such as

bancassurance, brokers etc. To

connect with the millennials,

insurers have now started following

a customer and datacentric

approach resulting in extending

services through new channels to

reach them in a personalized way.

Few examples of initiatives by

insurers to expand their services are

given below

Internet and Telephone Channel –

Policies are sold directly from the

insurer’s website or by calling the

insurance company's call center.

Examples: Direct Line, Swiftcover,

Admiral & Churchill (UK); Amica,
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Esurance, Haven Life (US);

AllSecure, InShared (Nederlands);

Verti Seguros (Spain); Lifenet

Insurance (Japan); HUK24, Cosmos

Direkt (Germany), Direct Assurance

(France); Genertel (Italy),Direct

Asia (Singapore), ICICI Lombard

General Insurance, Bajaj Allianz

General Insurance, IndiaFirst Life,

HDFC Standard Life Insurance, Max

Life (India)

Self-Service Kiosks – Policies are

sold through specialized interactive

computer terminals that can

perform a range of other service

functions. Examples: ICICI Lombard

(India), Direct Auto General

Insurance (US)

Affinity channels – Insurers are

partnering with well-known brands

to offer their products. Examples:

New York Life (US) selling Life and

Annuities to members of AARP

(formerly the American Association

of Retired Persons). Zhong An

(China), partnering with shopping

site Alibaba. Statefarm (US)

partnering with ADT, home security

company to offer connected home

and insurance solutions.

Mall-assurance – Insurers partnering

with retailers to market policies in

their outlets. Examples:

Metropolitan Life (US) partnering

with Wal-Mart stores and Future

Generali (India) partnering with

Future Money to sell insurance

policies.

Cross-channels – Insurers utilizing

the channels from other verticals

like banking for policy sales.

Examples: AXA (China), BIDV

Insurance Co. (Vietnam).

Product Changes - While all the

above changes are associated with

channels, insurers are also making

changes to their product design.

Simplifying and commoditizing them

to enable sales in a non-advised

mode, offer policies in a la carte

mode instead of one-size-fits-all

approach, design products to suit

individual life stage of the customer

or allow customers to design build

their own policies. Examples: Bright

Rock (South Africa), Aviva (Turkey)

and Life Net (Japan). Tokyo Marine

partnered with telecom service

provider NTT Docomo to sell prepaid

insurance through mobile apps for

periods less than a day to few weeks

to customers who don’t own a car

and drive occasionally.

Sharing Economy - As a major

addition to all the changes, social

networking and connectivity has

triggered the emergence of a new

model of sharing economy that is

based on sharing of human and

physical resources. Sharing economy

has led few brokers to offer 'peer-

to-peer Insurance' that facilitates

online purchase of personal line

products among socially connected

people who form risk pools and pay

off the claims incurred among the

group members. Only when the

claim amount gets higher, traditional

insurers step in. Examples:

Friendsurance, (Germany)pioneered

this form of insurance followed by

Guavera (UK),Tong Jo Bao (China),

Inshared (Netherlands), Lemonade

(US) and others.

All the above initiatives facilitate

sales without the need for an agent.

These channels reduce the fixed and

marginal costs, and are effective in

maintaining consistent service

levels. The entry of non-traditional

players like Amazon that has its own

well-oiled delivery channel further

detriments the scope for individual

agents.

Technological Changes

The growth of technology, especially

social, mobile, big data, analytics

and cloud computing are not only

driving insurance innovation, but

also changing the definition of

insurance and how services are

rendered. Due to the ever

connected ecosystem built on the

spread of Internet-of-Things (IoT),

insurers are now able to engage with

the customers on a continuous basis,

which is a welcome change from the

traditional interactions that

happened during entry, exit and few

ad-hoc nodes.

Technology is not only impacting the

dynamics of servicing, but also

helping in defining some new types

of products. It will be an

understatement to say that the

basic concept of insurance is

changing from restitution or

remediation to protection and

prevention of risk.

Targeted Marketing –Predictive

analytics has helped insurers to

micro-segment customers for

identifying customized products and

services to turn them profitable.

Predictive underwriting helps
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insurers to identify the healthy

majority and adopt a targeted

marketing strategy. Example: Swiss

Re

Mobile Network Channel – Insurers

sell policies through mobile network

operators where premium payment

is with the subscriber’s airtime

balance. Though this model started

with the premise of financial

inclusion to the under-privileged, it

is slowly catching up with other

segments in different forms.

Examples: Zong (Pakistan), MTN

(Zambia), Tigo (Ghana and Senegal),

Telenor (India)

Social Media Channel – Insurers are

starting to use social media as a

distribution channel. New simplified

products are offered that have

limited questions and fewer clicks.

Besides this, successful referrals

from their social connects fetches

additional discounts to the

customers. Examples: Malayan

(Philippines); Kroodle (Nederlands)

Aggregators– Aggregators also

known as price comparison

websites, have come up to enable

the self-directed customers to

perform product research function

online. Examples: MyInsurance

Club.com, accuratequotes.in,

insuringindia.com, Policy Bazaar,

click2insure (India)

Robo-Advisors - Insurers are testing

on the use of robo-advisors for

providing non-intrusive advice

during self-driven policy purchase

and service. Robo-advisors educate

the customers, advice and execute

the transactions, and manage the

portfolio of the customer.

Insurers are looking to provide omni-

channel experience, a seamless

connect for their customers across

all the channels for every activity,

to create optimal experience and

stickiness. Examples: Societa

Cattolica di Assicurazioni (Italy),

Progressive (US), DKV (Germany).

Insurers are embarking on intense

ongoing engagement models such

as,

• Usage Based Insurance (UBI)

that is offered by many motor

insurers(in UK & US),

• Connected Wellness based

insurance offered by Vitality

independently in South Africa

and in partnership with various

insurers in UK, US, Australia,

Singapore, Honk Kong etc.,

• Connected Home initiatives by

StateFarm, Liberty Mutual (US),

AXA (France).

Insurers are also enabling free

sharing of post-service feedback to

connect with customers e.g. Youvi

(South Africa, Australia) or allow

customers to rate the products in

their websites USAA (US).

The role of an intermediary is

conspicuous in most of the

initiatives mentioned above.

Agent Transformation – Going

Forward

The changes mentioned above

indicate difficult times for

intermediaries, but everything is

not lost for the intermediaries who

are agile to equip themselves and

respond appropriately to the

changes.

Agents, due to their proximity to the

end-customers continue to be the

last-mile service touch-point in

insurer-customer relationship. The

top three reasons why people

purchase insurance (1. Life cycle

driven objectives to family

protection, mortgage protection,

income protection, tax saving,

retirement etc., 2. Getting coverage

for important assets to protect

against a potential loss. 3. Obtaining

protection against a legal liability)

and the products that cater to them

mostly remain the same. The

traditional low desirability to

purchase insurance as against other

products and the need to sell have

also remained unchanged.

The changes caused by great

generational mind shift and

availability of new technological

avenues, has not only impacted the

customer’s purchase process, but

also their experience expectation

throughout each micro-stage in the

insurance value chain.

Agents need to re-organize and re-

innovate their working model to

create value and adopt new

technologies to stay relevant.

Re-organizing How They Sell

In insurance sales, along with an

intangible product, a promise

adequately buttressed by trust, gets

sold. Agents should evolve to
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position themselves as trusted

partners of customers in the

digitized insurance journey.

Technology provides customers with

plenty of information in a single-

click and hence they will not be

interested to seek advice or pay for

a service, if it does not provide

unique value. Agents need to

professionally equip themselves

continuously to engage with

relationship oriented millennials as

a well-informed, trustworthy and

non-intrusive advisory.

Agents have traditionally focused on

customers pertaining to a specific

area to sell insurance policies. Over

the years, though they started

offering additional services such as

risk evaluation, protection and

claims management, the territorial

boundaries persist. Agent should

transcend the territorial barriers

and reach to a larger customer base.

Insurers are trying to commoditize

insurance products for motor, fire,

home, etc., and sell pre-

underwritten policies in off-the-

shelf mode through new channels.

However, purchase decisions for

complex products require personal

interaction with an expert. Mono-

line agents may be heavily impacted

by the changes, hence they have to

evolve into offering multi-line

support. They may become

composite agents or tie-up with

other specialists to offer all

product-lines in a collaborative

model under a single roof.

Technology as an Enabler

Millennials perform immediate and

independent research during their

micro-moments, and have their zero

moments of truth. Agents need to

embrace mobility, social networking

etc., to establish and maintain a

credible digital presence in

connected world of the customers

and stay rightly tuned for responding

to their digital vibes.

Agents with the access to customer

data across the insurance value

chain will be more advantaged. Data

mining and actionable business

analytics will help in proactively

engaging with their target

customers. Agents need to use social

listening platforms for continuously

scanning the information shared, for

proactive sales and service reach-

outs.

Instead of generalizing all the

customers into one or categorizing

them into few traditional groups as

mass market, mass affluent and

affluent, agents should treat each

customer as a distinct and unique

individual with diverse needs. They

need to micro-segment customer's

needs and service requirements, and

cater to them with tailored products

and services.

Insurers play an important role in the

transformation of agents. Many

insurers across the globe are now

facilitating the intermediaries with

mobile and tablet based sales and

service apps that can aid them in

lead management scheduling

appointments, need analysis, digital

illustration, electronic proposal

submission and premium collection.

Many companies such as Mennonite

Mutual, Harford Mutual and Grange

Insurance (US), implemented

sophisticated agency portals to

strengthen agent relationships. CNA

and Allied Insurance (US) have

implemented Real Time Quoting/

Processing solutions to assist agents

with automated solutions. Bharti-

AXA Life(India) introduced an

interactive sales tool ‘SWITCH’ that

allows a digital advisor to perform

a complete need-based sale. L&T

General Insurance Company (India)

has embraced large scale enterprise

wide mobile platform initiatives,

which enables the company to issue

policies virtually anytime,

anywhere, and from any device.

IndiaFirst Life (India), introduced a

device named ‘Magic Board’, with

which an agent can complete a sale

and issue policies on-the-spot.

Conclusion

It is certain that the future of an

individual agent is not going to be

easy. However the changes and

challenges can intimidate only the

un-prepared agent. If the agents are

well-motivated, professionally

qualified and rightly equipped, they

will be able to take advantage of

the situation and succeed.

Most of the technology driven

initiatives just attempt to

supplement the core marketing

function and whatever the outcome,

physical intermediation cannot be

displaced.
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As a part of the generation shift,

agents from boomer generations

retire and new ones from Gen-Y take

over, albeit at a slower replacement

rate. Being representatives of Gen-

Y, they will be technologically and

psychologically well placed to

successfully handle the changing

dynamics.The impact of the changes

in technology can be muted if the

agents embrace it instead of

resisting and use it as compelling

tool.

Due to the global increase in new

sources of risk generation,

awareness of risk protection and

programs for inclusive growth, the

overall size of the potential

insurance market has expanded

phenomenally. Agents have to adopt

appropriate strategies to tap the

potential growth opportunities.

The customer servicing standard is

moving away from the traditional

golden rule of "Do unto others as you

would have them do unto you", to

the platinum rule of "Treat others

the way they want to be treated."

Agents need to baseline this rule for

defining and delivering a consistent

engagement and experience to their

customers.

As the new insurance ecosystem

evolves, the words of Charles

Darwin“it is not the most

intellectual of the species that

survives; it is not the strongest that

survives; but the species that

survives is the one that is able best

to adapt and adjust to the changing

environment in which it finds

itself”,will continue to prove to be

true for the insurance agent

community as well.
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ISSUE FOCUS

Legal Issues on the Role of Insurance Intermediaries,
An Australian Case Study

- Dr Som Majumdar

"A penny Saved is a Penny Earned"

-Benjamin Franklin

PREFACE

Insurance is an invisible trade. It is

a kind of guarantee provided by a

Party (Insurer/Reinsurer) to pay the

loss suffered by a Party (Insured)

against payment of a consideration

(Premium) arranged by a third party

(Insurance Intermediary) through a

contract document stating the

scope of cover (Insurance Policy).In

the context of insurance, various

forms of intermediaries may take

different shape or form of entity,

fundamentally providing value for

services. Its nomenclature

encompasses the bodies like Agents,

Insurance & Reinsurance Brokers,

Tied Agents, Binders, Managing

Agents etc. who, for remuneration,

pursues insurance mediation in

accordance with the procedures laid

down under the law specific. The

underlying benefit for this kind of

relationship between the parties

relate to cost saving in one form or

other. Most insurance legislation

around the world has some

reference to intermediaries.

Legislative regulations focus on

ensuring that all those who are

undertaking the activity of

insurance intermediation meet

reasonable professional

requirements. With the emerging

complexities of risk continuously

increasing relative to technological

advancement in a nation’s economy,

it would not be prudent to contend

that there is no role of

intermediaries either in the retail

sector for Non-life insurance and

reinsurance, or for that matter, life

insurance. Because of increasing

magnitude of growth in insurance

business where multi-parties’

involvement is imminent, disputes

and litigations involving insurance

intermediaries follow suit. Since the

scope of study on the role of

insurance intermediaries is very vast

in context, an attempt is, therefore

made to highlight the legal issues

concerning activities of the

“Reinsurance Brokers” who are one

of the important forms of

intermediaries while concluding the

insurance or reinsurance contracts.

In so doing, a special reference to

Australian scenario will be drawn up

as an empirical study.

INSURANCE INTERMEDIARIES –

AGENT v BROKER

Distribution of insurance is handled

in a number of ways; the most

common of it is through the use of

insurance intermediaries who serve

as the critical link between the

insurers seeking to place their

products and the consumers seeking

to buy coverage against their

financial exposure to risks of varying

kinds. These intermediaries,

traditionally known as “brokers or

agents” offer timely advice on the

best possible solution that goes to

the advantage of both insurance

companies and the consumers at

large. The plethora of services

rendered by the insurance

intermediaries have now widened to

activities like evaluation and

implementation of alternative

means of funding for potential

losses, risk management strategies,

risk survey and claims management.

In the context of insurance, “the

word ‘agent’ is commonly applied
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to the person who introduces

business to an insurer and draws

commission on it. An insurance

broker is a special kind of agent who

holds himself out as having expert

knowledge of insurance and the

insurance market”. (Source:

Cockerell and Shaw, Insurance

Broking and Agency The law and

Practice, 1979, London). The

difference between an agent and

broker is conceptually straight

forward, as elaborated by Rodney

Lester of the World Bank in his

submission to working paper issue

No.10, June 1990. He said, a broker

acts for the client. He or she should

carry out a proper analysis of the

client’s need, then survey the

insurance market to find the

combination of products and

services that best meet these needs.

An agent, on the other hand, acts

for one insurer and is basically in a

selling mode (Source:

“Intermediaries”, Rodny Lester, The

World Bank, June 1999, Washington

D C). The insurance broker may in

some instances be the agent of both

parties; for ceding company in

effecting the policy and for the

reinsurer in collecting the premium

but no further (Equitable Life

Assurance Society v. General

Accident Assurance Corporation

Ltd., (1904).

The World Federation of Insurance

Intermediaries (WFII),which is

recognised by world-wide leading

and influential bodies such as OECD,

FATF, IAIS, WTO and the UN

representing the interests  of over

400,000 professional insurance

agents and brokers across the globe

(in over 80 countries), have very

aptly outlined the role of insurance

intermediaries in the following

terms:

• Innovative marketing

• Dissemination of information to

consumers

• Dissemination of information to

market place

• Sound competition

• Spread insurers’ risks

• Reducing search costs

• Reducing uncertainty

Therefore, the primary functional

responsibilities of the intermediaries

in the light of the above are to

deepen and broaden the

understanding of their role played

in the global commerce. The

consumers in modern day’s market

are well informed of the use of

enterprise risk management tools

that allow them to understand their

risk profile, identify cost drivers and

analyse enterprise-wide risk. Many

intermediaries are well active in

providing such tools. Such

intermediaries often engage

themselves with their clients in

helping them evaluate risk exposure,

implementing measure to minimize

such exposure, identifying and

facilitating the purchase of

appropriate insurance products

commensurate to their business

model, use of alternate risk transfer

mechanism besides managing their

claims process.

REINSURANCE BROKERS

R L Carter, in his magnum opus

“Reinsurance” described the

reinsurance broker as a legal entity

“ . . . …. to professionally advise

their client concerning the best type

of reinsurance programme, proper

retentions and adequate capacity

based upon their experience and

knowledge of market availability

and then place the resultant

programme for the client with

secure markets at competitive price

or terms” (Source: Reinsurance, R L

Carter, London 1979).These brokers

can also be involved in a reinsurer’s

retrocession of parts of its risk.

Hugh Cockerell and Gordon Shaw in

their book: “Insurance Broking and

Agency, the Law and the Practice,

London, 1979” regarded the broker

as the agent of the reinsured even

though he is reimbursed by

commission from the reinsurer. It is

clear that reinsurance brokers are

agents, and are, therefore

subjected to the law of agents

(Reference: “Bowstead on Agency,

and Cockerell and Shaw, “Insurance

Broking and Agency”). Although law

of agency applies to both insurance

and reinsurance, the courts have

never attempted to make any

distinction between the two.

Brokers have been an integral part

of the Lloyd’s market from its

inception. The majority of London

reinsurance brokers are subsidiaries

of larger broking groups with some

degree of independence. Some are

specialised in some class of business

though. Some markets such as

Holland and Australia are highly

broker- driven and so are some

companies including some

professional reinsurers. A very

significant role is played by the

brokers in the world-wide
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reinsurance market as information

highway. Their particular ability is

in knowing the market and the

underwriters who provide

reinsurance facility. They travel the

world meeting underwriters and

keep them up to date on the trends

and needs of the market and help

the insurer compile the information

that the reinsurance underwriter

needsd to take an underwriting

decision.

For some types of covers like Excess

of Loss and particularly catastrophe

property treaties where a large

number of reinsurers is required to

support large programmes, the

services of brokers are

indispensible. While arranging

reinsurance facility on proportional

treaty or on facultative basis

needing a wide spread of reinsurers,

only the organisation of a reputed

broking house with contacts and

communications to all parts of the

globe are always worth the salt. In

country like Australia, their

credence within the context of

reinsurance contracts is well

established by inserting a special

clause named “Intermediaries

Clause” within the wording of

reinsurance contract. This

particular clause provides wording

as: “both the Reinsured and the

Reinsurers agree that all monies,

correspondence and payments to

either party in connection with this

Agreement shall be forwarded

through the Brokers for this

Agreement as stated in the Signing

Schedule” (Source: “A Review of

Typical Reinsurance Clauses –

Reinsurance Discussion Group of

NSW Australia 2nd Ed. 1988). U/S

10(3) of New Zealand Law Reforms

Commission Act, the broker is the

representative of reinsurer as their

commission is deducted from the

reinsurance premium collected by

the reinsurer (Case Ref: Helicopter

Equipment Ltd. V Marine Insurance

Company (1986) 1 NZLR 468). In

essence, the reinsurance brokers as

an entity perform numerous

invaluable functions, viz.:

• In the complex and competitive

market of reinsurance, the

ceding companies often find it

very cost effective to entrust

the task of selection of

reinsurers for their entire

outward accounts to a single

broker or a panel of brokers at

a best possible price.

• Apart from acting as an efficient

information bridge, a broker

may ensure equitable terms for

both ceding company and

reinsurer to sustain a long term

relationship.

• One of the major tasks of the

broker is to expedite accounts

and settlements and sometimes

even assist inexperienced

companies with their

investment policy and internal

accounts.

• Brokers assist inexperienced

cedants in fixing retentions and

in devising appropriate

reinsurance program that may

be best suited for their typical

portfolio.

• Another very important service

offered by the broker is in

training personnel, helping in

inspection of large risks, rating

and claims settlement.

• The brokers, who have

extensive international base,

may possess expertise in

speaking language of many

different countries thus helping

the cedant in translating the

documents and correspondence

exchanged between cedant and

reinsurer.

• A special assistance is always

provided by the broker to the

cedant as well as to the

reinsurer in drawing up contract

documents, especially in

concluding renewal negotiations

where reciprocal exchanges are

arranged through them.

• Brokers’ assistance is invaluable

where the risk is very complex

like Oil and Gas, Nuclear energy

Aviation, satellite insurance and

the like which not only require

to mobilise international

capacity but also to obtain

quotations from Lloyd’s and

other market Leaders.

AUSTRALIAN EXPERIENCE -

BROKERS MARKET

Australian general insurance market

is highly influenced by the Brokers.

On the average, almost 43% of the

total market premium is invoiced by

the brokers.

As per APRA statistics, Australian

market produced general insurance

business in the order of A$35.32

billion as at June 2013. The market

premium for the same period during

2014 was A$35.76 Billion. The
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corresponding market premium for

the six months ending June 2015

was in the order of A$18.45 Billion

(which may be estimated around

A$37 Billion on annualised basis

(Source: APRA: “Intermediated

General Insurance Statistics, June

2015)

For the six-month period ending

June 2015, there were 1,607

registered Intermediaries who were

licensed to conduct general

insurance business in Australia. Of

these, only 878 Intermediaries (55%)

placed business with the

underwriters including Lloyds’ for a

premium volume of A$8.7 Billion for

six-months period at June 2015.

By contrast, Indian market

witnessed broking strength of 384

licensed firms as at 31 March 2014.

During 2013, it was 346 – an increase

of license issued by almost 10% over

a year. State-wide spread of licenses

issued in India during 2014 showed

that two regions viz., Maharashtra

and Delhi alone held 199 licensed

brokers which accounts for over 50%

of the total number of brokers

operating in India. (Source: IRDAI

Annual Report 2013/14 Page 66).

IRDAI started issuing licenses only

from January 2013 and therefore

the growth of Broking operation in

such a short period of time and

awareness within the market

appears impressive.

LEGAL ISSUES

Reinsurance brokers in Australia are

governed by the Australian Financial

Service License (AFSL) issued by the

Australian Security and Investment

Commission (ASIC). Additionally,

they are legally bound to act under

“Code of Practice” issued by the

National Insurance Brokers

Association (NIBA). All these

regulatory measures aimed at

guaranteeing high standard of

covered services. Under this

protocol, Corporations Act requires

that licensed brokers have in place:

• Arrangements for managing

conflict of interest

• Compliance with conditions on

the license and the financial

service laws

• Adequate resources ( financial,

technological and human) to

provide services covered

• Adequate compliance

framework

• Internal and external dispute

resolution procedure

Additionally, solvency and capital

adequacy test is another

requirement. The minimum solvency

requirements under the AFSL regime

are:

• Positive net assets

• Sufficient cash resources to

cover the next three months’

expenses with adequate cover

for contingencies, and

• Surplus funds of greater than

A$50,000 where the licensee

holds client assets of more than

A$100,000. (Source: “ Facts and

Figures – Insurance Brokers

2010”, PriceWaterhouseCooper)

In the realm of reinsurance

relationship between the ceding

office and the reinsurer, the

reinsurance broker is deemed to

have certain legal duties

encompassing:

• A “duty of utmost good faith”

to each party within the

relationship for reinsurance

transaction

• A common law duty to disclose

every material fact that is

known, or ought to be known

regarding the risk to be

reinsured. The broker is deemed

to be the representative of the

reinsurer and therefore any

information broker holds on the

contract of insurances is

deemed to have been known by

its insurer irrespective of the

fact that the information is

passed on or not.(Source: Case

Law: LAPP , NZ  v  New India

Assurance Co., High Court of NZ

2012)

• Reinsurance intermediaries also

owe to its principal, i.e., the

cedant a duty to perform its

services, the failure of which

may culminate to the liability

based on negligence,

misrepresentation, breach of

fiduciary duty, or even fraud.

• A reinsurance broker may

sustain liability of negligence for

failure to make necessary

enquiry of the market’s

assessment of the risk when the

undertaking was made to

procure reinsurance for the

cedant (Case Law Ref: “ANNECO

Reinsurance Underwriting Ltd.

V. Johnson & Higgins Ltd., 2001,
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English House of Lords, Oct 18,

2001)

CONCLUSION

Insurance intermediary is the bridge

between consumers and insurers.

They are valued by the insured and

the insurer as an essential element

of the insurance market place. Its

activity benefits the overall

economy at both national and

international levels. Fundamentally,

their services make the insurance

products available to the market

place that enables commercial

activities to grow. Their invaluable

services help insurers gather all the

relevant information on the

insurable risk and the prospective

client. Likewise they provide

information about financial health

of the insurers to the insurance

buyers. With the combined

services, the intermediaries help

minimise cost of insurance and

remove uncertainty and help create

a balance between cost of risk and

funding of risk by facilitating a

suitable risk transfer mechanism..

However, service notwithstanding,

the intermediaries are accountable

to the industry in many different

ways for their various levels of

activity, many of which are legally

intertwined. Therefore, the

regulatory bodies set up rules and

regulations and initiate licensing

procedure and code of practice so

that financial accountability of the

intermediaries is ensured in the

insurance market place. Various

case laws and the legislative

provisions provide judicial support

to enforce the financial discipline

with high degree of fairness. The

intermediaries are therefore

continually facing challenges to

attain a high level of

professionalism.
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ISSUE FOCUS

Each Distribution Channel has to
mature professionally

- Nirjhar Majumdar

L
ike many other goods and

services, life insurance needs

to be sold through various

distribution channels. Although,

agents and brokers continue to be

the mainstay of the insurers’ system

of distribution, many other channels

are assuming formidable positions

in the industry and for perfect

reasons. Development of multiple

distribution channels has taken

place due to a combination of

environmental, operational and

technological changes in the

industry. Main considerations that

drive insurers to try alternate

channels are convenience of

customers, savings of costs and

improvement of market share.

In India, we now have almost all the

distribution channels that are

available in the developed insurance

markets. Brokers, corporate agents

including banks, direct marketing

(online and offline), referral

companies are already in the

market. We are going to get a new

entity – Insurance Marketing Firms

(IMF) who will be free to market

insurance products of multiple

insurers. Let us have a look at the

relative market share of the

channels in respect of individual

new business for 2014-15:

From the above table, it is clear that

the distribution model of LIC and

private insurers are widely

different. LIC is primarily selling

through its countrywide agency

network whereas the private

insurers are using the banks hugely.

Bancassurance is helping the private

insurers to grow also because many

of the private insurers are bank

promoted and there is a total

integration between the operations

of the banks and the respective

insurance companies.

Banks are in an ideal position to help

people reach their financial goals.

While insurers have to “sell” their

products rather than getting them

“bought”, banks are in an enviable

position of getting quality

customers without much difficulty.

No wonder, banks are most effective

distribution channels after the tied

agents at this moment. They have

very well educated employees who

can communicate professionally

with the customers and can

influence the decision making of the

customers also. No wonder, the top

Table-1: Channel wise New Business Performance of Insurers (Individual Insurance)
(% of Total First Premium)

Life Individual        Corporate Agents Brokers Direct MI CSC Total

Insurers Agents Banks Others Selling Agents

Private Total* 35.73 47.37 3.35 4.49 9.06 0.003 0.001 100

LIC Total 95.97 2.60 0.12 0.02 1.24 0.05 0.00 100

Industry 71.42 20.84 1.44 1.84 4.42 0.03 0.001 100

Source: IRDA Annual Report, 2014-15

* In addition, private insurers got 0.04% of business from Referral companies; as a result, industry contributes 0.01% to total

business
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three private insurance companies

are all bank promoted.

As today’s customers are extremely

device savvy, the insurers are also

inclined to selling and servicing the

customers online. The online

products are cheaper. Many new age

customers dislike the repeated

intrusion of agents and brokers in

their private spaces. As a result,

much of the direct marketing is

taking place through online

channels. The customers of

insurance industry are using internet

both for “Decision Making” and

“Product Buying” processes. Even

LIC is selling some of its products

online to the people who prefer the

channel for a variety of reasons.

Which Distribution Channels are

popular worldwide?

People all over the world are

choosing distribution channels

according to their economic and

psychographic profiles. In fact,

insurers have developed channels

that can be more suitable to

particular types of customers.

Direct marketing channel is very

attractive to most of the west

European customers. The overall

online infrastructures and household

internet penetration are so strong

and stable there that people are

naturally inclined to make use of

Direct Marketing channels (online

mode).

However, Bancassurance is a

popular distribution channel in most

countries of Europe. According to

Finaccord Report: “Distribution

Channels for Life Insurance – A

Global Perspective (2014)”, Turkey

gets 80% of life business through

Bancassurance mode, Spain gets

about 65%, France 60% and Russia

about 55%. Even Brazil procures

about 80% of business through

Bancassurance while South Korea

procures 60%. Surely, banks have

been able to give a lot of financial

services in these countries and they

have become obvious choices for

buying any financial products

including insurance. But lately,

Bancassurance is losing market share

because after 2008, public trust in

banks has reduced a lot in many

developed insurance markets.

But, there are other considerations

for selecting a channel. When it

comes to buying protection related,

critical illness related and

investment related products, tied/

independent agents/brokers are

overwhelming favourites of the

people of UK, France, Germany,

Spain and Italy. These products are

such that people want to be very

sure that they buy the right ones and

therefore consult experienced

agents/brokers face to face. Most

of the customers prefer agents to

online channels even in this age of

very sophisticated information

technology. May be, people use

online channels for buying simpler

products. As it is not always possible

for banks to engage individual

customers through a time consuming

process of explaining all important

features of complicated insurance

products, even Bancassurance is not

found suitable for selling all types

of products.

In UK, insurers know the relative

strengths of each distribution

channel and design products that

are ideally suitable for each

channel. Some channels are so

powerful that they sometimes

influence the insurers in developing

particular types of products with

some desirable pricing/

underwriting strategies.

Although there is no dearth of

distribution channels in the market,

worldwide the life insurers are

disturbed with the fact that the

channels have not been able to

generate the desired level of

“Customer Experience”. As there is

significant drop in the level of

Customer Experience, the customer

loyalty and advocacy are also

getting affected everywhere.

According to Capgemini World

Insurance Report 2015, there has

been drop in positive Customer

Experience even in mature life

insurance markets of North

America. There has been alarming

drop in positive Customer

Experience among the Gen Y

segment of the market. In fact, 80%

of the countries (surveyed by

Capgemini) including India have

seen a drop in positive Customer

Experience. In India, only 24.6% of

customers (taking life and non-life

sectors together) have reported

positive Customer Experience.

Table-2 shows the countries with

better Customer Experience record

in 2014 as revealed in Capgemini

Survey.
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Table-2: Top 10 Countries on the

basis of Positive Customer

Experience

Country Customer Customer
Experience Experience
in 2014 (%)  in 2013 (%)

Austria 43.0 43.6

US 40.8 51.3

Canada 37.3 41.2

Belgium 36.7 39.8

Portugal 36.1 31.3

South Africa 35.7 43.1

Switzerland 35.2 38.6

Australia 33.3 40.6

Germany 33.0 39.5

Netherlands 32.0 44.5

Source: Capgemini World Insurance Report,

2015

It may appear that the difference

between the Customer Experience

levels of developed and developing

insurance markets is getting

reduced. But, the fact is, the

expectation level in developed

markets is much higher than that in

emerging insurance markets.

Worldwide, insurers find it difficult

to keep pace with the rising

expectations of the customers, even

after using quite advanced

technology.

One more thing is noticed in the said

report. While all the online

channels, banks etc have

experienced a fall in the level of

Customer Experience, the agents

channel has managed to increase its

score in Customer Experience. In

fact, the level of positive Customer

experience in agents channel is

twice as much the experience in

online channels. That means,

people are giving a lot of value to

the personalized servicing and

customer intimacy which is possible

only in agents channel. In North

America, agents have been able to

generate 51% positive Customer

Experience in life sector and 57% in

non-life sector.

Which Distribution Channel can be

most effective in India?

As has been mentioned earlier, the

industry still procures 71.42% of new

life insurance business through

agents. Market leader LIC has built

a countrywide agency network and

is procuring 95.97% of its individual

business through its tied agents.

Private insurers as a whole are

getting 35.73% of their business

through agents and 47.37% through

banks. So, their business model is

totally different as they use banks

as corporate agents in selling

insurance. LIC’s agents sell policies

primarily on the basis of long-

standing relationship. Banks are

marketing insurance products by

way of superior value propositions.

It is difficult for alternate channels

like banks, brokers and Insurance

Marketing Firms to become family

friends of the policyholders. The

tied agents are immensely

successful when they are able to

maintain a congenial relationship

with their clientele.

What kind of business model is more

effective at this moment? As we

have seen in the Capgemini Report

2015, the customers are reasonably

impressed by the way agents offer

them regular advices on financial

matters and also post-sales services.

In our country, those agents are

successful who are energetic enough

to give all post sales services.

Although customers have become

tech-savvy and do a lot of research

about insurance products in the

internet, an overwhelmingly large

number still prefers to buy from the

tied agents and expect prompt post

sales services from them.

But, some changes have definitely

come. Today’s customers are far

more knowledgeable than before.

They have all the relevant data at

their fingertips. They know what the

premium rates of various companies

are and ask the intermediaries why

customers should pay a higher

premium when a few others are

charging less. They also ask why

they should buy insurance when the

return is lower as compared to some

other financial products. Do the

intermediaries have answers to such

queries and objections?

It is not too easy these days to

succeed quickly as an insurance

intermediary. The tied agents

generally have very modest

educational and socio-economic

backgrounds. Anybody who is Class-

X/XII pass and half-way intelligent

can become an agent after passing

a simple pre-recruitment test. But,

the real test starts after getting

recruited. Customers of urban and

semi-urban areas are quite

knowledgeable about financial

products available in the market

and they look for reasonably

knowledgeable insurance advisor

who can candidly explain why

insurance should be preferred to

other types of products in meeting

some of life’s financial goals. Do the

agents have data to prove their

point? Do they scan financial market
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on a regular basis? In this profession,

an insurance intermediary has to

upgrade his knowledge continuously,

as the training centre of an

insurance company or a sales

manager can not always move with

him in the market.

Therefore, if an insurer wants to

recruit tied agents, it has to recruit

with care. This is no longer an

occupation to be taken up by

someone who has failed in other

areas. Certain insurance products

are really complicated and the

agents may have to compare its

benefits with that of very different

kind of financial products.

Knowledge of a few insurance

products of his own company will

not be enough in closing a sale. The

agent must know the returns now

available in various debt and equity

instruments with the degree of their

volatilities. He should be tech-savvy

to show proof of his statements by

visiting respective sites in the

internet or by using some software

packages available in the market for

the use of insurance intermediaries.

The agents who are able to create

positive Customer Experience in

Taiwan, South Africa and US are

really well educated individuals

with high level of confidence,

intellect and enthusiasm. Here also,

we have that kind of agents but we

actually need many more. Most of

our agents who are not too high in

intellect or educational

qualification can be trained to sell

some simple products only. Then

there will not be any complaints of

mis-selling. The new distribution

channel called Common Service

Centre (CSC) can also be used to sell

simple micro-insurance products in

rural areas. Even NGOs and SHGs can

be used in selling some easy to

understand insurance products.

Insurers are already using the

services of NGOs and they have only

to engage NGOs with better

credibility.

But, the greater success of insurers

will surely depend on how they can

get more capable people in the

profession of selling insurance and

how these people can be properly

trained and re-trained on a regular

basis. All insurers should try to make

the agency career attractive by

taking special care of new agents.

These agents should preferably be

graduates (in urban areas) and

should have some minimum urge to

make a mark in the profession by

following an “on and off the

classroom” training program. They

have to become professionals in a

few years’ time by developing

certain habits and principles. LIC’s

new advertisement of inviting bright

youths to take up insurance agency

as a career is very innovative and

inspiring.

Ultimately, insurance products are

to be sold by professional people. If

it is difficult to make lakhs of

insurance agents as professionals

overnight, the insurers have to use

other distribution channels. But

each channel has to take the

customers through a well structured

sales process, so that there can be

no misgivings in the minds of the

customers afterwards. All

intermediaries should be able to

explain why life insurance should be

purchased and in sufficient

amounts. Intermediaries have to

take life insurance to a more

respectable position in the financial

sector.

Insurers who have been promoted

by banks are in a better position to

use Bancassurance channel. Other

insurers have to select such

Bancassurance partners who can

take active interest in marketing

insurance. If that does not work,

they can use other channels like

direct marketing (online and

offline). The insurance employees

and managers are selling a lot of

group insurance products directly to

the employers. That proves,

educated and experienced

employees are better placed in

marketing insurance to valuable

customers. Although life insurance

is a great risk management cum

savings product, the industry

requires capable salespersons to

make customers understand how

valuable it is in their lives. As people

need to put sizeable portion of their

income in insurance, the

intermediaries have to act

responsibly, so that the people can

trust them and the insurance

companies they represent.

Industry needs well educated,

committed Insurance Salespersons

This industry badly needs thousands

of well educated, well mannered

and well disciplined Insurance

Consultants/Advisors who can act as

game changers in the industry. They

can be agents or brokers or bank

employees or even Insurance

Marketing Firms (IMF). They have to
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be competent to understand

complicated insurance products like

health insurance, annuities, ULIPs

and various protection plans. They

have to be mature professionals.

There are great products available

in the country. The mature markets

of the world have similar products.

Nowhere, the return from life

insurance product is too high as

compared to other risky investment

products. Still, insurance occupies

a distinct place in the financial

savings/investment market. There is

no reason why the industry should

lag behind here. Table-3 shows that

mobilization of savings from life

insurance policies has not grown

with the times although an emerging

and aspiring India needs more long

term savings for nation building.

New regulations make it compulsory

for the intermediaries to sell

insurance products that are actually

useful for the customers. There are

heavy penalties if the agent or IMF

commits acts of mis-selling. But, no

amount of regulation can really be

enough to make the insurance

intermediaries true professionals.

Insurers have to recruit right

persons, train them thoroughly and

then launch the salespersons as full

baked professionals. A lot of hand-

holding is required in the initial

stage of the career of an agent/

intermediary. Insurers have very

capable people as employees,

experienced agents and managers.

They have to be involved more and

more in marketing of insurance

directly. Knowledgeable people

have to be made trainers and

mentors. It is ultimately the

responsibility of the insurers to build

strong distribution channels so that

the persons who sell insurance to

customers know it better what they

are selling and what are its merits

vis-à-vis other savings/investment

products.

Table-3: Proportion of various components of household savings in India
(as percentage of total)

Components 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14

Currency 16.3 9.7 10.3 9.7

Bank & Other Deposits 49.9 59.1 56.6 58.8

Life Insurance Fund 20.0 21.2 17.3 17.0

Provident & Pension Fund 13.4 10.3 11.7 11.6

Shares & Debentures 0.4 0.3 4.1 2.9

Source: RBI Report

Nirjhar Majumdar, Research

Associate, Zonal Training Centre,

Kolkata, LIC of India
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ISSUE FOCUS

Role of Intermediaries in Health Insurance

- Munish Daga

Introduction

I
nsurance is an important part of

modern economics as well as the

day-to-day life of any individual.

Far beyond its role of protecting the

country’s wealth, insurance is of

greater significance to public

interest and affairs. It is the only

safety net that can help to reduce

the financial burden one

experiences in a calamity.  Over the

last few decades, insurance has

become the critical tool that

protects individuals, families and

institutions against, accidents,

natural calamities, and illnesses.

In the healthcare industry, insurance

forms a major pillar, because

consumption of healthcare services

today and tomorrow will be defined

by how health insurance policies are

provided by the insurers and utilized

by the insured. The ecosystem that

ensures a smooth and streamlined

process of delivering health

insurance has various key players

known as intermediaries who are

the facilitators between the end

customer and the insurance

company. For example, individual

agents, corporate agents, banks

who sell policies and insurance

brokers are the most known

intermediaries driving in the front

seat of the insurance car. In the back

seat of the car are those

intermediaries who are though not

customer-facing but are equally, if

not more important – the technology

providers who ensure that the

provider and the insurer have a

streamlined channel to exchange

information and transact, ensuring

that and enhanced seamless

transaction benefits the customer’s

experience as well.

Currently in India, as compared to

the more mature United States and

United Kingdom markets, the role

of information technology in

delivering health insurance is only

beginning to surface in the sector.

While the medical equipment and

R&D sections of healthcare are

consistently evolving, technology in

health insurance is yet, to make a

mark and certainly, needs support

and encouragement from the

insurance regulator.

What role does technology play as

an intermediary in health insurance

and how can it support the other

intermediaries? How will it benefit

millions of Indians?

A real-time transaction: India is

fast becoming a cashless society at

a steady pace. Across sectors,

cashless transactions are being

encouraged while simultaneously

ensuring that consumer needs are

met and the most stringent safety

measures are implemented. Two key

benefits that emerge are;

eliminating the need to carry lump

sum cash and more importantly,

ensuring fraud-free transactions

within the ecosystem. In the case

of health insurance too, cashless

insurance is being implemented by

state governments, encouraged by

the regulator and widely used by

corporates, small yet, significantly

growing in numbers.

With this evolution into a cashless

society, the framework that fuels
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the transaction also needs to

evolve. A cashless transaction

cannot rely on scanned paper forms,

PDFs, e-mails and FAX and channels

that do not enable a real-time

exchange of information. For

example, when a policyholder avails

cashless treatment at a hospital,

he/she should not wait for a non-

electronic medium to accept his/

her details and wait for the insurer

to respond and pre-approve the

claim. Similarly, the hospital too,

cannot afford to waste time on

manual time-consuming channels of

exchange with the insurer. The

situation gets further complicated

if there are iterations and queries

raised. This increases the waiting

time for the patient and delays the

hospital and the insurers processes

both, at pre-approval and at

discharge when all the insurance

paperwork needs to be completed,

resulting in customer

dissatisfaction.

Transparent transactions:Using

electronic mediums to exchange

data in real-time has a host of

benefits. When data is entered and

exchanged on electronic platforms,

it needs to be entered only once and

does not require conversion at every

stage – eliminating data dilution and

enhancing accuracy. When data is

exchanged in this manner between

the hospital and the insurance

company/ Third Party Administrator

(TPA), the time taken to process the

claim from start to end comes

down. Since data conversion is

eliminated, the possibility of errors

is significantly reduced, issues such

as legibility of handwriting are

eliminated and the reliability and

transparency of the process

tremendously increases. Enhancing

the utility of such platforms with

support from application-based

technology, access to claims

information can be made as simple

as making an e-commerce purchase

on a mobile app.

By giving way to tighter, more

structured and rule-based (coded)

information exchange and

transactions throughout the claims

cycle, the possibility of fraud from

any party also comes down.When

any iterations or additions are made

to the claim that are over and above

the guidelines used by the platform,

a simple SMS-based escalation can

be used to notify everyone involved.

Enhanced Customer Service: The

electronic platforms in question

employs technology that does not

require any complex software

installation or long training hours,

making it easy to adopt by any

institution. Internet has brought the

world closer and made our lives

simpler and it is this tool that is

changing the way businesses are

emerging and interacting with their

customers. The surge of e-

commerce companies is testament

to that. Similarly, a technology

platform can do the same for health

insurance, where the policyholder

needs to only provide their customer

Id and all the requisite data gets

immediately populated ready to be

transferred to the insurer at the

click of a button. The same flexible

platform can be molded to use on a

mobile phone where, the insurance

desk at the hospital can submit

claims and respond to queries on the

go and the patient can monitor the

progress of the claim, raise queries

and maintain history easily.

By bringing the policyholder in the

loop of the process, giving him/her

the access to his policy information

and past utility history, he/she will

be empowered and made aware at

every stage regarding the status of

the claim and will not be required

to maintain carry documents at the

hospital.

The buzzword called data:

Electronic platforms enable the

collation of structured data that can

be used to analyze policy usage

patterns and research on preventive

measures. Rich data resulting from

such technology implementation

will allow researchers and data

scientists to analyze the data and

get insights into how men, women,

and elderly are using health

insurance policies, what are the

common diseases, what kind of

health insurance policies do

diabetics need, how can policies be

changed to suit the needs of

different groups of people, and

more. Moreover, electronic data can

help to highlight increasing

instances of fraud and misuse of

policy. For example, if healthcare

facilities in a particular region are

recommending diagnostic tests or

procedures that are not required.

Recorded data of such instances will

help to raise a red flag and enable
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action. Existing policies can also

evolve to better suit the needs of

the consumers.

Thus, electronic data will not only

allow a structured and transparent

method of delivering health

insurance but will also make

healthcare delivery more customer-

friendly by making health insurance

more suitable to the needs.

Conclusion: Implementation is not

enough

Just like the way the banking sector

has moved online and is enabling

customers to make payments using

mobile phones and keep a tab on

their bank accounts using mobile

applications, the insurance sector

too, will progress towards moving

online from offline. But, mere

introduction and implementation of

technology infrastructure will not

ensure adoption, and optimum

utility. Achieving a triple goal –

improving outcomes, enhancing

customer service and reducing costs

will require healthcare IT systems to

be as efficient and functionally

effective as possible, and require

buy-in from all key stakeholders.

Technology upgrade should be

sought to improve customer service

and lower costs and not the other

way around.

The empowered app-using online

patient is already here. Hence, it is

important that healthcare providers

keep the patients’ needs and

perspectives in mind at every touch

point. The healthcare industry now

needs to focus on what can be done

to achieve a delighted customer

from a loyal customer, what is that

extra mile effort that can be put in

to reduce the emotional trauma

typical in these situations. Thus,

technology implementation

decisions must be made by walking

in the shoes of a patient, mapping

all the touch points and the glitches

at each point, and then finding

solutions to address the same.

The first step towards this is

eliminating myths and empowering

oneself with knowledge, and the

regulator and the government has

a huge role to play here. By

suggesting and mandating

technology implementation

guidelines geared towards consumer

awareness and benefit, as well as

the overall wellbeing of the sector,

delivery of health insurance can

catch up with the other sectors

benefiting from technology.
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ISSUE FOCUS

A Lasting Friendship &
A Life long Relationship

- R. Venugopal

R
ecently I saw an interesting

report in the Times of India

newspaper “Piling up of life

insurance claims due to non-

availability of Bank Account details

of customers”. The report goes on

to give the figures of such claims of

a few life insurance companies

including those of LIC of India,

running to a total of about Rs 5848

crores. What struck me more was

that much of these claims pertained

to Maturity Claims and as per the

orders of the Regulator- IRDAI- those

amounts could be only credited to

the Bank Accounts of the

policyholders and not sent by post

as cheques to them.

During our days of service too, we

had the problem of either ‘Returned

cheques’ by the postal authorities

due to want of correct, current

addresses of the customers or

cheques not encashed even after 3

months- the time prescribed by the

Banks before they could become

invalid and we had to issue fresh

cheques. I also recall how we used

to ‘curse’ those policyholders who

did not have even that much time

to deposit their claim cheques! For

the ‘Returned’ cheques by the

postal authorities, the only remedy

in our armory was the ever available

and smiling Agent! We used to chide

him/her “Don’t you keep track of

your own customers? Are you not in

touch with them at all?” and the

Agent used to run and get the new

addresses of the customers within

2/3 days and give them to us. If the

policy did not belong to the same

Agent and the original Agent was no

more in our service, we used to

entice the existing Agent by saying

“If you do this service, you will get

a new policy from the same family”

and there used to be a long line of

Agents eager to perform such a

‘service’ & reap the reward!

The Agent’s Role

Now the pertinent questions are:

• Where are the Agents of such

unclaimed policy amounts?

• Are the present Agents not in

touch with their own customers,

even when their policies

mature?

• Don’t the Agents collect the

Bank details of the policyholders

at the time of the submission

of the life insurance proposals?

• Accepting the fact these details

of the customers are bound to

change due to different reasons

like transfer of jobs, change of

residence etc during the term

of the policy, is it not all the

more important that Agents

should be in contact with their

customers regularly?

• Life insurance agency is the only

profession where for a sale

made a few years ago, the Agent

continues to get the Renewal

Commission and this is the

reward the Insurance Company

pays to its Agents for being in

continuous touch with the

customers- they are supposed to

be in contact with their clients

and they are expected too-

although I know many Agents

will not be happy to read this

line.

• I know, at the same time, of a

lot of life insurance agents who

have gone to the residence of

their clients umpteen times to
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collect their renewal premiums

and that is the only reason for

those agents getting ‘Repeat’

new business from the

customers.

• The LIC’s Advertisement “

Identify the insurance Agent in

this Group Photograph” released

a few years ago showing a group

family photograph, became

highly famous because nobody

could correctly find out where

the Agent was in that group, as

he would have been in the front

row along with the kids or sitting

next to the elderly great-grand

father or smiling near the young

cute, college going girl of the

family!

• Have the present Agents taken

the line that sending the

birthday, wedding day greetings

etc by SMS/ Mail to the

customers every year- this could

be done simply by computer

programming- is enough and

their duty is over? I am not

saying that these greetings are

not important but there are

more meaningful gestures also

to be done by the Agents.

• The Agents should have a list of

their customers’ policies

maturing month-wise every

year, collect the requirements

from the insurance offices and

get them completed including

the present details of their Bank

Accounts and submit them to

the insurance office for making

prompt claim payment.

• Again, life insurance is a long

term contract of more than 10

years- excepting during the

early 2000s where ULIPs were

sold for 3/5 years. So majority

of the matured policies would

be ‘Orphaned’ policies with

their original Agents not in

force/ discontinued their

agencies/ transferred/ a few of

them died also. Here the

insurance office gives such a list

of matured policies to the

existing Agents, who should do

the service of collecting the

Bank details of the customers

and assist in the prompt

settlement of claims.

• We must thank IRDAI for giving

this golden opportunity to our

Agents to be once again in good

contact with the customers by

insisting on this rule of crediting

the policy proceeds only to the

Bank Accounts of the

policyholders and not

dispatching the claim cheques

by post to the claimants.

Selling a Policy is the Beginning,

not the End

Often Agents think that once the

sale is completed and the policy

issued, it is the end of the

transaction. In fact the issue of the

policy is only the beginning of a life

long relationship with the customer.

How many of our Agents

1. Examine the original policy

details sitting with the

policyholder and preferably his/

her family, checking the

particulars like the name,

address, nominee’s name, the

date of maturity etc since there

are possibilities of mistakes

creeping in? This will avoid a lot

of hassles in the future at the

time of claim, loan and such

services.

2. How many of our Agents visit the

customers at the regular

intervals so that they can also

participate in the different

events in the lives of the clients

like marriage, birth of a child,

joining of the son/daughter in

a higher educational institution

and the like? This will facilitate

addition of new policies from

the same family to cover the

new needs.

3. How many Agents discuss with

their clients the new Products

brought out by the insurance

company, the new guidelines of

the Regulator- IRDAI and the

increase in FDI in the insurance

sector from 26 to 49% ? Either

we think that our customers

know nothing about life

insurance or they may not be

interested to update themselves

as to what is happening in our

industry. These assumptions are

wrong- many of our clients are

highly knowledgeable and they

are in the corporate world,

dealing with huge organizations

world wide. They will feel

immensely pleased to discuss

these issues with not only the

Agents but also with the Senior

Officers of the Corporation as
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well. As a matter of fact, the

purpose of Customer Meets at

the Branch/ Divisional office

level itself is only to have

meaningful dialogue with our

policyholders to get a proper

feedback.

4. How many of our Agents conduct

regular Customer Meets for

which Senior Officers of the

insurance company and

dignitaries of the city are

invited so that these forums

become platforms for exchange

of thoughts and ideas?

5. These are some of the initiatives

to be taken by Agents in order

to sustain and further cement

the relationship with their

customers.

Insurance Brokers

Brokers are representatives of the

customers and not the

representatives of the insurance

companies. Thus Brokers are

expected to take care of the

interests of the policyholders first

and then only of the interests of the

insurer, whereas Agents are paid

commission by the insurance

companies and thus they represent

the interests of the insurer and

there is always a possibility of

Agents thinking more of their

business interests than what is in

the best interests of the customers.

These are the reasons IRDAI insists

on proper training, qualification &

Capital for beginning a Broker

Company and the Brokers mostly

cater more to the insurance needs

of large Corporate Houses- both Life

& General- than the insurance

requirements of Individuals.

Here also, the Broker only places

before the Client all the insurance

options, explains all the salient

features of various Products of

different insurance companies and

lets the Client choose the best,

according to his/her needs. The

Broker never recommends any

particular Plan or insurance

company- he/she is not expected to

do it also. This is the Business Ethics

required of an Insurance Broker.

Banc Assurance Partners

Banks have become partners with

the insurers in selling insurance

products, after 2000- after the

formation of IRDAI.

The banks are allowed to have an

insurance partner- Life, General &

Health insurance company- to sell

their insurance products. Now this

limit has been increased by the IRDAI

to three companies in each category,

thus making the banks as insurance

brokers. There are mainly 3 Models

of Banc Assurance- only Referral

Model, a Tie-up Model with an

insurance company becoming? a

Corporate Agency Model where the

insurer and banker join hands

together; and a Joint Venture Model

where a bank along with an Indian

or Foreign Insurer starts its own

insurance company. However, most

of the banks choose a Corporate

Agency Model or a Joint Venture

Model.

Now the moot point is that the

banker should not only sell the

insurance product but also service

it in times of needs. This feature is

awfully missing in the sense that the

bank employee, selling the

insurance product, lacks servicing

knowledge, simply shows the hand

towards the insurer the moment any

servicing aspect crops up. This

makes the customer lose faith in the

banc assurance model and he/she

becomes frustrated with the entire

insurance company.

There is an ethical question some

times as to whether the bank

manager puts extra pressure on the

client to take an insurance policy,

in view of different facilities

extended by the banker to the client

like the Over Draft facility, Locker

facility, Project Loan etc and the

customer is more or less compelled

to buy a particular policy from the

bank, although he/she may have

his/her own family agent.

Let us hope that this pressure is not

resorted to by the bankers, as the

Regulator is against such practices.

Similarly is there any undue pressure

put on the insurer by the bank to

settle promptly the death claim of

a high net worth bank client in order

to win the favor of the family of the

deceased and get some bank

deposits? There may be even some

insistence by the banker to waive

some of the formalities of a death

claim by the insurer with a view to

getting a fast payment. Let us again

trust that these methods are not

resorted to by the bankers.
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These are some of the business

ethical issues in the Banc Assurance

intermediary.

There is another problem of the

bank some times severing

distribution ties with an insurer,

either to move to another insurer

or venture in to a new insurance

Joint Venture. This could spell some

trouble for the policyholders of the

bank’s former insurance partner.

These policies will go in to the

Orphan mode. Several insurers have

set up call centers to cater to such

policyholders, as Bank Partners may

not be in a position to contribute

much in this situation as ultimately

it is the bounden duty of the

insurance company to serve its

policyholders. Even otherwise the

knowledge level of the servicing of

the policies by the bank employees

is at a very low ebb.

Now that the banks have become

insurance brokers, let us hope that

these problems don’t crop up in

future and the banks become

centers of insurance servicing also,

besides their selling function to

their account holders.

The banks have to take care of this

servicing aspect of policies

hereafter.

The Role of Officers  & Staff

Let us not shift the entire

responsibility of serving the

policyholders & maintaining the

friendship and relationship with the

customers to only Agents and the

other Intermediaries. The office

staff too have to contribute a lot

and lend a supporting shoulder to

the work being done by the

Intermediaries in the field. In fact,

a major part of the retention of

existing policies is in the hands of

the servicing staff. The employees

should come to the rescue of the

field personnel by attending

immediately to all the required

service aspects of the policyholders

brought in by the agents. Then only

the Intermediaries can boldly

promise the customers prompt

service and carry out those

assurances.

What is the role of the Office in

this regard?

• How many office telephone calls

are picked up at the second or

third ring by the Officer/Staff

with a pleasant “Good Morning/

Namesthe, I am from the so and

so insurance company and what

service I can do for you?” Or the

telephone calls picked up after

10/12 tinkles with a grumpy

“What do you want?” by an

unwilling employee?

• Meetings have become a part of

our daily life now-a-days. Hence

naturally the Officer concerned

is not available in the seat most

of the time. Does the person

who picks up the telephone take

the name and phone number of

the caller as well as the message

and leave a suitable note on the

table of the Officer? Or does he/

she simply bang the phone down

shouting “Mr. So and So is not in

the seat”. It is another story

how many such calls are

returned promptly even when

suitable notes are kept on the

table.

• Are the emails received at the

office replied immediately? I am

not mentioning about the letters

because now-a-days, most of

the important communications

are sent by mail only- No doubt,

the postal correspondence is

also equally and even more

significant as they may be from

the lower echelons of our

society and they need more of

our attention. Unless the

emails/ letters are promptly

attended to expeditiously, we

can’t build sustaining

relationship with our clients.

• The office can prepare a list of

Orphan policyholders by

collating with their Agency

numbers and send

communication to those persons

enquiring as to whether they

require the services of any of

our existing Agents and then

allot an Agent to the

policyholder, if so desire. This

process will slowly eliminate the

number of Orphan customers

and thereby improve our

services too.

• There can be separate Customer

Cells in our offices to whose

number any Orphan policyholder

can contact for any assistance,

in case he/she does not want

the services of an exclusive

Agent.
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• There can be a Help Desk in

every office at the reception

itself. It should have a board

saying “In what way, I can serve

you?” instead of our usual board

of “May I help you?” Because,

there is a subtle difference

between the two- When the

board says “May I help you?”,

there is a possibility that he/she

may not help also, whereas

when the board says “ In what

way, I can serve you?”, there is

more definiteness of help.

• Apart from giving Loyalty

Additions to our policyholders

when their long term policies

mature, there should be some

ways of recognizing our

customers at the end of every 5

or 10 years either by way of a

small gift- a pen with the

emblem of the insurance

company or a wallet etc. This

will be highly appreciated by our

customers more than receiving

the Loyalty Addition at the end

of the term- in fact, many

customers do not even know

about the Loyalty Addition

concept and they only simply

look at the cheque amount.

• Repeat sales are the secret of

our success. Unless we are in

constant touch with our

customers, this is not possible.

If one goes to a grocery shop to

buy some item, it only denotes

a transaction and not

relationship. If the person goes

to the same shop again and

again, it is the beginning of the

relationship- this may be due to

the warm reception at the shop

or the smiling service of the

salesman there or the

ambience. But the fact remains;

a good relationship has been

cemented. We are also in the

same boat if we can increase our

business through Repeat Sales to

the same customer.

• Retention of the existing

policyholders is equally, if not

more, important than obtaining

new customers. Already a lot of

studies have been done to prove

that it is less costly to retain an

existing client than going for a

new one.

• Empathetic Listening is the only

remedy whenever a customer

enters our office with a

grievance. No client who has

come to our office can go back

dissatisfied as far as possible

should be our motto.

• Moments of Truth are the

occasions where the customers

feel moved by the service of our

Staff and Officers and they leave

the portals of our office, fully

delighted. These Moments of

Truth cement our relationships

with the policyholders.

• Social networking has become

the order of the day- sites like

the Face Book, Twitter, Linked

in, You Tube etc are also a part

of our contact with our

policyholders. Many of the CEOs

of the Private Companies take

part in twittering and share

their views with their

customers.

Conclusion

The time has come where our

customer is no more an outsider.

He/she is a part of our organization.

He/she is contacted, consulted and

co opted with.

Because our friendship with our

client is a lasting one.

Our relationship with our customer

is a life long one.

This is possible only by all of us

putting our shoulders together-

Agents, Brokers, Banc Assurance

Partners, Corporate Agents,

Development Officers, Officers &

Staff, right from the lowest position

of a Driver to the highest position

of a Director in an insurance

company. Although all the

Intermediaries of an insurance

company as mentioned above have

a crucial role to play in this regard,

I give more importance to the role

of an insurance Agent/ Advisor in

building up and nurturing a lasting

friendship & a life long relationship

with the policyholders, as he is a

permanent and a constant link for

years between a customer and an

Intermediary and thus this article

is dedicated to the role of an

insurance agent.

R.Venugopal is a Retired Executive

Director, LIC and a Retired

Professor NIA Pune.
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ISSUE FOCUS

Time for Data driven Marketing decisions
to Insurance Intermediaries

Jagendra Kumar

T
he primary role of insurance

intermediaries is to prevent

adverse selection. By

ensuring that each customer pays

appropriate premiums, the

intermediary protects the insurer's

ability to cover losses while

protecting the customers against

overpayments. The description

“intermediary” is usually

synonymous with the concept of a

third party whose role is to ensure

that both the parties to a contract

obtain what they want, the third

party working for both parties for

their joint benefit. However in the

Indian context, the insurance

intermediary has been a person who

represents the insured and adds

value to the transaction.  The

relationship is almost invariably

contractual supported by a mandate

from the insured and is usually

intended to be paid for the services

rendered, by way of commission/

fee. The most common labels for

insurance intermediaries are agent

and broker. Technically, brokers

work for their clients while agents

work for insurers. However, agents

and brokers do many of the same

types of jobs. Further, in areas like

travel insurance where penetration

is very low, companies are looking

at the opportunity to sell via PSP in

smaller towns. Such a PSP could be

anyone, from a shop-owner, tailor,

panchayat leader or teacher in the

school, provided they pass the

examination and training module.

The insurance industry of India

consists of 52 insurance companies

of which 24 are in life insurance

business and 28 are non-life

insurers. Among the life insurers,

Life Insurance Corporation (LIC) is

the sole public sector company. Out

of 28 non-life insurance companies,

there are six public sector insurers,

which include two specialised

insurers namely  Agriculture

Insurance Company Ltd for Crop

Insurance and  Export Credit

Guarantee Corporation of India for

Credit Insurance.  Moreover, there

are  5 private sector insurers are

registered to underwrite policies

exclusively in Health, Personal

Accident and Travel insurance

segments.  In addition to 52

insurance companies, there is sole

national re-insurer, namely, General

Insurance Corporation of India.

Other stakeholders in Indian

Insurance market include approved

insurance agents, licensed

Corporate Agents, Brokers, Common

Service Centres, Web-Aggregators,

Surveyors, Third Party

Administrators and the latest one

is Insurance Marketing Firms. At

present there are 31 third-party

administrators, 341 insurance

brokers, 11 web aggregators, five

insurance repositories, and

numerous corporate agents and

insurance agents. In view of the fact

that the insurance intermediary is

at times, an agent for an insurer and

at other times, an agent for the

insured, it becomes necessary to

understand what they do as their

general lament is that their role

constitutes a fine balancing act, an

invidious position.
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INTERMEDIARIES WHO PROCURE

PREMIUM:

Insurance industry is mainly

dependent for premium on the

intermediaries like Agents,

Corporate Agents, Micro Agents,

Bancassurance, Insurance Brokers

and the Insurance Marketing Firms.

Insurance transactions are

becoming more complex and in the

last decade, policies sought for

industrial special risks, legal

expenses cover, directors’ and

officers’ liability and the extension

of professional indemnity cover to

include land surveyors, architects,

engineers and even housing agents

have become the norm. There is a

case to be made out for the

necessity of intermediaries,

particularly brokers in more

complicated types of risk. This is

particularly so in package type

insurances covering a variety of

risks. A good example of this is the

Commercial General Liability policy

which has to be tailored to protect

the rights of  the  proprietor firm

and the liability to the public.

BACKBONE OF THE INDUSTRY-

AGENTS:

Agents are to be registered with the

IRDAI. An individual agent is licensed

by the Authority to sell insurance

policies to the public and provide

after-sales service including

assisting at the time of a claim. His

licence may be for life insurance,

general insurance or both. In

addition to representing one life

insurance company and one non-life

insurance company an agent can also

represent one standalone health

insurance Company as well as

Agriculture Insurance Company of

India for selling crop insurance and

Export Credit Guarantee

Corporation of India for credit

insurance. The agent agrees to

promote the business of the

company and generally enhance the

reputation of the company in doing

all acts connected with the agency

relating to the business of the

insurer. The agent, however, have

restricted authority in that he has

no authority to bind the insurer in

any way, to make or alter or

discharge any contracts, to waive

any lapse for forfeiture except with

the prior consent of the insurer.

Thus, he is an agent of the insurer

in a limited sense and all aspects

set out in the first part herein hold

in respect of his role as agent for

the insured.

Entities eligible to operate as

corporate agents include firms,

banks, non-banking financial

institutions, co-operative societies,

NGOs and companies. Corporate

entities represent an insurance

company and sell its policies.

Usually they are engaged in a

particular business and sell

insurance policies to their existing

customers based on the situation.

When a bank becomes the corporate

agent of an insurance company it is

referred to as a bancassurance

arrangement or partnership. Banks

offer insurance policies to their
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customers based on their knowledge

of their situation and needs.

Corporate Agents can represent one

life insurer, one non-life insurer and

one standalone health insurer. In

addition they can represent the two

specialised insurance companies,

Export Credit Guarantee

Corporation and Agriculture

Insurance Corporation of India. The

Amendment Act has set the

backdrop for several new

regulations and significant changes

to existing regulations in 2015,

which has to be undertaken by the

Regulator in the near future. There

are Micro Agents who are engaged

in marketing the Micro products of

both life and general insurance

companies.  The IRDAI issued

clarifications on a number of

regulations notified or revised

relating to, among others, life

insurance business, health insurance

business, web aggregators,

insurance brokers, surveyors, and

loss assessors.

All insurers, reinsurers and

insurance intermediaries are

regulated by the Regulator. The

Insurance Act and the IRDAI Act lay

down certain general principles. The

specific regulations issued by the

Authority from time to time govern

insurers and intermediaries,

depending on the nature of business

undertaken by these entities. The

contribution of Insurance

intermediaries in health insurance

premium is as follow:

CORPORATE ENTITY: BROKER:

Insurance Brokers represent the

customer, and are licensed to give

policies from any insurance

company. They can provide expert

advice on the insurance policies and

are paid a brokerage by the

insurance company whose policy a

customer finally choose. Insurance

brokers are required to exclusively

carry on the distribution of

insurance products. Any company,

limited liability partnership or co-

operative society may apply to the

Authority for grant of an insurance

broker licence. Applicants can

register as direct brokers,

reinsurance brokers, or composite

brokers (involved in both direct and

reinsurance broking). The minimum

capital for direct brokers is INR5

million, INR20 million for

reinsurance brokers and INR25

million for composite brokers.

INSURANCE MARKETING FIRMS:

Insurance Marketing Firm is a new

distribution channel to solicit or

procure insurance premium, to

distribute other financial products
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by employing individuals licensed to

market, distribute and service such

other financial products. This form

of intermediary has been recently

introduced by the IRDAI. Entities

that are licensed as insurance

marketing firms will be able to

distribute insurance products along

with mutual funds, pension products

and certain other financial

products, provided that permissions

are in place to distribute those

financial products from the

respective regulator. IMFs will be

permitted to distribute the

insurance products of only two life

insurers, two general insurers and

two health insurers at any point of

time, and changing the insurer

whose products are to be distributed

can only take place with the prior

approval. IMFs are required to have

a minimum capital of INR1 million.

They are also permitted to

undertake survey functions through

licensed surveyors on its rolls, policy

servicing activities, and other

activities which are permitted to be

outsourced by insurers under the

applicable regulatory framework.

REINSURANCE INTERMEDIARY:

When the first insured risks began

being reinsured by others willing to

assume a share of the original risk,

it is likely that a broker is there to

introduce the original insurer to the

reinsurer. In the London market,

where reinsurance effectively

began, it is the reinsurance

intermediary who, on behalf of the

ceding insurer, works through the

reinsurance market by visiting the

reinsurance underwriters

individually and providing them with

the basic details of the business to

be reinsured. Essentially, the

reinsurance intermediary is a go-

between, whose function it is to

bring together the reinsured and

reinsurer to secure a contract of

reinsurance on terms agreeable to

both parties. The reinsurance

intermediary often assist the

reinsured in planning and

developing its reinsurance program,

propose to the reinsured the

reinsurers to solicit those reinsurers

and prepare the reinsurance slip

and, eventually, the reinsurance

contract wording, that will be

presented to the reinsurance

market for agreement.

OTHER INSURANCE PROVIDERS &

DIGITAL INTERMEDIARIES:

Only licensed insurance agents,

corporate agents and other

insurance intermediaries can solicit

and procure insurance business for

insurers. Insurers are also permitted

to engage licensed telemarketers

and licensed web aggregators for

the solicitation and procurement of
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insurance business and to purchase

access to the database of licensed

referral companies.

The online insurance industry in

India is witnessing a phenomenal

level of growth for the past few

years. Insurers also recognised the

imprint online mode had made on

the minds of consumers and

therefore they initiated to promote

online term insurance quotes and

policies. There were around 165

million internet users in India in

2014. This figure has reached

around 200 million this year. Online

purchase of policies has increased

from 2 per cent to 200 per cent in

just two years. Looking at this, the

growth rate of the online industry

in the years coming ahead is

expected to be in three digits. If a

report from management consulting

firm like BCG is to be believed,

digital insurance will skyrocket to

Rs 15,000 crore by year 2020. As per

industry research and analyses, it

is said that in the 2-3 years, three

out of every four insurance purchase

decisions will be influenced by

digital channels of sales and

marketing. That’s an astounding

number. It simply demonstrates the

power of digital media and its

growing role in the insurance sector

in India.

SERVICE DELIVERY

INTERMEDIARIES:

Third party administrators,

surveyors and loss assessors are also

required to be licensed in the Indian

jurisdiction and operate under the

aegis of comprehensive regulations

of the Authority. All insurance

intermediaries like Surveyors, Third

Party Administrators, Web

Aggregators, and Insurance

Repositories obtain the appropriate

authorisation and licence from the

Authority by fulfilling certain

essential requirements, providing

adequate documentation on its

constitution. Third Party

Administrator (Health Services) are

service providers to insurance

companies for processing health

insurance claims and offering

facilities like cashless settlement of

claims. The position of TPA services

in 2014-15 was as follow:

A referral entity provides data of its

clients to an insurer who wishes to

sell policies to them. It does not

actually sell the policies. It may also

introduce its clients to the insurer;

provide space in its office for the

use of the employees of the insurer

and for display of publicity material

to help the insurer sell policies. Web

Aggregators compile and provide

information about insurance

policies of various companies on a

website.
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The IRDAI (Protection of

Policyholders' Interests) Regulations

2002 provide, among other

obligations, that insurers follow

certain practices at the point of sale

of the insurance policy, to ensure

that the insured can understand the

terms of the policy properly.

Penalties for non-compliance as set

out in the Insurance Act have been

significantly enhanced under the

Amendment Act and new penalties

have been introduced, including

penalties on intermediaries for

receipt of remuneration in breach

of the regulations. Insurance

Repositories maintain data of

insurance policies in electronic form

on behalf of Insurance Companies.

Only five Repositories have been

licensed so far. The Indian insurance

sector is highly regulated. The

Regulator has issued various

regulations governing the

functioning and compliance

requirements of all entities in the

insurance sector. Under the rules and

regulations, insurers and

intermediaries must carry on all core

functions themselves. Only non-core

activities can be outsourced to

external service provides, in

accordance with the rules on

outsourcing. In addition, there are

periodic reporting requirements in

relation to agreements entered into

for outsourcing any function. Each

intermediary has an individual

identity and a separate domain to

operate across India.
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ISSUE FOCUS

 “Role of Intermediaries in Insurance Industry"

- R. Venkatesan

INTRODUCTION:

I
nsurance is an essential element

in the operation of sophisticated

national economies throughout

the world today. Insurance is a

financial product that legally binds

the insurance company to pay losses

of the policyholder when a specific

event occurs. The insurer accepts

the risk that the event will occur in

exchange for a fee, the premium.

The insurer, in turn, may pass on

some of that risk to other insurers

or reinsurers.

Distribution of insurance is handled

in a number of ways. The most

common is through the use of

insurance intermediaries. Insurance

intermediaries serve as the critical

link between insurance companies

seeking to place insurance policies

and consumers seeking to procure

insurance coverage. Intermediaries,

traditionally called “brokers” or

“agents” or “producers,” offer

advice, information and other

services in connection with the

solicitation, negotiation and sale of

insurance.

MEANING OF INTERMEDIATORY:

An insurance agent would be desired

by an individual to compare

insurance products and quotes that

best suit the person's interest,

whether it is in the home, auto,

health, or life sectors. Insurance is

sold through three different means

independent agents, captive agents,

and direct through the internet.

Independent agents have more to

offer than other agents making

them a strong competitor in the

insurance industry.  An intermediary

(or go-between) is a third party

that offers intermediation services

between two trading parties.   The

intermediary acts as a conduit for

goods or services offered by a

supplier to a consumer. Typically the

intermediary offers some added

value to the transaction that may

not be possible by direct trading.

Common usage includes the

insurance and financial services

industry such as mortgage Broker,

insurance broker, and financial

advisors offer intermediation

services in the supply of financial

products such as mortgage loans,

insurance and investment products.

In law, intermediaries can facilitate

communication between a

vulnerable witness, defendant   and

court personnel to Achieve Best

Evidence and ensure all parties have

a fair trial.

In barter, the intermediary is a

person or group who stores

valuables in trade until they are

needed, parties to the barter or

others have space available to take

delivery of them and store them,

or until other conditions are met.

In a larger sense, an intermediary

can be a person or organization who

or which facilitates a contract

between two other parties.

The Internet is creating a

transparent awareness on the

threats and opportunities available

to automate intermediaries in many

industries.

Firm or person (such as a  broker or

consultant) who acts as a  mediator

on a  link between parties to a

business deal, investment decision,
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negotiation,   and  in money

markets, for example, banks act as

intermediaries between depositors

seeking interest income and

borrowers seeking  debt capital.

Intermediaries usually specialize in

specific areas, and serve as a

conduit for market and other types

of information also called a as

middle man

Marketing inter mediatory means,

individual or firm (such as an agent,

distributor, wholesaler, retailer)

that links producers to other

intermediaries or the ultimate

buyer. Marketing intermediaries

help a firm to promote, sell, and

make-available a good or service

through contractual arrangements

or purchase and resale of the item.

Each intermediary receives the item

at one pricing point and moves it to

the next higher pricing point until

the item reaches the final buyer.

Also called distribution

intermediary.

Financial Intermediary means, a

financial institution in a transaction.

A bank usually serves as a financial

intermediatory by providing a

mortgage to the home or auto buyer

and in some non-traditional

transactions, bank may buy a

product and re-sell it for a profit to

a third party. Most of the

transactions requiring a loan to one

of the parties include financial

intermediatory.

Insurance intermediatory means,

brokers or agents who represent

consumers in insurance tran-

sactions. Insurance intermediatory

are contracted with multiple

insurers, so they can focus on their

clients’ needs with the most suitable

insurance products. Insurance

intermediatory is a person or a

company that helps the insured in

buying insurance and now-a-days

they are called as insurance

advisors.

The intermediary has two tasks,

Firstly, the completion and

submission of the Proposal Form

and, secondly, negotiation of the

issue of the policy. Knowledge of the

broker cannot be imputed as

knowledge of the insurer.

A Reinsurance Intermediary-broker

means any person, other than an

officer or employee of the ceding

insurer, firm, association, or

corporation that solicits,

negotiates, or places reinsurance

cessions or retrocession’s on behalf

of a ceding insurer without the

authority or power to bind

reinsurance on behalf of that

insurer.

A Reinsurance Intermediary-

manager means any person, firm,

association, or corporation that has

authority to bind, or manages all or

part of the assumed reinsurance

business of, a reinsurer (including

the management of a separate

division, department, or

underwriting office) and acts as an

agent for the reinsurer whether

known as a reinsurance

intermediary-manager, manager, or

other similar term.

Intermediaries and Risk

management:

There are many ways to protect

financial assets. Purchase of

insurance is the traditional way to

transfer risk, but there are other

methods that intermediaries and

their clients use to ameliorate risks.

Use of alternative risk transfer

mechanisms – such as forming

captive insurance accepting higher

insurance deductibles, or setting up

reserves to pay losses – is an

example.

Self-insurance

Self-insurance can take many forms.

Policyholders can assume higher

deductibles or accept lower

amounts of insurance coverage.

Self-insurance programs, however,

must be carefully balanced with a

well-managed loss control program

to minimize the exposure a business

faces and to protect third parties

that are injured. That is where

skilled intermediaries come in to act

as consultants in designing

programs.

Captives

Creating a captive insurance

company is a popular risk-financing

alternative, especially when

insurance costs are high. Captives

are also popular options for

commercial enterprises that want

to finance and control their risks. A

captive insurer is an insurance

company that is wholly owned by a

non-insurance organization,

typically a large company or group

of companies in the same business.

An intermediary may help a client

to establish a captive and/or

manage the captive once it is up and

running.

LLOYD'S INSURANCE

INTERMEDIARIES

Lloyd's underwriters do not

generally deal directly with
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policyholders. Instead, business is

normally accepted through the

following intermediaries:

Broker:  Insurance business is

generally brought in to the market

by brokers that have undergone the

Lloyd's broker registration process.

These are known as Lloyd's

registered brokers and they are able

to do business with any Lloyd's

syndicate providing they have a

Terms of Business Agreement.

Any broker may deal direct with an

individual syndicate providing the

managing agent has carried out a

process equivalent to the Lloyd's

registration process. These brokers

are known as non-Lloyd's registered

brokers.

Cover Holders:  Lloyd's

underwriters may delegate their

authority to enter into contracts of

insurance to an intermediary known

as a cover holder. The general

principle is that the cover holder

acts as agent of the Lloyd's

underwriters (rather than as agent

of the policyholder).

Registered Open Market

Correspondents:  Certain brokers

are registered as ‘open market

correspondents’, which permits

them to negotiate contracts of

insurance with the Lloyd's market.

This may be directly with Lloyd's,

via a managing agent, or through a

Lloyd's broker.?

TAKAFUL AGENT:

The word takaful is derived from the

Arabic verb kafala which simply

means to take care of one’s need.

In other words “A” for example,

guarantees to take over the liability

of “B” in the event of a calamity

afflicted upon the latter. Under this

simple illustration it is only a one-

sided relationship in the sense that

only “A” would be the party that

assumes the responsibility. However,

following the above example, if “B”

were at the same time would

reciprocate to take care of the needs

of “A” then a kind of joint guarantee

between them is established.

Therefore the pact between at least

two parties agreeing to jointly

guarantee one another in the event

of a loss, as a consequent of being

afflicted by a calamity defines the

term Takaful.

As a concept of joint-guarantee,

takaful can be applied and adopted

both by the public and private

sectors. For the public sector, the

concept can be used to develop and

implement the social security

scheme for the public, commonly

known as takaful al-ijtimai. This

form of takaful is usually undertaken

by the government such as the

SOCSO, EPF and LTAT schemes where

its organization and structure are set

by the authorities usually by special

legislations. The takaful al-ijtimai or

social security type of scheme is

normally run at the behest of the

authorities. Services and products

provided are generally standard

without the freedom of choice to the

consumers. A person who aspires for

products or services over and above

the standard offered cannot do so

even he has the means. Islam does

not forbid such freedom as long as

the means of choosing do not

contradict its teachings.

Likewise, the joint-guarantee as

embedded in the concept of takaful

can be translated into practical

operation in the form of business

or commercial transaction within

the tijari or private sector as one

of the Islamic financial players in a

market economy of which the

subject is to be covered in this

section. In this manner, like

banking, takaful can be the

alternative to the conventional

insurance. Under the tijari sector

the public as consumers will have

the right to choose the types of

product and service suitable to their

taste and need.

(SOURCE: ISLAMIC BROKER COM)

Who is an insurance or takaful

intermediatory?

Insurance agents, brokers and

financial advisers are insurance

intermediatory and helps the

insured in buying the insurance.   On

the other hand, takaful

intermediatory is someone who

solicits takaful business or invite

potential customer to enter into

takaful contracts with operators and

they are also known as takaful agent

or broker.   An insurance or takaful

agent represents the insurer to

takaful operator and basically/

primarily sells insurance products or

issued by the insurer or operator and

advises the insured /customer on

the most suitable insurance policy

or takaful plan. An insurance inter

mediatory is a person or a company

that helps you in buying insurance.

Insurance agents, brokers and

financial advisors are

intermediatory.  On the other hand,

a takaful agent or intermediatory
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is someone who solicits takaful

business or invites potential

customers to enter into takaful

contracts with operators.  They are

also known as takaful agents and

brokers.

Need of the insurance

intermediatory

Insurance transactions are

becoming more complex and in the

last decade, policies sought for

industrial special risks, legal

expenses cover, directors’ and

officers’ liability and the extension

of professional indemnity cover to

include land surveyors, architects,

engineers and even housing agents

have become the norm and these

types of cover have joined

traditional classes of cover such as

motor insurance, marine insurance,

personal accident, contractors’ all

risks cover and householders’

policies.

There is a case to be made out for

the necessity of intermediaries,

particularly brokers in more

complicated types of risk. This is

particularly so in package type

insurances covering a variety of

risks. A good example of this is the

condominium insurance policy

which has to be tailored to protect

the rights of either the subsidiary

proprietor or the management

corporation or the bank.

As the concept of risk management

is coming to the fore, brokers are

particularly tapped on for advice by

corporate entities on the following

aspects:

1. how to minimize insurable

losses;

2. the scope of cover which is

required to cover the risks which

need to be insured against;

3. the types of risks which a

company would find more

economical to minimize and

bear itself;

4. the age old question of sourcing

for the most suitable insurer

who provides the widest cover

at the best rates;

5. in the course of renewal of

cover; and

6. In the event of claims, the

broker’s expertise is required in

determining whether it is

covered under the policy and if

so, the appropriate quantum

payable. The broker then assists

the insured through his

expertise and indeed his

exhortations to the insurer to

have the claim settled.

Therefore, in spite of

telemarketing, e-commerce and

direct selling by insurers,

intermediaries, particularly the

brokers, will continue to play a vital

part in arranging cover and

providing their expertise in the

event of claims.  the insurance

intermediary is at times, an agent

for an insurer and at other times,

an agent for the insured, it becomes

necessary to understand what they

do as their general lament is that

their role constitutes a fine

balancing act, an invidious position.

Roll of insurance intermediatory:

Most insurance services are very

complex experience and credence

goods. Therefore, an assessment of

their features and the ability to

choose among many diverse offers

requires specialized knowledge.

Because of high information

asymmetries and high search costs

insurance intermediaries play an

important role in mediating

These differences are illustrated in the table below:

Types of Insurance Takaful Insurance/ Financial
Intermediaries Agent Agent Takaful Adviser
Representation / Broker
Registration /Licensing

Represents Insurance Takaful Customer Customer
Company Operator

Licensed/ PIAM (general Registrar of Bank Negara Bank Negara
Registered by: agents) or LIAM Takaful Malaysia Malaysia

(life agents) Intermediaries

Source: bank Negara Malaysia
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between the two market sides. By

reaping economies of scale and

scope, they are able to reduce

transaction costs and information

asymmetries between insurance

companies and customers. Besides

they offer ex ante advisory services

and ex post services in contract

fulfillment like claim settlement.

 A trading license is sufficient and

can be easily obtained. But there

are profound differences. Unlike an

insurance broker an insurance agent

is tied to a certain insurance

company whose products he or she

sells. In contrast to that, an

insurance broker is free to choose

from the products of various

companies. These differences are

reflected by the law. Insurance

agents act as commercial agents in

the name of a particular insurance

company, whereas insurance

brokers act as commercial brokers.

Advantages or Benefits of engaging

insurance intermediatory

Finding the right level of insurance

cover can be a time-consuming and

expensive task. If you’re keen to

find a better deal, or you’re unsure

of the level of cover required, an

insurance broker could be right for

you. Insurance brokers are experts

in the market and have a talent for

finding the best cover at the best

price.

If you’re shopping for unusual

insurance products that you have

limited knowledge of, brokers can

use their knowledge and experience

to advise you on a suitable level of

cover.

Brokers are independent and work

with a carefully selected group of

insurers that they have regular

contact with and are usually able to

secure exclusive deals.

Using a broker doesn’t cost more

than going direct. Brokers are paid

a commission by the insurance

provider for selling their products so

you shouldn’t need to pay an

additional fee on top of your

premium.

It’s important that no insurance

jargon goes unnoticed. A broker is

responsible for ensuring any optional

extras or cover not included within

your policy are clearly disclosed to

give you a clear understanding for

the level of cover being offered.

For niche insurance requirements

find a specialist provider.

Comparison sites, or going direct,

aren’t obvious mediums for

identifying any essential items

excluded, such as income protection

or breakdown cover.

Not only is your broker there to see

you obtain the best deals available

on the market, but any claims are

dealt with via your broker to save

you the hassle and worry, through

what can be a difficult and

frustrating process.

Agent of the insured

This issue assumes prominence,

particularly in litigation between the

insurer and the insured and also

when a broker is being sued for

professional negligence. Whether

the intermediary is the agent of the

insurer or the insured is often

determined by the following criteria

which are instructive, but not

exhaustive:

1. who sets the intermediary in

motion first;

2. the control of the

intermediary’s actions;

3. the interest that the

intermediary has to protect; and

4. Who pays the intermediary?

The last of the above criteria, i.e.

who pays the intermediary, is, in my

view, the least important, for it is a

clearly established principle that

when a person approaches an

insurance broker to arrange for

cover, the broker at that point in

time is the agent of the proponent

(i.e. the prospective insured).

Source:  ins.inf com

DISADVANTAGES:

Although using an insurance agent

can be highly effective, there are

disadvantages in working insurance

brokers that may be unscrupulous.

As they are sales professionals who

are mostly paid on commission, if

an insurance agent is lacking in

moral hazard, they may oversell you

and push you into a plan you may

not be comfortable with if they can

make more money on the deal.

That being said, it is up to the

consumer to weigh the pros and

cons of using an insurance agent.

Although a good insurance agent can

narrow the policy choices down, it

is ultimately up to you to assess your

coverage needs and the protection

you want for your family.
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The Relationship between Insurers,

Insured’s and Insurance Brokers

The issue is important because it

determines who bears the risk of the

intermediary being negligent or

fraudulent when he relays

information about the insured to the

insurer before the insurance

contract is finalized. If the

intermediary is acting as the agent

of the insurer and fails to tell the

insurer something material, or

provides incorrect information, the

insurance cover will be unaffected.

But if the intermediary is acting as

the agent of the insured, the insurer

can treat the policy as invalid, even

if the insured had no knowledge of

the intermediary's breach. Instead

of being able to claim under the

policy, the insured's only remedy is

to sue the intermediary for

damages. Most consumers think the

intermediary is working for the

insurer, but English law generally

assumes that an insurance

intermediary acts on the insured's

behalf when it receives and passes

on information.

The intermediary would be treated

as acting for the insurer unless

clearly independent and acting on

the insured's behalf.  Insurers, in

particular, were concerned about

taking on responsibility for the

actions of intermediaries outside

their control. Many respondents

thought that, as a result, insurers

would become increasingly

reluctant to do business with

smaller, independent

intermediaries.

An intermediary with authority to

bind the insurer to provide cover,

or who is the appointed

representative of the insurer, or who

is expressly authorized by the

insurer to collect pre contract

information on its behalf would be

treated as the insurer's agent. In

other cases, however, the

intermediary would act for the

insured, unless a close relationship

between the intermediary and the

insurer indicates the insurer has

granted the intermediary authority

to act on its behalf. The policy

statement sets out a non-exhaustive

list of factors which should be taken

into account when considering

whether the insurer/intermediary

relationship is sufficiently close.

Branding and white labeling – where

the insurer allows the intermediary

to brand its services with the

insurer's name, or conversely where

the insurance product is branded

with the intermediary's name – are

factors that indicate an agency

relationship between insurer and

intermediary. As are other situations

where the insurer exerts substantial

control over the way the

intermediary conducts its business.

Tied or multi-tied agents, who only

place insurance with one or a

limited number of insurers, are

more likely to be found to be agents

of the insurer. The smaller the

number of insurers, the closer the

relationship with those insurers is

likely to be.

An intermediary, however, is more

likely to be acting for the insured

where he provides impartial advice,

where the insured pays a fee or

where the intermediary fully

discloses any commission he has

received from the insurer.

CONCLUSION:

As greater demands may be made

on intermediaries, particularly

brokers’ skills in the vibrant paced

world of commercial transactions,

more obligations may also be

imposed on brokers. Thus, a broker

has to note the terms and conditions

of cover and the exclusions and be

able to advise the proponent

accordingly. Direct contact between

the broker and the insured is needed

in order for the broker to ensure by

himself, rather than through the

sub-agent, that the proponent

realizes the obligation to disclose

all material facts which might be

relied upon by the insurer as grounds

for avoiding the contract.

Source: Law gazette com UK

Shri R. Venkatesan, BA BGL AIII DIL,

(Ex. Senior Assistant, United India

Ins. Co Ltd, Trichy.18)
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h_oem AmnH$s godm _|

~r_m CÚmoJ _| _Ü`d{V©̀ m| H$s ŷ{_H$m

~r_o H$s EH$ {dbjU {deofVm `h ahr h¡ {H$ OZgmYmaU Ûmam

IarXo OmZo Ho$ {bE ì`dpñWV ê$n _| CÚ_erbVm Ho$ gmW BgH$m

{dnUZ H$aZo H$s Amdí`H$Vm h¡Ÿ& Img Vm¡a go `h ^maV O¡go ~mOmam|

Ho$ {bE Omo "BVZo {dÎmr` ê$n go gmja ~mOma Zht h¡, A{YH$

Amdí`H$ h¡Ÿ& ~r_mH$Vm© g§H$ënZm Am¡a A{^H$ënZ H$aVo h¢ VWm

AZw_moXZ àmá H$aVo h¡ Am¡a V~ AnZo CËnmXm| H$m àñVmd H$aVo h¡Ÿ&

na§Vw Bg H«$_ _| {H$ CËnmX A^rï> bm^mWu VH$ nhþ±Mo Am¡a bm^mWu

Cgo IarXZo Ho$ {bE ñdrH$ma H$ao, EH$ à^mdembr _Ü`dVu - Omo

{dH«$Vm Am¡a IarXma Ho$ ~rM goVw H$m H$m ©̀ H$aVm h¡ - AË §̀V Amdí`H$ h¡Ÿ& `ht na CÚmoJ EH$ _hËdnyU© ŷ{_H$m H$m {Zdm© H$aZo Ho$

{bE EO|Q>m|, Xbmbm|, ~¢H$m|, ~r_m {dnUZ \$_m] Am{X Ho$ {bE Jw§OmBe aIWm h¡Ÿ&

g_` Ho$ MbVo, {d{Z`_ZH$Vm© Zo _Ü`dVu A§Vamb _| ZdmoÝ_ofU Ho$ {bE ñdrH¥${V Xr h¡ {OgHo$ Ûmam ~r_m {dVaU ì`dñWmAm| H$s

nhþ±M H$m {dñVma H$aZo Ho$ {bE ~r_m {dnUZ \$_©, gm_mÝ` godm Ho$ÝÐ, ~¢H$m| Ho$ {bE nwZ:g§a{MV H$m°anmoaoQ> EO|gr àUmbr, do~

g§J«mhH$, {dH«$`-ñWb na {dH«o$Vm Am{X ApñVËd _| Am ò h¡Ÿ& BgHo$ A{V[aº$, AmJo Am¡a ZdmoÝ_of ^r àJ{V na h¡, O¡go ~r_m godm

Ho$ÝÐ, {OZHo$ Ûmam EH$ hr ñWmZ na AZoH$ ~r_m H§$n{Z`m| H$s {dH«$`moÎma godmE± CnbãY H$amZm àñVm{dV h¡Ÿ&

{nN>bo H$B© dfm] go Bg àH$ma Ho$ _Ü`d{V©̀ m| H$mo X` H$_reZm| Am¡a ì``m| Ho$ g§~§Y _| VWm Bg ~mV H$mo boH$a ^r MMm© hmo ahr h¡ {H$

Š`m ~r_mH$Vm©Am| Ho$ g_J« ì``-AZwnmV H$mo  KQ>mZo Ho$ {bE BÝh| H$_ {H$`m Om gH$Vm h¡Ÿ& O~{H$ {g o̧$ Ho$ XmoZm| nhbwAm| na VH$m] Ho$

(H$_reZ Ho$ ñVam| H$mo ~Zm ò aIZo AWdm CÝh| KQ>mZo Ho$ {bE) AnZo-AnZo JwU Am¡a Xmof h¡, CÚmoJ Ho$ {bE Am{IaH$ma `h ~ohVa

hmoJm {H$ Eogo H$_reZm| Am¡a ì``m| H$mo, àXmZ H$s Om ahr godm (XmoZm| {dH«$`-nyd© Am¡a {dH«$`moÎma) H$s JwUdÎmm Ho$ Cn ẁº$ ~Zm`m

OmEŸ& Ohm± {d{Z`_ZH$Vm© nm°{bgrYmaH$m| Ho$ {hVm| H$mom Ü`mZ _| aIVo hþE Eogo ŵJVmZm| Ho$ g§~§Y _| {d{^Þ ~r_mH$Vm©Am| Ho$ ~rM

g_mZVm ~ZmZo aIZo Ho$ {bE n«̀ mg H$aoJm, dht `h AË`mdí`H$ h¡ {H$ EH$ AË`{YH$ à{VñnYv ~mOma _| nwañH$mam| AWdm H$_reZm|

H$s _m±J H$aZo Ho$ ~Om` CÝh| A{O©V {H$`m OmEŸ& Am°lbmBZ {dH«$` Am¡a ~r_m CËnmXm| H$s godm O¡gr VH$ZrH$s CÞ{V Ho$ EH$

dmñV{dH$Vm ~Z OmZo Ho$ gmW hr, Ho$db _Ü`dVu H$s godm H$s JwUdÎmm ({dH«$` go nhbo Am¡a {dH«$` Ho$ ~mX, XmoZm| hr) hr AXm {H$ ò

OmZodmbo nm[al{_H$ AWdm H$_reZ H$s am{e Ho$ g§~§Y _| {ZUm©̀ H$ H$maH$ hmoJrŸ& Bg ~mV H$mo Ü`mZ _| aIZo H$s Amdí`H$Vm h¡ VWm

godm H$s JwUdÎmm _| AmJo Am¡a gwYma bmZo Ho$ {bE Adí` AmË §̀{VH$ gmdYmZr ~aVZr hmoJr Am¡a à`mg H$aZo hm|Jo Vm{H$ {H$gr ^r

_Ü`dVu Ho$ {déÕ nm°{bgrYmaH$ H$s Amoa go {eH$m`V Ho$ {bE H$moB© Jw§OmBe Z ahoŸ&

_wPo Amem h¡ {H$ àñVwV A§H$ _| àH$m{eV AmboI amoMH$ nm ò OmE±JoŸ& àmH¥${VH$ Am¡a _mZd{Z{_©V AmnXmAm| _| Omo{I_-à~§Y Ho$

_hËd H$mo Ü`mZ _| aIVo hþE AJbo A§H$ H$m \$moH$g ""AmnXm à~§YZ _| ~r_o H$s ŷ{_H$m'' na hmoJmŸ&

Q>r.Eg. {dO`Z
AÜ`j

àH$meH$ H$m g§Xoe
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Xrnm ZoJr Xodà`mJ WmZo _| h¡S> H$m°ñQ>o~b h¡Ÿ&

joÌ Ho$ g^r bmoJm| go n[aM` h¡Ÿ& EH$ n[a{MV

~r_m EOoÝQ> h¡Ÿ& dh OrdZ ~r_m gab nm°{bgr

Ho$ {b ò AmJ«h H$a aho h¢Ÿ& {ZJ_ H$s nm°{bgr

hmoZo Ho$ H$maU Bg_| "gobar goqdJ ñH$r_" H$m

{dH$ën h¡ {OgHo$ AÝVJ©V àr{_`_ H$s am{e

doVZ go à{V_mh H$Q> OmVr h¡Ÿ& ~ma-~ma àr{_`_

O_m H$aZo H$m P§PQ> Zht ahVmŸ& J‹T>dmb Ho$

Xodà`mJ O¡go ñWmZ na A^r Am°ZbmBZ Am{X

{dH$ënmo§ H$m MbZ Am¡a gw{dYm Am{X ~hþV

gr{_V h¡Ÿ& lr_Vr ZoJr {dMma H$a ahr h¢ {H$

~r_m ^{dî` H$m {df` h¡Ÿ& AmZo dmbo  g_` _|

CÝh| AnZo ~oQ>o H$s {ejm Am¡a ì`dgm{`H$

à{ejU Ho$ {bE ~‹S>r am{e`m| {H$ Amdí`H$Vm

gå^m{dV h¡Ÿ& A~ CZH$s ~r_m Am¡a {Zdoe H$s

`moOZm ~mbH$ H$s OéaVm| Ho$ AZwén hmoŸ& gmW

hr, ̀ h àíZ EH$ ~ma nwZ: CnpñWV h¡ {H$ ~r_m

nm°{bgr n[adma _| {H$gHo$ Zm_ _| hmoZm Cn ẁº$

hmoJmŸ& ~r_m gwajm àXmZ H$aVm h¡ Am¡a ~r{_V

gXñ` Ho$ Z ahZo H$s Xem _| Am{W©H$ g_ñ`m Ho$

g_mYmZ H$s àñVw{V H$aVm h¡Ÿ& ̀ hr OrdZ ~r_m

H$m _m¡{bH$ hoVw h¡Ÿ& Xrnm N>: df© go Bgr nw{bg

ñQ>oeZ na V¡ZmV h¢Ÿ& AmR> gmb H$m EH$ ~oQ>m h¡,

gmW ahVm h¡Ÿ& bJ^J VrZ df© nyd©, n{V H$s

g‹S>H$ XwK©Q>Zm _| _¥Ë ẁ hþB©Ÿ& Bg KQ>Zm Zo CÝh|

{hbmH$a aIm {X`mŸ& XmoZm| Zo AnZr ng§X go

emXr H$s WrŸ& F${fHo$e _| ~r.H$m°_ H$aVo g_`

n[aM` hþAm WmŸ& Xrnm H$mo VoO b‹S>H$s _mZm

OmVm WmŸ& gaH$mar godm _| hmoZo Ho$ ZmVo H$moB©

{dÎmr` H${R>ZmB© Zht h¡, bo{H$Z ̂ mdZmË_H$ én

go ~hþV AmhV h¢Ÿ&

nm°{bgr M`Z : _Ü`ñW ŷ{_H$m
- S>m°. gw~moY Hw$_ma Ed§ S>m°. amO nmb qgh amdV

^maVr` OrdZ ~r_m {ZJ_ H$s EH$ 'OrdZ lr"

~r_m nm°{bgr Xrnm Ho$ Zm_ h¡, CÞrg hOma

én ò dm{f©H$ àr{_`_ OmVm h¡Ÿ& Cg g_` `h

nm°{bgr ~r_m EOoÝQ> e_m© Or Zo CZHo$ n{V _ZmoO

ZoJr Ho$ Zm_ go H$aZo H$m gwPmd {X`m WmŸ& bo{H$Z,

Xrnm Zo g^r {d{Z`moJ AnZo Zm_ na aIZo H$m

{dMma ~Zm`m hþAm WmŸ& "OrdZ lr' nm°{bgr

A{YH$ Am` dmbo ì`{º$ hr boVo h¢Ÿ& AÝ`Wm,

XmoZm| amoOJma àmá ẁJb Bg `moOZm Ho$ J«mhH$

h¢Ÿ& Bg nm°{bgr H$m àr{_`_ ̂ wJVmZ H$aVo g_`

lr_Vr ZoJr Ho$ AÝV_©Z _| EH$ ~ma Oéa AmVm

h¡ {H$ `{X `h ~r_m ßbmZ _ZmoO Ho$ {bE hmoVm

Vmo CÝh| ~‹S>r am{e {_br hmoVrŸ& dh XohamXyZ _|

EH$ Qy>-~rEMHo$ âb¡Q> boZo H$s BÀNw>H$ h¢Ÿ& ~r_m

H$m CÔoí` {d{Z`moJ go {^Þ h¡Ÿ& `Ú{n, Bg_|

{d{Z`moJ VËd ^r {dÚ_mZ ahVm h¡Ÿ&

{d_e©

`{X Am°Z bmBZ ì`dhmam| H$mo N>mo‹S> X|, V~ OrdZ

~r_m _| nm°{bgr H$m {dH«$` A{^H$Vm© Ho$ _mÜ`_

go hmoVm h¡Ÿ& EOoÝQ> H$s ^y{_H$m OrdZ ~r_m

ì`dgm` _| AË`ÝV _hËdnyU© ahVr h¡Ÿ& EOoÊQ>

H$m àmW{_H$ Xm{`Ëd _mZm OmVm h¡ {H$ àñVmdH$

H$s Am{W©H$ pñW{V Ho$ AZwén ~r_m CËnmX H$m

M`Z H$am òŸ& BgHo$ A{V[aº$ Omo{I_ A{^JmonZ

Ho$ n[aàoú` _| EOoÝQ> H$m Xm{`Ëd hmoVm h¡ {H$

Omo{I_ H$m narjU gmdYmZrnyd©H$ H$a|Ÿ& {deof

én _|, {~Zm _oS>rH$b OrdZ ~r_m _| EOoÊQ> H$s

ŷ{_H$m Am¡a A{YH$ {dñV¥V hmo OmVr h¡ Š`m|{H$

_oS>rH$b [anmoQ>© Ho$ A^md _| A{^H$Vm© [anmoQ>©

H$mo hr Omo{I_ AmH$bZ H$m AmYma ~Zm`m OmVm

h¡Ÿ&

ì`dhma _| XoIm J`m h¡ {H$ EOo§Q> H$s é{M AnZo

H$_reZ H$s Xa VH$ gr{_V ahVr h¡ŸO~{H$ Cggo

Anojm h¡ {H$ dh J«mhH$ {hV H$mo gdmo©n[a

àmW{_H$Vm XoŸ& A{^H$Vm© àm`: ~r_m IarXXma

Ho$ n[a{MV hmoVo h¡Ÿ& AV: CZHo$ {b ò gwJ_ h¡

{H$ AnZo J«mhH$m| H$mo CZH$s OéaV Ho$ _wVm{~H$

CËnmX H$s gbmh Xo gH|$Ÿ& gmW hr, `h ^r

XoIm J`m h¡ {H$ H$B© ~ma EOoÊQ> ñd §̀ BVZo gOJ

Am¡a gyMZm gånÞ Zht hmoVo {H$ CÝh| ~r_m Ho$

O{Q>b CËnmXm| Ho$ VwbZmË_H$ JwU Xmofm| H$s

gQ>rH$ OmZH$mar hmoŸ& ̀ h Xm{`Ëd ~r_m H$ån{Z`m|

H$m h¡ {H$ AnZo A{^H$Vm©Am| H$mo g_w{MV ê$n

go à{e{jV H$a| {Oggo dh AnZr ŷ{_H$m H$m

{Zd©hZ Ý`m`mo{MV T>§J go H$a gH|$Ÿ& gd}jUm| _|

`h nm`m J`m h¡ {H$ A{^H$Vm©Am| H$mo nm°{bgr

H$s eVm] H$m nyam kmZ Zht hmoVm Am¡a do J«mhH$

H$m ghr _mJ©Xe©Z Zht H$a nmVo h¡Ÿ&

{d{Z`moJ ~Zm_ gwajm

OrdZ ~r_m CËnmXm| H$s {deofVm h¡ {H$ CZ_|

{d{Z`moJ Am¡a gwajm Xm|Zm| VËd {dÚ_mZ ahVo

h¡Ÿ& J«mhH$ àm`: `h ôX Zht H$a nmVo {H$ dh

~r_m CËnmX H$mo {H$g {Z{_Îm bo aho h¡ Am¡a

CZH$m àYmZ à`moOZ Š`m h¡? O~ VH$ ñd§̀

H$mo CÔoí` ñnï> Zht hmoJm V~ VH$ {ZU©̀  gQ>rH$

h_oem AmnH$s godm _|
58
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Zht hmo gH$VmŸ& `Ú{n Ñ{ï>H$moU _| _| gwYma

H$aZm AmgmZ Zht hmoJm {\$a ̂ r EH$ ~r_m EOoÝQ>

AnZo J«mhH$ Ho$ àmo\$mBb H$mo XoIH$a ~ohVa

{g\$m[ae H$s noeH$e Adí` H$a gH$Vm h¡Ÿ&

`h Oéar h¡ {H$ nam_e© XoVo g_` A{^H$Vm© Ho$

_Z _| J«mhH$ {hV {MÝVZ à_wIVm go hmoŸ&

AÝ`Wm, H$_ Cn`wº$ nm°{bgr H$m M`Z hmo

gH$Vm h¡Ÿ& Eogo AZoH$ Adga XoIZo _| AmVo h¢

{H$ nm°{bgr M`Z _| g_PXmar Zh§r ~aVr JB©Ÿ&

nyU© àH$Q>Z {Z`_ Ed§ \«$s bwH$ Ad{Y

gwajmH${_©`m| Ho$ OrdZ _| H$m`©ñWbnaH$

Omo{I_ AnojmH¥$V A{YH$ ahVr h¡Ÿ& `h

C„oIZr` h¡ {H$ _{hbm dJ© gwajmH$_v H$mo

VwbZmË_H$ én go gwa{jV H$m`© gm¢nZo _|

ñd^m{dH$ dar`Vm Xr OmVr h¡Ÿ& Bg àH$ma, nwéf

gwajm H$_u OrdZ _| H${Vn` A{YH$ Omo{I_

{Z{hV hmoVm h¡Ÿ& ~r_m g§{dXm _| "nyU© àH$Q>Z

{Z`_' H$m nmbZ H$aZm XmoZm| njH$mam| - ~r_m

H«o$Vm Am¡a ~r_m {dH«o$Vm H$mo H$aZm A{Zdm ©̀ h¡Ÿ&

àñVmd nÌ Ho$ {b{IV én go hmoZo Ho$ H$maU `h

{Z`_ ~r_m J«mhH$ na ghO én go bmJy hmo

OmVm h¡, {H$ÝVw ~r_mXmVm H$s Amoa go nm°{bgr

H$s Cn ẁº$Vm Am¡a JwUXmof H$m dmMZ gånH²$

T>§J go hþAm AWdm Zht BgH$m nVm Zht bJm`m

Om gH$Vm Š`m|{H$ `h {dMma {d{Z`_ _mÌ

_m¡{IH$ h¡Ÿ& `hm± C„oIZr` h¡ {H$ Am°Z bmBZ

g§{dXmAm| _| ~mVMrV H$s [aH$m©qS>J H$s OmVr

h¡Ÿ& dhm± `h à_mU CnbãY ahoJmŸ {H$ EOoÝQ>

{H$ ŷ{_H$m {Z`_ Am¡a Ý`m` g§JV Wr AWdm

Zh§r WrŸ& g§{dXm hmoZo Ho$ ~mX, EH$ ~ma {\$a

~r_mYmaH$ H$mo Adga {_bVm h¡ - \«$sbwH$

Ad{Y Ho$ AÝVJ©VŸ& {d{Y gå_VVm Ho$ ñWmZ

na ̀ {X loð> ì`dgm{`H$ Z¡{VH$ _`m©Xm Ñ{ï>H$moU

AnZm`m Om ò V~ ~r_m ì`mgm` H$m gdm©{YH$

{hV hmoJmŸ& nm°{bgr YmaH$ Am¡a ~r_m EOoÝQ> Ho$

_Ü` {dídmgm{lV gå~ÝY hmoVm h¡Ÿ& ~r_m H$m

à_wI {gÕm§V h¡ - na_ gX²̂ md H$m {gÕm§VŸ&

`hm± ~r_m A{^H$Vm© H$s ŷ{_H$m ~hþV ì`mnH$

hmo OmVr h¡Ÿ& CgH$m H$V©ì` h¡ {H$ dh nm°{bgr

M`Z, ̂ wJVmZ {dH$ën, am{e {ZYm©aU, Zm_m§H$Z

Am{X _| gmdYmZrnyd©H$ gË` {Zï> go ẁ{º$nyU©

nam_e© àñVwV H$aZ o H$m o  VËna ah o Ÿ&

AmB©AmaS>rEAmB© Bg gÝX^© _| OrdZ ~r_m

A{^H$Vm© Ho$ {b ò AmXe© g§{hVm Ho$ én _| Hw$N>

{Xem {ZX}e Omar H$a gH$Vm h¡Ÿ&

_¥Ë ẁ H$r A{ZpíMVVm Am¡a emídVVm

~r_m A{ZpíMVVm H$m {H$`m OmVm h¡Ÿ& ~r_m

H$s {df` dñVw Omo{I_ h¡ Am¡a Eogr Omo{I_

Omo{H$ nyar Vah go A{ZpíMV h¡Ÿ& ~r_m Omo{I_

Ho$ g_mYmZ H$s EH$ {dídñV ar{V h¡, `{X

{df`JV Omom{I_ ~r_m ̀ mo½` hmoŸ& AÝ`Wm, g^r

Omo{I_ ~r_m `mo½` Zht hmoVrŸ& OrdZ Ho$ ~mao _|

Y«wd gË` h¡ {H$ _¥Ë ẁ {ZpíMV h¡Ÿ& gmW hr `h

EH$X_ A{ZpíMV h¡ {H$ _¥Ë ẁ H$~ hmoJrŸ& `ht

H$maU h¡ {H$ EH$ Amoa Aënm ẁ H$m ~r_m hmoVm h¡

V~ Xygar Amoa XrKm©̀ w H$m ~r_m hmoVm h¡, {Ogo

noÝeZ ßbmZ Ho$ én _| {b`m OmVm h¡Ÿ& ~r_m

àñVmdH$ go Anojm h¡ {H$ dh EOoÝQ> H$mo g^r

àmW{_H$Vm |̀ ñnï> H$aoŸ& Mmho do {ZVmÝV ì`{º$JV

ñd^md H$s hr hm|Ÿ& AÝ`Wm, EOoÝQ> Ho$ {bE `h

g§̂ d Zht hmo gHo$Jm {H$ dh gdm}ËV_ Cn ẁº$

nm°{bgr Ho$ M`Z _| ẁ{º$nyU© nam_e© H$a gHo$Ÿ&

n[adma _| ~r_m {H$gH$m H$am`m Om ò

OrdZ ~r_m H$ån{Z`m§ n[adma Ho$ g^r gXñ`m|

H$mo Ü`mZ _| aIH$a n¥WH$-n¥WH$ {H$ñ_ H$s

`moOZm |̀ àñVwV H$aVr h¡Ÿ& n[adma à_wI Ho$ {bE

A{YH$m§e nm°{b{g`m§ CnbãY h¡Ÿ& gmW hr,

H$m_H$mOr _{hbmAm|, J¥{hUr Am¡a ~mbH$m|-

~m{bH$mAm| H$mo Ü`mZ _| aIH$a {^Þ-{^Þ {d{Y

`moOZm |̀ CnbãY h¡Ÿ& ̀ h àíZ {H$ {H$gr n[adma

_| {H$g gXñ` H$m ~r_m hmo Am¡a {H$g am{e Ho$

{b ò aIZm Cn ẁº$ hmoJm, BgH$m g_mYmZ H$m\$s

hX VH$ d¡`{º$H$ ñVa na hmo gHo$JmŸ& `h

à_wIVm go Bg ~mV na {Z ©̂a H$aoJm {H$ n[adma

H$s Am` g§aMZm H¡$gr h¡ Am¡a ì`` àd¥{Îm {H$g

àH$ma H$s h¡Ÿ& n{V-nËZr XmoZm| amoOJma àmá h¡,

V~ XmoZm| Ho$ {b ò OrdZ ~r_m boZo H$s gbmh

Xr Om òJrŸ& {dÎmr` gbmhH$ma CZHo$ OrdZ Ho$

AmJm_r ì`` Adgam| H$mo ^r Adí` Ü`mZ _|

aIoJmŸ& Am`H$a _| Ny>Q> ^r ~r_m {ZdoeH$m| Ho$

{b ò ~‹S>m AmH$f©U ahr h¡Ÿ& H${Vn` H$maUm| go

Am`H$a Ny>Q> Ho$ AmH$f©U _| ~rVo dfm] _| H$m\$s

H$_r hþB© h¡, Š`m|{H$ BgH$s gr_m _| CVZr d¥{Õ

Zht hþB© Am¡a BgHo$ à{V`moJ {dH$ën A{Zdm ©̀

loUr Ho$ AWdm loð>Va h¡Ÿ& g§VmZ H$s Am ẁ Ho$

AmYma na CZH$s ̂ mdr Amdí`H$VmAm| Ho$ {b ò

àË`m{eV am{e Ho$ {Z`moOZ Ho$ {b ò ~r_m YZ

H$m {ZYm©aU Am¡a nm°{bgr H$m M`Z {H$`m OmVm

h¡Ÿ&

{dÎmr` godmAm| _| {OZ_| ~r_m godm ^r

gpå_{bV h¡, "Q´>rQ> `moa H$ñQ>_a \o$Aabr'

g§H$ënZm H$mo gmH$ma {H$`m Om ahm h¡ {OgHo$

N>: AmYma ŷV CnmXZm| _| go EH$ h¡ {H$ J«mhH$

H$mo CgH$s Amdí`H$Vm AZwén CËnmX MwZZo _|

CgH$ _XX H$s Om òŸ& Bgr àH$ma loð> Z¡{VH$

ì`dgm{`H$ _mZXÊS>m| _| ^r `h {ZYm©[aV h¡ {H$

J«mhH$m| H$mo gånyU© {dH«$` à{H«$`m _| nam_eu

gw{dYm g{H«$`Vm go àXmZ H$s Om`o {OgH$m

Ame` ̀ h h¡ {H$ {dH«$` Ho$ nyd© go boH$a, {dH«$`

Ho$ Xm¡amZ Am¡a {dH«$` Ho$ ~mX _| ^rŸ& `hm§ VH$

Anojm H$s OmVr h¡ h¡ {H$ n[adma H$s Xem _|

n[admX àñVwV H$aZo _| ̂ r J«mhH$ H$m ̀ Wm g§̂ d

gh`moJ {H$`m Om òJmŸ& \$bñdén, ̀ Woð> J«mhH$

{hV nmofU hmo gHo$ Am¡a g^r njH$mam| Ho$

A{YH$mam| H$m gå`H²$ g§ajU hmoŸ&

S>m°. gw~moY Hw$_ma Ed§ S>m°. amO nmb qgh

amdV {dMma boIH$ Ho$ ì`{º$JV h¢Ÿ&
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{H$gr ^r ì`dgm` Ho$ g~go _hËdnyU© KQ>H$m|

_| go EH$ _hËdnyU© ñWmZ _Ü`ñWm| H$m hmoVm h¡

Omo {H$ Cg H$ånZr Ho$ CËnmX H$mo OZ _mZg Ho$

_Ü` nhþ°MmVo h¡ à{V\$b Ho$ én _| nm[al{_H$

A{O©V H$aVo h¡Ÿ& na ̀ h gm_mÝ` ì`dñWm OrdZ

~r_m Ho$ joÌ _| BVZr AmgmZr go bmJy Zht

hmoVm h¡Ÿ& Š`m|{H$ ~r_m _Ü`ñWm| Ho$ {b ò `h

AË §̀V Amdí`H$ h¡ H$s ~r_m Ho$ g_ñV nhbwAm|

Ho$ ~mao _| AÀN>r, Vah g_P aIVo hmo gmW hr

gmW C{MV àH$Q>rH$aU H$m ^r JwU CZ_|

{dÚ_mZ hmoŸ& H$B© Vah Ho$ gh`moJ H$s Amdí`º$m

J«mhH$m| H$mo ~r_m _Ü`ñWm| go ~r_m CËnmX ~oMZo

Ho$ nümV H$aZr hr n‹S>Vr h¡, O¡go H$s Xmdm _|

gh`moJ H$aZm, nm°{bgr godm  g§å~§{YV H$m`m]

_| gh`moJ H$aZm, g_`-g_` na ~r_m Ho$ ~mao

_| ZdrZV_ OmZH$mar go nyU© ahZmŸ& `{X XoIm

Om` Vmo H$ånZr Ho$ àW_ Omo{I_ A§H$Z H$m

H$m ©̀ dmo ñd §̀ H$aVo h¡ gmW hr gmW Amdí`H$Vm

AmYm[aV {dH«$` _| AnZr _hËdnyU© ŷ{_H$m

AXm H$aVo h¡Ÿ& `m{Z H$s {H$gr ^r ~r_m H$ånZr

OrdZ ~r_m _Ü`ñW - g_ñ`mE| AZoH$ na H$m ©̀ gamhZr`Ÿ&
- S>m° AO` Hw$_ma {_lm

H$s Ztd `{X `h H$hm Om` H$s ~r_m _Ü`ñWm|

na {Q>H$s h¡ Vmo H$moB© A{Ví`mo{º$ Zht hmoJrŸ&

OrdZ ~r_m Ho$ {ZOrH$aU Ho$ nümV ~r_m

_Ü`ñWm| Zo AZoH$m| n[adV©Z XoIo h¡ Hw$N> CZHo$

{hV _| aho h¢ Am¡a Hw$N> CZHo$ {hV _| àË`j Vm¡a

na Zht aho h¢Ÿ& {ZOrH$aU Ho$ EH$ XeH$ go ^r

A{YH$ H$m g_` ì`VrV hmo OmZo Ho$ nûMmV ^r

~r_m _Ü`ñW AnZr H$moB© ñWmB© nhMmZ Zhr

~Zm nm ò h¢ Am¡a n[adV©Z Ho$ _mJ© go A^r ^r

JwOa aho h¢Ÿ& Bg nyar ì`dñWm Ho$ {bE {OVZr

h_oem AmnH$s godm _|
60

{Oå_oXmar ~r_m H$ån{Z`m|, ~r_m {Z`_mH$ H$s

ahr h¡ Cggo H$ht A{YH$ ~r_m _Ü`ñW ñd §̀

aho h¡Ÿ& ~r_m _Ü`ñWm| Ho$ ~mao _| g_PZo go nyd©

`h A{V Amdí` h¡ H$s {dJV dfm] _| CZHo$

Ûmam {H$ ò JE ì`dgm` _| {hñgoXmar H$mo g_Pm

Om`Ÿ&

~r_m _Ü`ñW Am¡a CZH$m `m oJXmZ:

ì`mdhm[aH$ ê$n go XoIm Om` Vmo ~r_m CËnmX

Ho$ {dH«$` _| gh`moJ H$aZo dmbo h¡ 1) A{^H$Vm©

{MÌ-1

Source : IRDAI Hand Book 2013-14
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h_oem AmnH$s godm _|
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2) H$mnm}aoQ> A{^H$Vm© 3) ~«moH$g© 4) àË`j

{~H«$s 5) gyú_ ~r_m A{^H$Vm© 6) grEggr

7) do~ EJ«rJò U Am¡a Z`r {dMmaYmam Ho$ ê$n

_| 8) ~r_m {dnUZ \$_© h¡Ÿ& BZ g~ _| `{X

XoIm Om` Vmo A{^H$Vm© Ûmam {dH«$` naånamJV

{dH«$` Ho$ ê$n _| _mZm Om gH$Vm h¡ {OZH$s

g§»`m OrdZ ~r_m Ho$ joÌ _| 31 OZdar 2016

VH$ 20.18 bmI h¡Ÿ& ^maVr` OrdZ ~r_m

{ZJ_ H$s Ztd hr ~r_m A{^H$Vm©Am| na {Q>H$s

hwB© h¡Ÿ {OZHo$ nmg _| 10.69 bmI A{^H$Vm©

31 OZdar 2016 VH$ H$m ©̀aV h¡Ÿ& hmbm±{H$

dV©_mZ à{V`moJr ~mOma _| ̂ maVr` OrdZ ~r_m

{ZJ_ Zo AnZo H$mo Z ò ê$n _| àñVwV {H$`m h¡

Am¡a {dH«$` Ho$ AÝ` _mÜ`_m| go ^r nm°{bgr

H$m {dH«$` H$a ahr h¡ {OZ_| grYr {~H«$s ^r

em{_b h¡Ÿ& {ZOr joÌ Ho$ Hw$b 23 OrdZ ~r_m

H$ån{Z`m| Ho$ nmg _mÌ 9.40 bmI ~r_m

A{^H$Vm© 31 OZdar 2016 VH$ h¡Ÿ& `mZr H$s

Am¡gVZ 00.42 bmI OrdZ ~r_m A{^H$Vm©

à{V {ZOr ~r_m H$ånZr Ho$ gmW H$m ©̀aV h¡Ÿ&

A{^H$Vm© Ho$ A{V[aº$ {dH«$` Ho$ _mÜ`_ h¡ ~r_m

{dnUZ \$_© {OÝh| A^r AnZr Cn`mo{JVm H$mo

à_m{UV H$aZm ~mH$s h¡Ÿ& `{X {dJV Ho$ dfm] Ho$

_Ü`ñWm| Ûmam {H$ ò J ò H$m ©̀ H$mo XoIo Vmo ñnï>V:

{MÌ-2 _| EH$ ~mV {ZH$b H$a gm_Zo Am ahr h¡

H$s grYr {~H«$s H$s {hñgoXmar {XZ à{V{XZ ~‹T>Vr

Mbr Om ahr h¡Ÿ& OrdZ ~r_m Ho$ CËnmX {dH«$`

_| _Ü`ñWm| H$s ŷ{_H$m AË §̀V hr _hËdnyU© h¡Ÿ&

_Ü`ñW Mmho Omo ̂ r hmo gamhZr` H$m ©̀ Bg {b ò

h¡ H$s Xoe _| H$hr Z H$hr ~r_m Ho$ {dñVma _|

ghm`H$ h¡Ÿ& ̀ hm± ZdrZV_ CnbãY ({dÎmr` df©

2014-15) Ho$ OrdZ ~r_m ì`dgm` M¡Zb

dmBO XoIZm A{Zdm ©̀ h¡Ÿ& grYr {~H«$s _| d¥{Õ

hmoZo H$m à_wI H$maU bmoJm| _| OmJê$H$Vm Am¡a

BÝQ>aZoQ> H$s nhþ±M _| d¥{Õ H$mo _mZm Om gH$Vm

h¡Ÿ&

~r_m _Ü`ñWm| H$s g_ñ`m |̀: ~r_m _Ü`ñWm|

H$s AZoH$m| g_ñ`mE§ h¡ {OZH$s dOh go dmo AnZm

Ëd[aV `moJXmZ OrdZ ~r_m Ho$ joÌ _| Zht H$a

nm ò h¡Ÿ& AZoH$m|  _yb ŷV n[adV©Z {H$ ò J ò naÝVw

CZ g~ _| ~r_m _Ü`ñWm| H$s ghÿ{b`V H$mo Ü`mZ

_| Zht aIm J`m ZVrOZ AZoH$ ~r_m _Ü`ñWm|

Zo Bg ì`dgm` go Xyar ~Zm {b`mŸ& AmH$‹S>o

H$åß ỳQ>a _| AÀN>o bJVo h¡ Am¡a Zr{V Am¡a {Z`_

{H$Vm~m| _|Ÿ& Omo {Z`_ ì`dhm[aH$ Z hmo dh

bmoJm| H$mo AnZo gmW bå~r Ad{Y VH$ Omo‹S>|

Zht aI gH$VmŸ& ̀ h gË` h¡ H$s OrdZ ~r_m Ho$

{dH«$` H$m H$m ©̀ AË §̀V hr O{Q>b h¡ Am¡a em`X

`hr dOh Wr H$s ~r_m {~H«$s H$aZo dmbo

_Ü`ñWm| H$mo AmH$f©H$ H$_reZ am{e H$m ̂ wJVmZ

{H$`m OmVm Wm naÝVw {dJV dfm] Ho$ Hw$N> CËnmX

n[adV©Z Ho$ {Z`_m| Zo ~r_m _Ü`ñWm| H$s

nm[al{_H$ H$mo H$_ H$a {X`m ZVrOZ AZoH$

_Ü`ñWm| Zo Bg ì`dgm` go nbm`Z H$a {b`mŸ&

~oamoOJmar H$s ~r_mar  go J«{gV Bg Xoe _|

_Ü`ñWm| Ho$ ê$n _o AZoH$ bmoJm| H$mo Z Ho$db

~r_m ì`dgm` _| amooOJma àmá hmo  gH$Vm h¡

~pëH$ ~r_m H$m àMma àgma ^r VoOr go hmo

gH$Vm h¡Ÿ& ahr ghr H$ga godmH$a Zo nyar H$a Xr

Z Ho$db ~r_m A{^H$Vm©Am| H$mo godmH$a CZHo$

Ûmam A{O©V Am` na XoZm n‹S>Vm h¡Ÿ~pëH$

nm°{bgr YmaH$ H$mo àr{_`_ Ho$ gmW godmH$a

XoZm n‹S>Vm h¡Ÿ& g~go Amü ©̀M{H$V H$a XoZo dmbm

{df` `h h¡ {H$ Am`H$a H$s Ymam 80gr Ho$

AÝVJ©V àmá hmoZo dmbr {Zdoe _| Am`H$a go

Ny>Q> Ho$ CnbãY g_ñV {Zdoem| _| BH$bm¡Vm OrdZ

~r_m joÌ hr h¡ {Ogna godmH$a bmJy hmoVm h¡Ÿ&

BZ g~Ho$ Ambmdm ~r_m _Ü`ñWm| Ho$ ê$n _|

H$m ©̀ H$aZo H$s EH$ O{Q>b à{H«$`m h¡ {OgH$s

ny{V© g^r Ho$ Ûmam g§̂ d Zht h¡ Ed§ CgHo$ nümV²

^{dî` H$s gw{Z{üVVm Zhr h¡Ÿ& g_ñV H$m ©̀

dfm] _| EH$ hr Vah H$m H$m ©̀ H$aZm h¡ - ~r_m

{dH«$`Ÿ& Z ò Am¡a nwamZo ~r_m _Ü`ñWm| _| H$moB©

ôX Zhr h¡Ÿ& O_rZr gw{dYm Omo EH$ Zm¡H$ar noem

{MÌ-2

Source : IRDAI Hand Book 2013-14
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AmX_r H$mo àmá hmoVr h¡ O¡go F$U, Jo«À ẁQ>r,

n|eZ, [aQ>m`_]Q>, H$m`© àmo_moeZ Am{X ~r_m

_Ü`ñWm| H$mo àmá Zhr h¡Ÿ& ~r_m _Ü`ñWm| H$mo

ì`{º$JV A{^H$Vm© ~ZZo Ho$ _mÜ`_ H$mo N>mo‹S>

H$a AÝ` ~r_m {dH«$` Ho$ _mÜ`_ Ho$ ê$n _|

H$m ©̀ H$aZo Ho$ {bE ^mar ny±Or H$s Amdí`º$m h¡

Omom g~Ho$ ~g H$s ~mV Zht h¡Ÿ& OrdZ ~r_m

CËnmX _| Z`mnZ Z hmoZm ̂ r ~r_m A{^H$Vm©Am|

H$s é{M Am¡a {dH«$` _| à^md S>mbVm h¡Ÿ& ~r_m

_Ü`ñWm| go gå~§{YV {Z`_ H$mZyZ Wmo‹S>m O{Q>b

h¡Ÿ& Omo ~r_m _Ü`ñW H$m`© H$a aho h¢ CZ_|

ñWm{`Ëd Zht h¡Ÿ& BZ g~ g_ñ`mAm| Ho$ hmoVo

hþ̀ o ^r EH$ ~hþV hr AÀN>r ~mV `h h¡ H$s

AmO ̂ r ~r_m _Ü`ñWm| Ûmam hr ~r_m Ho$ CËnmX

H$m {dH«$` {H$`m Om ahm h¡ Am¡a g_ñV OrdZ

~r_m H$ånZr H$s Ztd BZ na {dÚ_mZ h¡Ÿ& ~r_m

_Ü`ñWm| H$s Amdí`H$Vm Ho$ {b`o ^maVr`

OrdZ ~r_m ~mOma Ho$ ñdén H$mo g_PZm A{V

Amdí`H$ h¡Ÿ& ZdrZV_ CnbãY S>oQ>m H$m {ddaU

{ZåZ h¡Ÿ&

{MÌ-3

Source : IRDAI Hand Book 2013-14

{ZîH$fm©Ë_H$ {Q>ßnUr: H$moB© ^r ì`dñWm `{X

Mb ahr h¡ Vmo Cgo AÀN>m _mZm Om gH$Vm h¡

naÝVw Cg ì`dñWm _| N>moQ>o-N>moQ>o gwYma H$a Am¡a

à^mdr ~Zm XoZm AË §̀V AmgmZ h¡ Z H$s ì`dñWm

H$mo n[ad{V©V H$a XoZmŸ& ~r_m _Ü`ñWm| H$s

Amdí`º$m Am¡a CZH$s g_ñ`m`m| Ho$ {ZdmaU

Ho$ {b ò `h AË §̀V Amdí`H$ h¡ H$s ^maVr`

ì`mdgm{`H$ n[adoe _| BZHo$ ~mao _| ha ~‹S>o

N>moQ>o nhbwAm| Ho$ ~mao _| JhZ {dMma {H$`m Om`

Am¡a BZ_| gwYma {H$`m Om`Ÿ& {Z`_m| Am¡a H$mZyZm|

H$mo Am¡a ì`mdhm[aH$ ~Zm`m Om`Ÿ& ~r_m _Ü`ñWm|

Ho$ noeo H$mo Am¡a AmH$f©H$ ~Zm`m Om` Am¡a ~r_m

CËnmX _| ZdrZVm bm`r Om òŸ& ~r_m ì`dgm`

H$mo VwaÝV godmH$a _wº$ {H$`m Om` {Oggo nm°{bgr

hmoëS>a Ho$ gmW gmW ~r_m _Ü`ñWm| H$s é{M

Bg_| ~Zr ah gH|$Ÿ& ~r_m  _Ü`ñW Ho$ CnbãY

g_ñV _mÜ`_m| _| ì`{º$JV A{^H$Vm© _mÜ`_

g~go ̂ amogo ̀ mo½` _mZm Om gH$Vm h¡ {OZ_| H$m ©̀

H$aZo Ho$ {b ò H$_ ny±Or H$s Amdí`º$m hmoVr h¡

Am¡a H$m ©̀ H$aZo H$m Ëd[aV _m¡H$m {_b OmVm h¡Ÿ&

^maVr` OrdZ ~r_m {ZJ_ Zo AnZo H$m`m©o go

`h à_m{UV ^r {H$`m h¡ H$s naånamJV OrdZ

~r_m {dH«$` à{V{Z{Y AË §̀V _hËdnyU© h¡ Am¡a

BZHo$ ~mao _| AbJ go gmoMZo H$s OéaV h¡Ÿ&

{H$gr Xoe H$m Am{W©H$ {dH$mg V^r hmo gH$Vm

h¡ O~ {dÎmr` godmAm| H$m Z Ho$db àMma àgma

hmo ~pëH$ bmoJm| H$s {hñgoXmar hmoŸ& OrdZ ~r_m

^r AnZo Amn _| ~o{_gmb h¡ Omo Z Ho$db {dÎmr`

g§H$Q>m| H$s g_ñ`m`m| H$mo Xya H$aVm h¡ ~pëH$

pñWa YZ H$mo Xoe Ho$ {dH$mg _| bJmVm h¡Ÿ& Am¡a

`h V^r g§̂ d hmo nmVm h¡ O~{H$ ~r_m H$m

{dH«$` ^maV Xoe Ho$ àË òH$ ZmJ[aH$m| H$mo {H$`m

Om` Am¡a ̀ h V^r gå^d hmoJm O~ OrdZ ~r_m

_Ü`ñWm| H$mo AmYw{ZH$ Amdí`H$Vm Am¡a

^maVr` ~r_mn[adoe Ho$ AZwê$n V¡̀ ma {H$`m

Om`Ÿ& ~r_m _Ü`ñW {H$gr ^r ~r_m H$ånZr

H$s g\$bVm Ho$ AmYma ŷV ñVå^ h¡Ÿ&

S>m°. AO` Hw$_ma {_lm, {dMma boIH$ Ho$
ì`{º$JV h¢Ÿ&
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The Life Insurance Sector

procured Rs. 95871.62 crore

First Year Premium with a growth

of 15.55% as at the end of 31st

January, 2016. LIC procured Rs

66335.70 Cr with a growth of

14.99% where as Private Sector

procured Rs 29535.92 Cr posting

a growth of 16.82%. Private

sector experienced a growth in

both Individual NB and Group NB

where as LIC shown a growth in

Group NB and decline in

Individual NB.

The number of individual policies

has shown a growth of 2.03% by

public sector and 8.30% by

private sector and a overall

growth of 3.47% at the industry

level. The number of lives

covered under Group policies has

shown a growth by 42.05% at the

industry level.

ULIP business has shown a

growth of 36.88% up to the

period ended 31st January, 2016

compared to the corresponding

previous period. The Life

Insurance Industry has procured

Linked Premium of Rs.12845.80

crore as at 31st January, 2016

Snapshot of Life Insurance Industry as at 31.01.2016

as against Rs. 9384.48 crore for

the same corresponding period of

previous year. This entire growth

may be attributed to the Private

Sector (growth of 36.64%) while

LICI has a growth of 3429.85%

with Rs.23.65 crore against the

Rs. 0.67 crore business in the

previous year corresponding

period.

The share of Pension (30.64%),

Annuity (8.29%) and Health

(0.15%) segments has shown

growth where as Life (60.92%)

segment has shown a decline

when compared to last year’s

performance. The individual

pension business shows a decline

both in terms of number of

policies and premium. Group

Pension premium has a growth

of 22.86% for private sector and

42.64% for LICI. However, the

share of individual pension

premium out of the total pension

premium remains at just around

2.7%.

The number of individual agents*

in life insurance sector stood at

20,17,916  with a net reduction

of 49,920 (2.4%) for the period.

There is a net addition of 44,715

(* Source data is from Life Council’s MIS for the month of January, 2016)
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(4.9%) agents in private sector

which has ended up with a total

of 9,48,947 agents while there

is a net reduction of  94,635

(8.1%) in case of  LIC which

closed the month of January

2016 with a total of 10,68,969

individual agents.

Analysis of ULIP business:

The Life Insurance Industry has

procured Linked Premium of

Rs.12845.80 crore as at 31st

January, 2016 as against

Rs.9384.48 crore for the same

corresponding period of previous

year. It shows an increase of

36.88%.

LIC’s Premium is Rs.23.65 crore

(PY Rs.0.67 crore), an increase

of 3429.85%

Private players have collected

linked Premium of Rs.12822.15

crore (PY Rs.9383.81 crore), an

increase of 36.64%.

Analysis of Traditional Business:

The Life Insurance Industry has

procured Non-Linked Premium of

Rs.83025.82 crore as at 31st

January, 2016 as against

Rs.73585.38 crore for the same

corresponding period of previous

year. It shows a growth of 12.83

%.

LIC’s Premium is Rs.66312.05

crore (PY Rs. 57686.95 crore), a

growth of 14.95%.

Private players have collected

Non-linked Premium of

Rs.16713.76 crore (PY

Rs.15898.44 crore), an increase

of 5.13%.

Compiled by Life Dept., IRDAI

Always at your Service
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SUMMARY OF NEW BUSINESS PERFORMANCE OF LIFE INSURERS FOR THE PERIOD ENDED FEB-2016 (PROVISIONAL)

Sr. Particulars Premium in Rs. Crore No. of Policies / Schemes

No. Month of Upto Month of Upto YTD Month of Upto Month of Upto YTD
Feb-2016 Feb-2016 Feb-2015 Feb-2015 Variation Feb-2016 Feb-2016 Feb-2015 Feb-2015 Variation

in % in %
A B C D E F G H I J K L
1 Aegon Life Insurance Company Limited

(formerly known as AEGON Religare Life Insurance Company Limited)
Individual Single Premium 0.1 1.59 0.13 0.79 99.98 12 217 1035 3408 -93.63
Individual Non-Single Premium 12.06 107.69 25.1 153.54 -29.87 3860 39636 6083 45768 -13.4
Group Single Premium 0.05 0.05 0.02 0.09 -39.06 1 1 0 1 0
Group Non-Single Premium 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 12.22 109.33 25.25 154.42 -29.2 3873 39854 7118 49177 -18.96

2 Aviva Life Insurance Company India Ltd.
Individual Single Premium 2.2 7.55 0.74 9.2 -17.91 3049 6890 1891 6568 4.9
Individual Non-Single Premium 10.93 126.92 25.51 223.44 -43.2 2663 30961 5875 58117 -46.73
Group Single Premium 0 0.05 0 0.49 -89.64 0 0 0 1 -100
Group Non-Single Premium 9.22 130.33 8.34 201.36 -35.27 5 43 8 41 4.88
Total 22.35 264.85 34.58 434.5 -39.04 5717 37894 7774 64727 -41.46

3 Bajaj Allianz Life Insurance Co. Ltd.
Individual Single Premium 12.28 170.63 29.47 250.12 -31.78 836 11687 1850 14696 -20.47
Individual Non-Single Premium 67.03 514.87 71.49 600.3 -14.23 20437 193056 28081 218925 -11.82
Group Single Premium 159.46 875.95 68.52 618.89 41.54 12 59 10 106 -44.34
Group Non-Single Premium -22.62 592.1 43.24 673.01 -12.02 4 126 17 409 -69.19
Total 216.14 2153.55 212.72 2142.32 0.52 21289 204928 29958 234136 -12.47

4 Bharti AXA Life Insurance Company Limited
Individual Single Premium 0.22 3.38 0.33 1.45 133 350 3395 12 59 5654.24
Individual Non-Single Premium 31.88 297.66 29.06 283.73 4.91 8483 73410 7166 72049 1.89
Group Single Premium 14.93 148.45 9.5 101.34 46.48 0 1 0 4 -75
Group Non-Single Premium 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 47.03 449.49 38.88 386.53 16.29 8833 76806 7178 72112 6.51

5 Birla Sunlife Insurance Company Ltd.
Individual Single Premium 2.36 27.08 2.81 25.02 8.24 98 786 41 414 89.86
Individual Non-Single Premium 62.59 515.47 58.44 576.11 -10.53 29392 228030 26551 227468 0.25
Group Single Premium 0.96 11.12 0.82 9.78 13.63 0 5 3 5 0
Group Non-Single Premium 45.85 954.83 35.17 831.94 14.77 34 431 33 431 0
Total 111.77 1508.5 97.24 1442.86 4.55 29524 229252 26628 228318 0.41

6 CANARA HSBC OBC LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY LTD.
Individual Single Premium 19.01 50.38 0 0.67 7465.1 65 198 0 11 1700
Individual Non-Single Premium 52.68 343.1 31.19 278.25 23.3 10374 59116 5585 50909 16.12
Group Single Premium 124.36 327.42 6.59 71.36 358.82 6 28 0 5 460
Group Non-Single Premium 0.36 2.17 0.17 9.14 -76.23 0 0 2 26 -100
Total 196.42 723.06 37.95 359.41 101.18 10445 59342 5587 50951 16.47

7 DHFL Pramerica Life Insurance Co. Ltd.
Individual Single Premium 6.35 18.91 0 0.01 134935.97 406 1287 0 1 128600
Individual Non-Single Premium 9.06 130.39 14.18 120.72 8.01 4284 46168 4625 47301 -2.4
Group Single Premium 53.15 481.42 40.18 347.52 38.53 23 192 0 1 19100
Group Non-Single Premium 0 0 3.45 33.5 -100 0 0 10 82 -100
Total 68.56 630.71 57.81 501.75 25.7 4713 47647 4635 47385 0.55

8 Edelweiss Tokio Life Insurance Company Limited
Individual Single Premium 1.11 4.82 0.18 1.51 218.91 35 450 16 202 122.77
Individual Non-Single Premium 16.2 94.17 10.28 72.47 29.94 3806 27067 2984 21227 27.51
Group Single Premium 1.49 14.01 0.77 11.75 19.27 1 3 0 3 0
Group Non-Single Premium 1.47 9.18 0.27 7.9 16.3 12 81 4 70 15.71
Total 20.27 122.18 11.49 93.63 30.5 3854 27601 3004 21502 28.36

9 Exide Life Insurance Company Limited
Individual Single Premium 2.75 59.98 20.03 199.75 -69.97 89 502 59 1355 -62.95
Individual Non-Single Premium 47.33 396.35 38.16 343.22 15.48 17561 160088 14569 130769 22.42
Group Single Premium 0 0 0 0.04 -100 0 0 0 0 0
Group Non-Single Premium 2.01 68.66 2.25 8.12 745.65 20 326 23 130 150.77
Total 52.09 524.99 60.44 551.14 -4.74 17670 160916 14651 132254 21.67

10 FUTURE GENERALI INDIA LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY LIMITED
Individual Single Premium 0.24 3.11 0.51 5.47 -43.14 31 291 58 613 -52.53
Individual Non-Single Premium 13.87 94.58 15.5 96.07 -1.55 2817 23319 3588 30560 -23.69
Group Single Premium 0.77 1.02 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0
Group Non-Single Premium 2.47 90.32 1.07 54.74 65 17 107 6 81 32.1
Total 17.35 189.04 17.08 156.29 20.96 2865 23720 3652 31254 -24.11

11 HDFC STANDARD LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY LIMITED
Individual Single Premium 35.87 297.02 52.76 334.02 -11.08 38139 247637 33893 163687 51.29
Individual Non-Single Premium 353.45 2728.93 275.9 2412.78 13.1 86578 731253 57595 553076 32.22
Group Single Premium 191.1 1992.02 121.03 1614.46 23.39 42 526 56 491 7.13
Group Non-Single Premium 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 580.41 5017.98 449.69 4361.26 15.06 124759 979416 91544 717254 36.55

12 ICICI Prudential Life Insurance Company Limited
Individual Single Premium 58.12 356.43 27.88 208.29 71.12 3443 18552 1075 7223 156.85
Individual Non-Single Premium 471.52 4313.14 504.33 3967.11 8.72 60001 480382 53736 563024 -14.68
Group Single Premium 69.67 1311.53 35.09 488.58 168.44 23 318 22 284 11.97
Group Non-Single Premium 0 0 0 4 -100 0 0 0 0 0
Total 599.3 5981.1 567.29 4667.99 28.13 63467 499252 54833 570531 -12.49
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Sr. Particulars Premium in Rs. Crore No. of Policies / Schemes

No. Month of Upto Month of Upto YTD Month of Upto Month of Upto YTD
Feb-2016 Feb-2016 Feb-2015 Feb-2015 Variation Feb-2016 Feb-2016 Feb-2015 Feb-2015 Variation

in % in %
A B C D E F G H I J K L

13 IDBI Federal Life Insurance Company Limited
Individual Single Premium 15.08 160.22 20.26 72.98 119.53 858 9057 1017 3729 142.88
Individual Non-Single Premium 30.56 254.11 20.74 201.92 25.84 9572 83742 7217 69841 19.9
Group Single Premium 4.42 63.08 0 0 0 3 80 0 0 0
Group Non-Single Premium 0.4 6.8 4.39 86.63 -92.16 0 0 13 85 -100
Total 50.46 484.2 45.39 361.54 33.93 10433 92879 8247 73655 26.1

14 IndiaFirst Life Insurance Co Ltd
Individual Single Premium 1.21 19.24 9.56 35.43 -45.69 62 788 271 1448 -45.58
Individual Non-Single Premium 30.01 161.82 25.12 119.73 35.16 11081 73500 12173 74873 -1.83
Group Single Premium 56.41 1092.53 158.64 1221.9 -10.59 0 35 23 160 -78.13
Group Non-Single Premium 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 87.63 1273.6 193.32 1377.06 -7.51 11143 74323 12467 76481 -2.82

15 Kotak Mahindra Old Mutual Life Insurance Ltd
Individual Single Premium 19.21 89.38 9.14 119.35 -25.11 10437 29405 3314 13066 125.05
Individual Non-Single Premium 90.99 701.37 66.53 421.19 66.52 20261 167740 16225 115644 45.05
Group Single Premium 35 384.29 31.8 293.44 30.96 4 44 2 39 12.82
Group Non-Single Premium 32.79 454.79 24.28 289.58 57.05 70 779 57 724 7.6
Total 177.98 1629.83 131.75 1123.57 45.06 30772 197968 19598 129473 52.9

16 Max Life Insurance Co. Ltd
Individual Single Premium 54.52 466.58 42.48 379.82 22.84 58 746 100 792 -5.81
Individual Non-Single Premium 222.46 1599.83 167.32 1550.44 3.19 42978 376984 39138 406338 -7.22
Group Single Premium 22.38 197.09 16.98 159.14 23.84 2 32 0 31 3.23
Group Non-Single Premium 2.19 30.63 1.8 19.81 54.63 23 350 22 463 -24.41
Total 301.55 2294.13 228.58 2109.21 8.77 43061 378112 39260 407624 -7.24

17 PNB MetLife India Insurance Company Limited
Individual Single Premium 0.77 8.11 1.1 5.77 40.65 32 257 11 101 154.46
Individual Non-Single Premium 83.84 748.08 70.4 575.29 30.04 20829 204791 18270 166620 22.91
Group Single Premium 3.9 27.94 0.51 6.92 303.81 0 0 0 0 0
Group Non-Single Premium 1.49 40.89 10.23 89.33 -54.23 22 336 32 406 -17.24
Total 89.99 825.02 82.24 677.31 21.81 20883 205384 18313 167127 22.89

18 Reliance Life Insurance Company Limited
Individual Single Premium 2.31 17.79 1.6 20.58 -13.57 101 911 104 1153 -20.99
Individual Non-Single Premium 76.65 740.13 93.57 1023.18 -27.66 31454 306573 35277 407397 -24.75
Group Single Premium 6.36 82.17 6.3 63.01 30.4 12 148 12 159 -6.92
Group Non-Single Premium 16.93 528.36 19.85 716.61 -26.27 13 83 12 200 -58.5
Total 102.24 1368.44 121.32 1823.38 -24.95 31580 307715 35405 408909 -24.75

19 Sahara India Life Insurance Company Ltd.
Individual Single Premium 1.07 21.02 1.45 20.74 1.32 238 3897 314 4198 -7.17
Individual Non-Single Premium 0.87 9.7 0.67 8.24 17.75 925 11076 951 13228 -16.27
Group Single Premium 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Group Non-Single Premium 0 0.35 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0
Total 1.93 31.07 2.12 28.99 7.2 1163 14975 1265 17426 -14.07

20 Sbi Life Insurance Company Limited
Individual Single Premium 65.27 639.31 45.44 555.01 15.19 3569 31959 3029 30393 5.15
Individual Non-Single Premium 352.16 3485.55 227.89 2484.04 40.32 95211 1044911 80174 898676 16.27
Group Single Premium 94.05 1240.38 85.67 1040.54 19.21 1 63 5 59 6.78
Group Non-Single Premium 24.38 366.59 23.8 207.52 76.65 39 338 21 189 78.84
Total 535.87 5731.83 382.8 4287.11 33.7 98820 1077271 83229 929317 15.92

21 Shriram Life Insurance Company Limited
Individual Single Premium 2.93 36.68 3.22 87.69 -58.16 217 3366 428 8714 -61.37
Individual Non-Single Premium 31.16 294.68 23.63 195.5 50.73 21176 222911 17835 146432 52.23
Group Single Premium 21.94 188.39 14.01 112.2 67.9 0 8 0 4 100
Group Non-Single Premium 5.7 50.04 2.97 20.1 148.95 7 124 7 43 188.37
Total 61.72 569.79 43.82 415.49 37.14 21400 226409 18270 155193 45.89

22 Star Union Dai ichi Life Insurance Company Limited
Individual Single Premium 3.61 70 4.46 33.18 110.93 154 3323 224 1873 77.42
Individual Non-Single Premium 50.79 299.75 49.37 317.12 -5.48 11225 74033 11761 80808 -8.38
Group Single Premium 2.54 24.32 3.78 33.29 -26.95 0 2 0 0 0
Group Non-Single Premium 1.96 193.68 2.07 150.92 28.33 5 76 9 78 -2.56
Total 58.91 587.74 59.67 534.52 9.96 11384 77434 11994 82759 -6.43

23 Tata AIA Life Insurance Company Limited
Individual Single Premium 0.47 9.22 0.05 0.8 1049.32 25 316 1 15 2006.67
Individual Non-Single Premium 72.7 433.04 28.35 163.74 164.47 16519 107287 9200 50079 114.24
Group Single Premium 0.06 5.79 1.11 14.49 -60.04 0 1 0 2 -50
Group Non-Single Premium 4.37 107.24 2.63 46.55 130.39 8 98 1 206 -52.43
Total 77.6 555.29 32.14 225.58 146.16 16552 107702 9202 50302 114.11
Private Total 3489.81 33025.73 2933.59 28215.83 17.05 594200 5146800 513812 4717867 9.09

24 LIFE INSURANCE CORPORATION OF INDIA
Individual Single Premium 1362.18 9156.29 635.29 11768.84 -22.2 123564 836556 72704 1461561 -42.76
Individual Non-Single Premium 1928.56 16334.78 1608.81 15908.81 2.68 1835378 15504033 1625511 14332028 8.18
Group Single Premium 4241.3 46107.97 2215.39 31658.83 45.64 13 262 0 5 5140
Group Non-Single Premium 274.37 2543.06 217.51 3028.14 -16.02 2271 25264 2006 28852 -12.44
Total 7806.41 74142.1 4677 62364.62 18.88 1961226 16366115 1700221 15822446 3.44
Grand Total 11296.22 107167.83 7610.59 90580.45 18.31 2555426 21512915 2214033 20540313 4.74

66

Source: Life Insurance Council

Always at your Service
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SUMMARY OF NEW BUSINESS PERFORMANCE OF LIFE INSURERS FOR THE PERIOD ENDED FEB-2016 (PROVISIONAL)

Sr. Particulars Premium in Rs. Crore No. of Policies / Schemes

No. Month of Upto Month of Upto YTD Month of Upto Month of Upto YTD
Feb-2016 Feb-2016 Feb-2015 Feb-2015 Variation Feb-2016 Feb-2016 Feb-2015 Feb-2015 Variation

in % in %
A B C D E F G H I J K L
1 Aegon Life Insurance Company Limited

(formerly known as AEGON Religare Life Insurance Company Limited)
Individual Single Premium 0.1 1.59 0.13 0.79 99.98 12 217 1035 3408 -93.63
Individual Non-Single Premium 12.06 107.69 25.1 153.54 -29.87 3860 39636 6083 45768 -13.4
Group Single Premium 0.05 0.05 0.02 0.09 -39.06 1 1 0 1 0
Group Non-Single Premium 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 12.22 109.33 25.25 154.42 -29.2 3873 39854 7118 49177 -18.96

2 Aviva Life Insurance Company India Ltd.
Individual Single Premium 2.2 7.55 0.74 9.2 -17.91 3049 6890 1891 6568 4.9
Individual Non-Single Premium 10.93 126.92 25.51 223.44 -43.2 2663 30961 5875 58117 -46.73
Group Single Premium 0 0.05 0 0.49 -89.64 0 0 0 1 -100
Group Non-Single Premium 9.22 130.33 8.34 201.36 -35.27 5 43 8 41 4.88
Total 22.35 264.85 34.58 434.5 -39.04 5717 37894 7774 64727 -41.46

3 Bajaj Allianz Life Insurance Co. Ltd.
Individual Single Premium 12.28 170.63 29.47 250.12 -31.78 836 11687 1850 14696 -20.47
Individual Non-Single Premium 67.03 514.87 71.49 600.3 -14.23 20437 193056 28081 218925 -11.82
Group Single Premium 159.46 875.95 68.52 618.89 41.54 12 59 10 106 -44.34
Group Non-Single Premium -22.62 592.1 43.24 673.01 -12.02 4 126 17 409 -69.19
Total 216.14 2153.55 212.72 2142.32 0.52 21289 204928 29958 234136 -12.47

4 Bharti AXA Life Insurance Company Limited
Individual Single Premium 0.22 3.38 0.33 1.45 133 350 3395 12 59 5654.24
Individual Non-Single Premium 31.88 297.66 29.06 283.73 4.91 8483 73410 7166 72049 1.89
Group Single Premium 14.93 148.45 9.5 101.34 46.48 0 1 0 4 -75
Group Non-Single Premium 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 47.03 449.49 38.88 386.53 16.29 8833 76806 7178 72112 6.51

5 Birla Sunlife Insurance Company Ltd.
Individual Single Premium 2.36 27.08 2.81 25.02 8.24 98 786 41 414 89.86
Individual Non-Single Premium 62.59 515.47 58.44 576.11 -10.53 29392 228030 26551 227468 0.25
Group Single Premium 0.96 11.12 0.82 9.78 13.63 0 5 3 5 0
Group Non-Single Premium 45.85 954.83 35.17 831.94 14.77 34 431 33 431 0
Total 111.77 1508.5 97.24 1442.86 4.55 29524 229252 26628 228318 0.41

6 CANARA HSBC OBC LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY LTD.
Individual Single Premium 19.01 50.38 0 0.67 7465.1 65 198 0 11 1700
Individual Non-Single Premium 52.68 343.1 31.19 278.25 23.3 10374 59116 5585 50909 16.12
Group Single Premium 124.36 327.42 6.59 71.36 358.82 6 28 0 5 460
Group Non-Single Premium 0.36 2.17 0.17 9.14 -76.23 0 0 2 26 -100
Total 196.42 723.06 37.95 359.41 101.18 10445 59342 5587 50951 16.47

7 DHFL Pramerica Life Insurance Co. Ltd.
Individual Single Premium 6.35 18.91 0 0.01 134935.97 406 1287 0 1 128600
Individual Non-Single Premium 9.06 130.39 14.18 120.72 8.01 4284 46168 4625 47301 -2.4
Group Single Premium 53.15 481.42 40.18 347.52 38.53 23 192 0 1 19100
Group Non-Single Premium 0 0 3.45 33.5 -100 0 0 10 82 -100
Total 68.56 630.71 57.81 501.75 25.7 4713 47647 4635 47385 0.55

8 Edelweiss Tokio Life Insurance Company Limited
Individual Single Premium 1.11 4.82 0.18 1.51 218.91 35 450 16 202 122.77
Individual Non-Single Premium 16.2 94.17 10.28 72.47 29.94 3806 27067 2984 21227 27.51
Group Single Premium 1.49 14.01 0.77 11.75 19.27 1 3 0 3 0
Group Non-Single Premium 1.47 9.18 0.27 7.9 16.3 12 81 4 70 15.71
Total 20.27 122.18 11.49 93.63 30.5 3854 27601 3004 21502 28.36

9 Exide Life Insurance Company Limited
Individual Single Premium 2.75 59.98 20.03 199.75 -69.97 89 502 59 1355 -62.95
Individual Non-Single Premium 47.33 396.35 38.16 343.22 15.48 17561 160088 14569 130769 22.42
Group Single Premium 0 0 0 0.04 -100 0 0 0 0 0
Group Non-Single Premium 2.01 68.66 2.25 8.12 745.65 20 326 23 130 150.77
Total 52.09 524.99 60.44 551.14 -4.74 17670 160916 14651 132254 21.67

10 FUTURE GENERALI INDIA LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY LIMITED
Individual Single Premium 0.24 3.11 0.51 5.47 -43.14 31 291 58 613 -52.53
Individual Non-Single Premium 13.87 94.58 15.5 96.07 -1.55 2817 23319 3588 30560 -23.69
Group Single Premium 0.77 1.02 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0
Group Non-Single Premium 2.47 90.32 1.07 54.74 65 17 107 6 81 32.1
Total 17.35 189.04 17.08 156.29 20.96 2865 23720 3652 31254 -24.11

11 HDFC STANDARD LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY LIMITED
Individual Single Premium 35.87 297.02 52.76 334.02 -11.08 38139 247637 33893 163687 51.29
Individual Non-Single Premium 353.45 2728.93 275.9 2412.78 13.1 86578 731253 57595 553076 32.22
Group Single Premium 191.1 1992.02 121.03 1614.46 23.39 42 526 56 491 7.13
Group Non-Single Premium 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 580.41 5017.98 449.69 4361.26 15.06 124759 979416 91544 717254 36.55

12 ICICI Prudential Life Insurance Company Limited
Individual Single Premium 58.12 356.43 27.88 208.29 71.12 3443 18552 1075 7223 156.85
Individual Non-Single Premium 471.52 4313.14 504.33 3967.11 8.72 60001 480382 53736 563024 -14.68
Group Single Premium 69.67 1311.53 35.09 488.58 168.44 23 318 22 284 11.97
Group Non-Single Premium 0 0 0 4 -100 0 0 0 0 0
Total 599.3 5981.1 567.29 4667.99 28.13 63467 499252 54833 570531 -12.49
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Sr. Particulars Premium in Rs. Crore No. of Policies / Schemes

No. Month of Upto Month of Upto YTD Month of Upto Month of Upto YTD
Feb-2016 Feb-2016 Feb-2015 Feb-2015 Variation Feb-2016 Feb-2016 Feb-2015 Feb-2015 Variation

in % in %
A B C D E F G H I J K L

13 IDBI Federal Life Insurance Company Limited
Individual Single Premium 15.08 160.22 20.26 72.98 119.53 858 9057 1017 3729 142.88
Individual Non-Single Premium 30.56 254.11 20.74 201.92 25.84 9572 83742 7217 69841 19.9
Group Single Premium 4.42 63.08 0 0 0 3 80 0 0 0
Group Non-Single Premium 0.4 6.8 4.39 86.63 -92.16 0 0 13 85 -100
Total 50.46 484.2 45.39 361.54 33.93 10433 92879 8247 73655 26.1

14 IndiaFirst Life Insurance Co Ltd
Individual Single Premium 1.21 19.24 9.56 35.43 -45.69 62 788 271 1448 -45.58
Individual Non-Single Premium 30.01 161.82 25.12 119.73 35.16 11081 73500 12173 74873 -1.83
Group Single Premium 56.41 1092.53 158.64 1221.9 -10.59 0 35 23 160 -78.13
Group Non-Single Premium 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 87.63 1273.6 193.32 1377.06 -7.51 11143 74323 12467 76481 -2.82

15 Kotak Mahindra Old Mutual Life Insurance Ltd
Individual Single Premium 19.21 89.38 9.14 119.35 -25.11 10437 29405 3314 13066 125.05
Individual Non-Single Premium 90.99 701.37 66.53 421.19 66.52 20261 167740 16225 115644 45.05
Group Single Premium 35 384.29 31.8 293.44 30.96 4 44 2 39 12.82
Group Non-Single Premium 32.79 454.79 24.28 289.58 57.05 70 779 57 724 7.6
Total 177.98 1629.83 131.75 1123.57 45.06 30772 197968 19598 129473 52.9

16 Max Life Insurance Co. Ltd
Individual Single Premium 54.52 466.58 42.48 379.82 22.84 58 746 100 792 -5.81
Individual Non-Single Premium 222.46 1599.83 167.32 1550.44 3.19 42978 376984 39138 406338 -7.22
Group Single Premium 22.38 197.09 16.98 159.14 23.84 2 32 0 31 3.23
Group Non-Single Premium 2.19 30.63 1.8 19.81 54.63 23 350 22 463 -24.41
Total 301.55 2294.13 228.58 2109.21 8.77 43061 378112 39260 407624 -7.24

17 PNB MetLife India Insurance Company Limited
Individual Single Premium 0.77 8.11 1.1 5.77 40.65 32 257 11 101 154.46
Individual Non-Single Premium 83.84 748.08 70.4 575.29 30.04 20829 204791 18270 166620 22.91
Group Single Premium 3.9 27.94 0.51 6.92 303.81 0 0 0 0 0
Group Non-Single Premium 1.49 40.89 10.23 89.33 -54.23 22 336 32 406 -17.24
Total 89.99 825.02 82.24 677.31 21.81 20883 205384 18313 167127 22.89

18 Reliance Life Insurance Company Limited
Individual Single Premium 2.31 17.79 1.6 20.58 -13.57 101 911 104 1153 -20.99
Individual Non-Single Premium 76.65 740.13 93.57 1023.18 -27.66 31454 306573 35277 407397 -24.75
Group Single Premium 6.36 82.17 6.3 63.01 30.4 12 148 12 159 -6.92
Group Non-Single Premium 16.93 528.36 19.85 716.61 -26.27 13 83 12 200 -58.5
Total 102.24 1368.44 121.32 1823.38 -24.95 31580 307715 35405 408909 -24.75

19 Sahara India Life Insurance Company Ltd.
Individual Single Premium 1.07 21.02 1.45 20.74 1.32 238 3897 314 4198 -7.17
Individual Non-Single Premium 0.87 9.7 0.67 8.24 17.75 925 11076 951 13228 -16.27
Group Single Premium 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Group Non-Single Premium 0 0.35 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0
Total 1.93 31.07 2.12 28.99 7.2 1163 14975 1265 17426 -14.07

20 Sbi Life Insurance Company Limited
Individual Single Premium 65.27 639.31 45.44 555.01 15.19 3569 31959 3029 30393 5.15
Individual Non-Single Premium 352.16 3485.55 227.89 2484.04 40.32 95211 1044911 80174 898676 16.27
Group Single Premium 94.05 1240.38 85.67 1040.54 19.21 1 63 5 59 6.78
Group Non-Single Premium 24.38 366.59 23.8 207.52 76.65 39 338 21 189 78.84
Total 535.87 5731.83 382.8 4287.11 33.7 98820 1077271 83229 929317 15.92

21 Shriram Life Insurance Company Limited
Individual Single Premium 2.93 36.68 3.22 87.69 -58.16 217 3366 428 8714 -61.37
Individual Non-Single Premium 31.16 294.68 23.63 195.5 50.73 21176 222911 17835 146432 52.23
Group Single Premium 21.94 188.39 14.01 112.2 67.9 0 8 0 4 100
Group Non-Single Premium 5.7 50.04 2.97 20.1 148.95 7 124 7 43 188.37
Total 61.72 569.79 43.82 415.49 37.14 21400 226409 18270 155193 45.89

22 Star Union Dai ichi Life Insurance Company Limited
Individual Single Premium 3.61 70 4.46 33.18 110.93 154 3323 224 1873 77.42
Individual Non-Single Premium 50.79 299.75 49.37 317.12 -5.48 11225 74033 11761 80808 -8.38
Group Single Premium 2.54 24.32 3.78 33.29 -26.95 0 2 0 0 0
Group Non-Single Premium 1.96 193.68 2.07 150.92 28.33 5 76 9 78 -2.56
Total 58.91 587.74 59.67 534.52 9.96 11384 77434 11994 82759 -6.43

23 Tata AIA Life Insurance Company Limited
Individual Single Premium 0.47 9.22 0.05 0.8 1049.32 25 316 1 15 2006.67
Individual Non-Single Premium 72.7 433.04 28.35 163.74 164.47 16519 107287 9200 50079 114.24
Group Single Premium 0.06 5.79 1.11 14.49 -60.04 0 1 0 2 -50
Group Non-Single Premium 4.37 107.24 2.63 46.55 130.39 8 98 1 206 -52.43
Total 77.6 555.29 32.14 225.58 146.16 16552 107702 9202 50302 114.11
Private Total 3489.81 33025.73 2933.59 28215.83 17.05 594200 5146800 513812 4717867 9.09

24 LIFE INSURANCE CORPORATION OF INDIA
Individual Single Premium 1362.18 9156.29 635.29 11768.84 -22.2 123564 836556 72704 1461561 -42.76
Individual Non-Single Premium 1928.56 16334.78 1608.81 15908.81 2.68 1835378 15504033 1625511 14332028 8.18
Group Single Premium 4241.3 46107.97 2215.39 31658.83 45.64 13 262 0 5 5140
Group Non-Single Premium 274.37 2543.06 217.51 3028.14 -16.02 2271 25264 2006 28852 -12.44
Total 7806.41 74142.1 4677 62364.62 18.88 1961226 16366115 1700221 15822446 3.44
Grand Total 11296.22 107167.83 7610.59 90580.45 18.31 2555426 21512915 2214033 20540313 4.74

68

Source: Life Insurance Council
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Always at your Service

GROSS DIRECT PREMIUM INCOME UNDERWRITTEN BY NON-LIFE INSURERS

WITHIN INDIA  (SEGMENT WISE) : FOR THE PERIOD UPTO FEBRUARY,2016

( PROVISIONAL & UNAUDITED )  (RS. IN CRS.)

Insurers Fire Marine Marine Marine Engine- Motor Motor Motor Health Aviation Liability P.A. All Other Grand Growth Market Accr-

Total Cargo Hull ering Total OD TP Misc. Total % % etion

Private Sector Insurers

Royal Sundaram 96.00 30.85 29.98 0.87 36.55 1125.67 779.90 345.77 180.41 0.00 10.12 35.33 7.21 1522.14 7.14% 1.76% 101.50

Previous year 75.84 30.98 30.32 0.66 34.13 1042.27 732.80 309.47 189.18 0.00 8.50 33.73 6.01 1420.64

Tata-AIG 344.10 249.52 249.52 0.00 75.34 1262.76 807.56 455.20 252.43 2.05 259.01 119.23 138.52 2702.97 10.39% 3.13% 254.44

Previous year 304.91 233.78 233.78 0.00 68.06 1076.61 689.90 386.71 221.57 1.76 231.66 132.05 178.12 2448.53

Reliance General 254.53 49.94 40.74 9.20 50.55 1488.96 719.80 769.16 518.22 4.42 39.53 25.97 141.82 2573.94 3.54% 2.98% 88.11

Previous year 182.53 45.13 40.31 4.82 64.96 1488.79 685.71 803.08 448.65 3.00 32.77 35.80 184.20 2485.83

IFFCO-Tokio 222.37 109.39 104.60 4.79 58.55 2192.16 1211.52 980.64 405.13 0.49 69.77 42.45 228.90 3329.21 12.45% 3.85% 368.60

Previous year 204.34 108.29 95.75 12.55 56.20 1940.20 1126.68 813.52 294.30 1.04 56.71 32.51 267.02 2960.61

ICICI-lombard 595.14 291.44 229.63 61.81 187.16 3801.41 2307.69 1493.72 1356.16 49.88 177.17 258.21 790.84 7507.41 21.67% 8.69% 1337.32

Previous year 515.91 237.86 188.89 48.97 164.91 3116.39 1946.17 1170.22 1284.74 44.40 158.86 214.60 432.42 6170.09

Bajaj Allianz 407.25 131.19 118.79 12.40 91.57 2933.30 1917.93 1015.37 756.13 3.77 192.88 91.96 584.72 5192.77 10.78% 6.01% 505.44

Previous year 369.15 113.98 105.97 8.01 82.91 2613.24 1773.70 839.54 654.20 1.90 171.79 58.25 621.91 4687.33

HDFC ERGO  350.63 95.84  87.89  7.94  62.18 1054.22  539.20  515.02  581.29  26.20  134.91  427.55 246.23 2979.05 4.61% 3.45% 131.38

Previous year  315.07 100.34  88.14  12.20  57.22 955.47  570.59  384.87  509.86  26.76  121.33  355.62 406.00 2847.67

Cholamandalam MS 179.56 71.63 71.63 0.00 18.21 1466.42 666.09 800.33 187.76 0.00 14.55 97.48 143.08 2178.70 29.99% 2.52% 502.60

Previous year 108.40 60.07 60.07 0.00 22.73 1126.60 527.31 599.29 158.03 0.00 10.67 56.59 133.01 1676.10

Future Generali 145.40 56.46 56.46 0.00 34.62 828.04 578.37 249.67 146.57 0.24 36.85 45.00 114.20 1407.38 4.70% 1.63% 63.24

Previous year 121.80 54.78 54.78 0.00 34.89 744.92 527.31 217.60 133.61 0.06 35.94 40.06 178.08 1344.14

Universal Sompo 118.13 15.09 13.10 1.99 19.45 273.72 167.11 106.61 120.02 0.00 6.23 13.14 211.24 777.02 33.70% 0.90% 195.87

Previous year 106.32 15.15 15.15 0.00 16.62 218.14 133.27 84.87 104.26 0.00 4.49 5.67 110.51 581.15

Shriram General 17.06 1.22 1.22 0.00 8.79 1470.15 476.14 994.01 0.00 0.00 3.02 6.11 4.14 1510.50 13.73% 1.75% 182.41

Previous year 14.06 0.69 0.69 0.00 5.91 1296.84 453.11 843.73 0.00 0.00 2.03 5.24 3.32 1328.09

Bharti AXA 53.99 23.22 23.22 0.00 24.03 931.83 638.05 293.78 79.10 0.00 24.30 15.42 15.25 1167.14 -12.51% 1.35% -166.94

Previous year 72.16 29.21 29.21 0.00 29.56 994.99 685.08 309.90 145.51 0.00 21.23 20.65 20.77 1334.08

Raheja QBE 0.37 0.03 0.03 0.00 0.27 2.19 0.00 2.19 0.02 0.00 19.75 0.14 0.52 23.29 19.74% 0.03% 3.84

Previous year 0.37 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.26 0.30 0.00 0.30 0.01 0.00 17.73 0.26 0.52 19.45

SBI General 523.44 21.06 21.06 0.00 17.24 610.34 374.90 235.44 171.35 0.03 3.44 244.48 148.46 1739.84 29.25% 2.01% 393.75

Previous year 443.36 15.96 15.96 0.00 21.55 459.02 245.40 213.62 75.26 0.58 3.18 241.18 85.99 1346.09

L&T General  54.09 13.34  13.34 0.00  16.02 261.60  155.93  105.67  56.00 0.00  5.72  2.40 2.73 411.91 43.48% 0.48% 124.83

Previous year  36.73 8.50  8.50 0.00  16.51 175.42  118.97  56.45  39.90 0.00  5.14  1.81 3.08 287.09

Magma HDI 28.25 11.83 11.83 0.00 8.32 303.72 160.60 143.12 0.00 0.00 14.27 1.64 1.69 369.72 -14.49% 0.43% -62.67

Previous year 28.70 10.22 10.22 0.00 8.64 364.46 205.08 159.38 0.00 0.00 15.71 1.20 3.47 432.39

Liberty Videocon 25.66 6.85 6.85 0.00 14.23 247.61 171.62 75.99 53.29 0.00 5.39 10.13 7.57 370.73 42.75% 0.43% 111.03

Previous year 18.00 3.27 3.27 0.00 6.54 173.72 138.74 34.98 34.26 0.00 3.63 16.77 3.51 259.70

Kotak Mahindra($$$) 0.00 1.39 1.02 0.37 1.39 #DIV/0! 0.00% 1.39

Previous year 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Private Sector Sub Total 3415.98 1178.89 1079.89 99.00 723.09 20255.50 11673.44 8582.06 4863.89 87.07 1016.91 1436.65 2787.12 35765.10 13.08% 41.38% 4136.15

Previous Year Sub Total 2917.64 1068.22 981.01 87.21 691.61 17787.37 10559.82 7227.54 4293.33 79.50 901.37 1251.99 2637.94 31628.96

% Growth 17.1% 10.4% 10.1% 13.5% 4.6% 13.9% 10.5% 18.7% 13.3% 9.5% 12.8% 14.7% 5.7% 13.1%
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Insurers Fire Marine Marine Marine Engine- Motor Motor Motor Health Aviation Liability P.A. All Other Grand Growth Market Accr-

Total Cargo Hull ering Total OD TP Misc. Total % % etion

Public Sector Insurers

New India 1512.35 553.77 300.25 253.52 410.94 5556.33 2553.94 3002.39 4309.00 111.22 272.64 188.02 620.56 13534.83 14.54% 15.66% 1718.44

Previous year 1430.77 607.17 296.03 311.15 351.95 4829.49 2351.45 2478.04 3531.54 107.37 240.51 165.52 552.07 11816.39

National 750.69 235.94 157.82 78.12 217.95 5290.94 2150.73 3140.22 3498.22 63.29 79.00 226.35 423.44 10785.82 7.60% 12.48% 762.23

Previous year 795.54 270.81 169.26 101.54 254.63 4601.28 1951.16 2650.12 3237.03 70.31 83.63 121.98 588.39 10023.59

United India 1150.41 408.07 234.75 173.32 428.57 4209.91 1546.45 2663.46 3624.58 46.74 155.88 198.98 600.56 10823.70 13.75% 12.52% 1308.64

Previous year 1102.91 494.76 254.46 240.30 462.92 3709.08 1591.90 2117.18 2792.41 52.87 139.82 164.34 595.95 9515.06

Oriental 872.13 387.61 210.41 177.20 278.90 2825.16 1146.53 1678.63 2379.97 94.93 114.78 127.65 438.66 7519.79 11.98% 8.70% 804.41

Previous year 861.72 378.02 207.97 170.05 302.34 2575.49 1098.11 1477.38 1821.48 99.37 105.64 116.63 454.69 6715.38

Public Sector sub Total 4285.58 1585.39 903.23 682.16 1336.36 17882.34 7397.65 10484.70 13811.77 316.18 622.30 741.00 2083.22 42664.14 12.07% 49.37% 4593.73

Previous Year Sub Total 4190.94 1750.76 927.72 823.04 1371.84 15715.34 6992.62 8722.72 11382.46 329.92 569.59 568.47 2191.10 38070.41

% Growth 2.3% -9.4% -2.6% -17.1% -2.6% 13.8% 5.8% 20.2% 21.3% -4.2% 9.3% 30.4% -4.9% 12.1%

Stand-alone Health Insurers

Star Health 0.00 0.00 1649.20 41.17 0.00 1690.37 36.23% 1.96% 449.51

Previous year 0.00 0.00 1213.56 27.30 0.00 1240.86

Apollo Munich 0.00 0.00 808.57 60.27 0.00 868.84 27.45% 1.01% 187.13

Previous year 0.00 0.00 641.94 22.46 17.31 681.71

Max Bupa 0.00 0.00 409.70 0.35 410.05 29.77% 0.47% 94.06

Previous year 0.00 0.00 315.42 0.57 315.99

Religare 0.00 0.00 401.45 37.39 438.84 83.19% 0.51% 199.28

Previous year 0.00 0.00 226.17 13.39 239.56

Cigna TTK 0.00 0.00 115.44 6.31 121.75 647.39% 0.14% 105.46

Previous Year 0.00 0.00 16.14 0.15 16.29

Stand-alone Health sub Total 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3384.36 0.00 0.00 145.49 0.00 3529.85 41.51% 4.08% 1035.44

Previous Year Sub Total 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2413.23 0.00 0.00 63.87 17.31 2494.41

% Growth 40.2% 127.8% -100.0% 41.5%

Specialised Insurers

ECGC (Export & Credit) 0.00 0.00 1150.97 1150.97 -3.43% 1.33% -40.84

Previous year 0.00 0.00 1191.81 1191.81

AIC (Crop) 0.00 0.00 3312.51 3312.51 39.71% 3.83% 941.49

Previous year 0.00 0.00 2371.02 2371.02

Specialised sub Total 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4463.48 4463.48 25.28% 5.16% 900.65

Previous Year Sub Total 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3562.83 3562.83

% Growth 25.3% 25.3%

Industry Total 7701.56 2764.29 1983.12 781.16 2059.44 38137.85 19071.09 19066.76 22060.01 403.24 1639.21 2323.14 9333.82 86422.57 14.08% 100.00% 10665.96

Previous Year Sub Total 7108.58 2818.98 1908.73 910.25 2063.45 33502.70 17552.44 15950.26 18089.02 409.42 1470.96 1884.32 8409.18 75756.61

% Growth 8.3% -1.9% 3.9% -14.2% -0.2% 13.8% 8.7% 19.5% 22.0% -1.5% 11.4% 23.3% 11.0% 14.1%

% Market Share 8.9% 3.2% 2.3% 0.9% 2.4% 44.1% 22.1% 22.1% 25.5% 0.5% 1.9% 2.7% 10.8% 100.0%

Previous Year Market Share 9.4% 3.7% 2.5% 1.2% 2.7% 44.2% 23.2% 21.1% 23.9% 0.5% 1.9% 2.5% 11.1% 100.0%

Note:  Compiled by GI Council on the basis of data submitted by the Insurance companies

$$$ Commenced operations in December 2015
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IRDAI CAUTIONS PUBLIC AGAINST SPURIOUS CALLS AND FICTITIOUS OFFERS

Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority of India (IRDAI) has been receiving complaints,
through email/letters and in its Integrated Grievance Management System, from members of
public informing the Authority that they are receiving spurious calls from unidentified persons:

• Claiming to be representatives of IRDAI and offering insurance policies of different insurance
companies with various benefits.

• Claiming that IRDAI is distributing bonus to insurance policyholders out of the funds invested
by insurance companies with IRDAI.

• Claiming that the policyholder would receive bonuses being distributed by IRDAI if they
purchase an insurance policy and wait for a few months after which the bonus would be
released by IRDAI.

• Advising customers to subscribe to fresh policy after surrender of the existing policy and wait
for a few months after which the fresh policy would be entitled for additional enhanced returns/
benefits.

• Informing that 'Survival Benefit or Maturity Proceeds or Bonus' is due under their existing
policy and investing in a new insurance policy is mandatory to receive the amounts which are
due.

• Advising public to invest in insurance policies to avail gifts, promotional offers, interest free
loans, or setting up of Telecom towers or other such offers.

The general public is hereby informed that IRDAI is a regulatory body established by an Act of
Parliament, i.e. the Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority Act 1999, to protect the
interests of the policyholders, to regulate, promote and ensure orderly growth of the insurance
industry and for matters connected therewith or incidental thereto. Further, IRDAI informs the
members of public that:

• IRDAI is not involved directly or through any representative in sale of any kind of insurance or
financial products.

• IRDAI does not invest the premium received by insurance companies.

• IRDAI does not announce any bonus for policyholders or insurers.

• Any person making any kind of transaction with such individuals/agents will be doing the
same at his own risk.

IRDAI hereby urges the public to remain alert and not to fall prey to frauds or scams perpetrated
by miscreants who impersonate to be employees / officers of IRDAI or other insurance companies.

If any member of the public notices such instances, he or she may lodge a police complaint,
along with the details of the caller and telephone number from which the call was received , in
the local police station




